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Abstract
Myocardial ischemia-reperfusion (MIR) injury, which occurs during events such as
myocardial infarction (MI) treated with reperfusion therapy, can cause substantial cardiovascular
dysfunction, often leading to death during the first 24 hours. Preliminary evidence suggests that
the inflammatory mediator platelet activating factor (PAF) may contribute substantially to M I R
injury. However, there remains more to be learned about both the mechanism through which
PAF alters cardiac function, and the contribution of PAF to M I R injury, in order to determine if
PAF antagonism can be useful as treatment for MIR.
Part 1: The relative concentration-dependent

cardiac function responses to P A F in the

isolated rat heart were investigated. It was found that low to high PAF concentrations (10 nM-10
uM) significantly increased coronary vascular resistance. Moderate to high PAF concentrations
(1. U M T I O U M ) significantly increased capillary permeability. Only a high concentration (10 u.M)
of PAF caused significant myocardial contractile depression and bradycardia. These effects were
prevented by PAF antagonist TCV-309.
Part 2: The contribution of PAF in the ischemic-reperfused ex vivo rabbit heart to (a) cardiac
dysfunction during the first 5 h of reperfusion, and (b) apoptotic cell death in the heart, a
previously unstudied form of injury, were investigated. Finally, it studied (c) the interrelationship
of P A F and nitric oxide (NO), during MTR. It was shown that (a) P A F causes myocardial
contractile depression and increases coronary vascular resistance through to 5 h reperfusion, (b)
PAF can contribute to apoptotic cell death during MLR and (c) P A F can reduce the mRNA
expression of an important enzyme that produces NO, namely endothelial nitric oxide (eNOS),
thereby indicating that PAF and N O may be linked in MIR injury.

Part 3: The contribution of PAF to M I R injury was studied in a clinically relevant animal
model: in vivo swine managed similarly to patients undergoing reperfusion treatment for MI, and
treated with a clinically used PAF antagonist (TCV-309) at a therapeutically-modeled time. The
swine were survived for 8 days, in order to determine the previously unstudied long-term effects
of treatment with P A F antagonist for myocardial infarction. It was found that P A F antagonist
significantly improved systemic arterial blood pressure, reduced the requirements for inotropic
and antiarrhythmic support and improved long-term survival.
It is hoped that this information can provide a better understanding of the role of PAF in MIR
injury, and will help in the consideration of PAF antagonism as treatment for myocardial
infarction.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Myocardial infarction remains one of the major causes of death in North American people.
Statistics Canada has found that cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in Canada
(36% of all deaths) (Fig. 1). Ischemic heart disease accounts for the greatest percentage of deaths
(20% of all deaths), of which half are attributable to acute myocardial infarction . Consequently,
1

much research has gone into treating myocardial infarction. One of the biggest advances has
been the advent of treatments such as angioplasty, fibrinolytic agents and coronary artery bypass
grafting which re-establish blood circulation to the infarcted region of the heart. Although these
means of treatment (i.e. reperfusion therapy) have improved overall survival of people that are
admitted to equipped hospitals within the first several hours of suffering from a myocardial
infarction, the mortality rate is increased within the first 24 h following onset of reperfusion
compared to the situation if no reperfusion therapy was given . In fact, the period associated
5

with highest risk of death due to reperfusion is within the first 6 h of initiating reperfusion .
5,6

Common life-threatening cardiovascular dysfunctions experienced within the first several hours
following reperfusion as therapy for acute myocardial infarction (MI) include myocardial
depression, arrhythmias, systemic hypotension, pulmonary hypertension and coronary artery
vasospasm ' " . A critical next step in improving patient recovery during reperfusion is to find
3 6

24

the mechanism(s) underlying this reperfusion injury, and to devise a rational means of treatment.
The following Introduction aims to review the etiology and pathogenesis of myocardial

ischemia-reperfusion injury, in particular the role of the mediators platelet activating factor and
nitric oxide in this mechanism of injury.

1.1. Myocardial Ischemia-Reperfusion (MIR) Injury
1.1.1. Myocardial Ischemia
Myocardial ischemia and infarction are typically caused by substantial reduction or total
interruption of regional blood supply following occlusion of a coronary artery. This deprives a
region of the heart that is normally supplied by the occluded artery of the oxygen and metabolic
nutrients essential for maintenance of myocardial tissue integrity. Briefly, deprivation of oxygen
interrupts mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, thereby compromising the supply of ATP,
the main fuel for energy-requiring processes in the heart cells. Because these cells can no longer
derive energy from oxidative phosphorylation, they switch to anaerobic glycolysis. Glycogen
stores are mobilized and energy is derived less efficiently from this glycolysis, resulting in lactic
acid formation, acidosis and ultimately cellular death.
The vast majority of ATP is used to energise ionic pumps and to maintain cellular
homeostasis, including the integrity of plasma and intracellular membranes. When cellular A T P
is depleted during ischemia or hypoxia, the energy deficiency leads to disruption of normal ion
gradients (e.g. involving sodium, potassium and calcium), resulting in intracellular edema and
morphological alterations. Disruption of the plasma membrane integrity causes further changes
in ion gradients by a massive influx of sodium and efflux of potassium. In losing the ion
concentration gradients and cellular polarization, voltage-dependent C a

2+

channels are activated

and a massive uncontrollable influx of calcium occurs . The subsequent rise in the cytosolic
2

2

concentration of calcium leads to the activation of intracellular Ca -dependent proteases and
phospholipases, resulting in extensive cellular death .
3

Within the myocardium, the subendocardium undergoes the initial and most severe damage,
as this is where there is poor collateral circulation and substantial metabolic needs. Ischemia
causes myocyte swelling, damage to the sarcolemma, and necrosis . Ischemic necrosis begins to
4

develop in the subendocardial

region first, and then spreads towards the sub-epicardium in a

wave-front manner .
5

Physiological alterations in heart function result from ischemia. Depending on the size of the
ischemic area in the heart and the ability of the non-ischemic myocardium to exert compensatory
increased contractility, regional ischemia results in an overall decline in myocardial contractility,
resulting in reduced systemic blood pressure and circulation to the body. If there is ischemia in
any of the pacemaking or conduction pathway regions, arrhythmias can further reduce pump
function of the heart .
4

1.1.2. Myocardial Reperfusion: the Roles of Oxygen-Derived Reactive Species (ODRS) and
Inflammatory Mediators
Reperfusion (i.e. re-establishment of blood flow) in the ischemic/infarcted region associated
with treatment for myocardial infarction initiates two disparate types of cellular processes in the
previously ischemic region as a result of oxygen re-introduction. Initially, cells adjust to the
reintroduction of oxygen, and cellular repair begins. However, in the meantime, a second
mechanism triggers the immediate production of ODRS and activation of the inflammatory
cascade, which causes further cell injury.

ODRS are molecules or fragments of molecules containing unpaired electrons in their
outermost orbits. Important ODRS in biological systems are superoxide anion (O2"), hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2), hydroxyl radical (OH), nitric oxide (NO) and peroxynitrite (ONOO") " .
6

8

Recently, it was discovered that in addition to the immediate burst of ODRS following onset of
reperfusion, transcriptional upregulation of the inducible form of the enzyme nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS) several hours after the onset of reperfusion can produce high levels of N O in the
myocardium . High levels of N O can cause direct tissue damage, and can also react with O2" to
9

form subsequent ODRS, including the extremely toxic oxidant, ONOO". Peroxynitrite can act
directly on cell membranes to cause severe damage, or give rise to the hydroxyl radical which
can also cause extensive cell damage . Preliminary evidence also suggests that the low levels of
10

NO produced by NOS in endothelial cells (eNOS) may be cardioprotective during reperfusion
by maintaining appropriate vascular tone and preventing platelet and neutrophil adhesion to the
vascular wall " .
11

17

The release of high levels of ODRS associated with reperfusion can trigger lipid peroxidation
of the unsaturated phospholipid components of cellular membranes, which is a crucial event
determining the onset of irreversible cellular necrosis in ischemic-reperfused tissue " . Lipid
18

21

peroxidation and the subsequent activation of phospholipases initiate the formation and the
release of inflammatory mediators such as thromboxanes, leukotrienes, prostaglandins and
platelet

activating factor (PAF), which can be released into the circulation to

hemodynamic homeostasis .
22

Certain inflammatory mediators released

contribute to myocardial ischemia-reperfusion (MTR) injury.

affect

during reperfusion

The release of ODRS and inflammatory mediators during reperfusion has substantial effects
on both the neutrophils and the coronary vascular endothelium. Activation of these cells
promotes expression of adhesion molecules on both the neutrophils and the endothelium, which
attach neutrophils to the surface of the endothelium . Activated and adherent neutrophils are a
23

source of damaging ODRS, proteolytic enzymes and inflammatory mediators. Furthermore, the
accumulation of neutrophils and platelets gives hindrance to blood flow (known as "capillary
plugging" or the "no-reflow phenomenon") ' . Additionally, there is a substantial increase in
24 25

microvascular permeability and transendothelial leukocyte migration in the heart during
reperfusion . The activated macrophages and neutrophils migrating into the cardiac contractile
26

tissue release further ODRS, proteolytic enzymes and inflammatory mediators which can
damage the myocardium.
PAF is an inflammatory

mediator that has been found to be released immediately upon

reperfusion and although controversy still exists, there is evidence to suggest that it contributes
to reductions in myocardial contractility " , arrhythmias ' ' ' " , pulmonary hypertension ,
systemic hypotension ' ' ' , and coronary vasoconstriction ' ' . Furthermore, it has been well
31 36 39 40

28 29 43

established to contribute to cell death, exhibited by increased infarct s^e - - ' . ' - - - ^
29

31

32 34

36 37

39

44

4

during the reperfusion period, although the type of cell death involved (necrosis versus
apoptosis) has not been investigated.
It appears that the most important clinical consequences of MIR injury are firstly the extent
of cardiovascular dysfunction during the early reperfusion period and secondly the extent of cell
death in the myocardium (there is certainly some interrelationship between these two processes).
The development of any therapeutic

intervention can be greatly facilitated by a clear

understanding of the mechanisms of these two injurious processes. Current knowledge on the
contributions of the inflammatory mediator P A F and the radical N O to cardiovascular
dysfunction and cell death is discussed in the following sections 1.2.2, 1.2.3, and 1.3.2.

1.2. Platelet Activating Factor (PAF)
1.2.1. Structure and Properties of PAF
Platelet activating factor (l-0-alkyl-2-acetyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) (Fig. 2a) was first
named in 1972 by Benveniste et at who demonstrated that it was released from rabbit basophils
%

after IgE stimulation. It is a phosphatidylcholine analogue containing a long chain alkyl ether at
position 1 and an acetate ester at position 2 " . This phospholipid molecule was termed "platelet
49

51

activating factor", at first, because of its profound effects on platelet aggregation following
tritiated PAF binding to the receptor sites of platelets. Today, the platelet-independent effects of
PAF such as activation of the inflammatory cascade ' , direct negative inotropic effect on
52 53

cardiomyocytes ' , and stimulation of smooth muscle contraction "
54 55

56

58

have been described by

several other investigators.
PAF

is produced

by various

cell

types,

including polymorphonuclear

neutrophils

(neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils), monocytes, macrophages, endothelial cells, cardiomyocytes
and platelets . P A F is synthesized from mobilised cellular glycerol lipids. The biosynthesis of
1

PAF has been shown to occur through two main pathways (Fig. 3). One pathway, termed the
remodeling pathway is proposed to be the most important pathway in pathological processes ,
including in stimulated inflammatory cells ' ' . This pathway begins with the activation of
59

60

61

phospholipase A which catalyses the hydrolysis of the sn-2 arachidonate from alkyl choline
2

phosphoglycerides to produce an intermediate, l-0-alkyl-s«-glycero-3-phosphocholine ("lysoPAF") and free arachidonate (Fig. 3 )

62,63

The enzyme CoA-independent transacylase may also

regulate this transition to lyso-PAF . The second step is the conversion of lyso-PAF to PAF via
59

the addition of acetate to the sn-2 position. This step is mediated by the enzyme
acetyltransferase

64

and is Ca -dependent . Also, the presence of arachidonate, or similar long2+

65

chained, unsaturated fatty acyl groups, is required for eventual P A F production .
59

Another

pathway of PAF biosynthesis is termed the de novo route. This pathway has not been studied as
thoroughly as the remodelling pathway. However, it has been suggested that this pathway may
be responsible for the production of PAF under normal physiological conditions, such as for
glycogenoysis in the liver. The de novo pathway involves the acetylation of

l-0-alkyl-s«-

glycerol to l-0-alkyl-2-acetyl-s«-glycerol. It is then dephosphorylated via a phosphohydrolase
enzyme, and finally converted to PAF by CDP-cholinephosphotransferase (Fig. 3) .
59

Upon synthesis and release, P A F acts through specific receptors on either the extracellular
membranes of cells '

66 67

or, as recently discovered in human umbilical vein endothelial cells, via

intracellular receptors . It has been shown that specific binding sites for P A F exist in smooth
68

69

70

71 72

73 74

75

muscle cells , cardiomyocytes , neutrophils ' , monocytes-macrophages ' , eosinophils ,
endothelial cells

76

and cells of the central nervous system (synaptic plasma membranes and

intracellular membrane of rat cerebral cortex) " . P A F receptors undergo rapid desensitization
77

79

in response to occupancy .
80

Acetylhydrolase is responsible for the catabolism of P A F in both the intracellular and
extracellular compartments ' . It cleaves the short acyl chain at the sn-2 position and forms the
81 82

biologically inactive lyso-PAF (Fig. 2b). This enzyme is important in the regulation of PAF

activity in the plasma and in unactivated cells. When the acetate moiety is removedfromP A F ,
the lyso-PAF can be metabolized via CoA-independent transacylase, acyl-CoA acyltransferase,
or lysophospholipase D .
83

1.2.2. Effects of PAF
Presently, a body of evidence ' "
30 84

96

is emerging which implicates P A F in cardiovascular

dysfunction. Experimentally, cardiovascular dysfunctions similar to those that occur during M I R
can be produced either by the administration of exogenous P A F or the release of endogenous
PAF

(e.g. during sepsis).
,i

•

arrythmias

92,98,99

' ,

These

dysfunctions

u

systemic

include myocardial

84,86,92,93,96-99

hypotension ' ' ' '

,

,

i

pulmonary

depression ' ' ' ' ,
84 86 93 96 97

.

84,86,93,96

hypertension ' ' '

i

and

coronary artery vasoconstriction ' ' ' . Furthermore, these cardiovascular dysfunctions that
84 98 100 101

are associated with both reperfusion therapy and the presence of PAF have been shown in the
majority of studies to be reduced by the administration of a specific P A F antagonist ' ' ' ' "
84 86 92 93 96

99,100,101

Some variations in effects have been attributed to the interaction of PAF with other cells such
as platelets and leukocytes which can go on to generate other important mediators such as
leukotrienes, histamine, thromboxane A and nitric oxide ' . The following sub-sections
102

103

2

attempt to provide a brief overview of the general effects of PAF on the cardiovascular system.
1.2.2.1. Effects of PAF on Hemodynamics
Systemic Circulation:

Intravenous administration of PAF has been shown to cause systemic

hypotension in all species studied including guinea pig , rat ' , rabbit ' , d o g ' , and
104

•

92

swine .

103

105

102 106

107

108

Pulmonary

Circulation:

Administration of P A F has been shown to increase pulmonary

vascular resistance or cause pulmonary hypertension in the majority of studies, including the
species rabbit ' , d o g ' , and swine .
102 106

Coronary

108

109

92

Vascular Resistance:

The effect of PAF on the coronary circulation is still a

subject of controversy, although the majority of studies have demonstrated PAF-induced
vasoconstriction, (a) in vitro
concentration-dependent

effects: In isolated guinea-pig hearts, P A F produced a

increase

in coronary

vascular

resistance

(cvR) ' ' ' " .
100

101

108

110

112

Increased C V R also occurred following P A F infusion in isolated perfused rat hearts ' .
113 114

However, when low doses (1-100 pmol bolus) were used, decreased C V R alone, or decreased
followed by increased CVR, was observed in the rat and not in guinea p i g ' . In isolated
115

116

crystalloid-perfused rabbit hearts, the coronary vasculature was insensitive to P A F

1 1 7

'

1 1 8

.

However, when isolated rabbit hearts were perfused with crystalloid containing platelets, P A F
administration reduced coronary flow , (b) in vivo effects: The effects of PAF on the coronary
119

circulation have been shown to be species dependent. In swine, an intracoronary infusion of PAF
induced a transient increase in coronary blood flow followed by a second phase of decreased
blood flow ' . However in dog, results have been conflicting. P A F has been shown to reduce
88 92

coronary

blood

flow ,
120

to

cause

coronary

vasodilation

121

or

produce

a

biphasic

vasodilation/vasoconstriction effect . In subsequent studies, it was found that P A F is a
122

vasodilator when the endothelium of canine coronary arteries is intact and a vasoconstrictor
when the endothelium is injured, such as may occur after ischemia .
123

1.2.2.2. Effects of PAP on Myocardial Contractility
PAF has been shown to have a direct negative inotropic effect
cardiomyocytes ' . In human '
54 55

124 125

and guinea-pig

126

on isolated rat

isolated heart muscle preparations (atria

and papillary muscle), P A F was shown to cause concentration-dependent

reductions in

contractility. P A F has been shown in isolated rat and guinea-pig hearts to reduce myocardial
contractility ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' . Furthermore, P A F infusion has been demonstrated in vivo
113

127

128

130

98

100

101

112

131

to cause myocardial contractile depression in swine ' '
1.2.2.3. Effects of PAF on Arrhythmias
PAF has been shown to cause arrhythmias, including atrioventricular dissociation, ventricular
extrasystoles and bradycardia in isolated guinea pig and rat hearts ' " ' ' ' ' .
92

98

100

110

131

133

134

1.2.2.4. Effects of PAF on Capillary Permeability
P A F is the most potent stimulus of capillary permeability yet discovered. It has been shown
to be 1 000-10 000 fold more potent than histamine (previously the most potent stimulator of
vascular permeability known) at inducing vascular permeability in rat creamster muscle

. PAF

has been shown to increase capillary permeability in several organs, such as lung, skeletal
muscle and heart " .
135

141

It has been found that topical application of P A F to isolated perfused coronary vessels
induced a concentration-dependent

increase in the permeability coefficient of albumin .
141

Furthermore, P A F has been shown to contribute to capillary permeability in isolated hearts. For
example, in isolated rat and guinea pig hearts, P A F significantly increased cardiac capillary
permeability using fluorescein isothiocyanate bovine albumin as a marker of permeability, and
histological measures of edema ' . These effects were inhibited by PAF antagonists.
139 140

1.2.2.5. Effects of PAF on Cellular Death
The direct effects of PAF on cell death in the heart have not been investigated. However,
some studies have investigated the effects of PAF on apoptotic death in other tissues. P A F has
been reported to have various effects (including enhancement of, no effect on, or inhibition of
apoptosis), dependent on the cell type. For example, one study showed that HIV-1-infected
monocytes induced neuronal apoptosis, which was prevented by co-incubation with P A F
acetylhydrolase (the enzyme that catabolises P A F ) . P A F has been shown to not stimulate
142

apoptosis in in vitro rat lung pericytes . It has been demonstrated in Ramos B lymphoblastoid
143

cells undergoing apoptosis that incubation with PAF prevented apoptosis ' ' .
102 103 144

1.2.2.6. Indirect Effects of PAF
PAF can act on vascular endothelium, neutrophils and platelets to induce microvascular
injury and promote the production of other mediators, such as thromboxanes, histamine and
leukotrienes , that can enhance global myocardial dysfunction and hemodynamic instability.
145

Preliminary evidence also suggests that P A F may activate the production of nitric oxide
(discussed in more detail in section 1.4).
1.2.3. Role of PAF in MIR Injury
PAF has been demonstrated to be released from the heart during the reperfusion phase
following a period of myocardial ischemia ' ' . P A F is released into the blood stream almost
28 46 146

immediately upon reperfusion. Studies in in vivo rat and isolated rabbit heart found that PAF
46

levels peaked within the first 15 min of reperfusion. A n in vivo study in sheep

28

146

found that PAF

was significantly higher than baseline at 15 min reperfusion, and peaked (with substantial
variability between animals) at 3 h reperfusion. By 6 h reperfusion in this study, there was almost

no PAF detected. PAF has been shown to be released during myocardial ischemia in higher order
animals as well. For example, P A F has been detected in baboons after myocardial infarction

147

and in the blood of humans with coronary artery disease undergoing atrial pacing to evaluate the
severity of ischemia . Importantly, patients undergoing reperfusion therapy, using streptokinase
148

thrombolysis or angioplasty, have been shown to have higher blood levels of PAF than patients
given vehicle only ' .
149

150

The role of P A F in MTR injury has been investigated by our laboratory
47,i39,i46,i5i-i53
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40

and others "
27

there remains some controversy in the field, studies to date have

demonstrated that blocking the effects of PAF during M I R improves myocardial contractility "
27

33

, reduces arrhythmias ' ' ' " ' , pulmonary hypertension , systemic hypotension ' ' ' ,
27 30 31 33

coronary vasoconstriction ' '

28 29 43

42 151

and myocardial infarct

40
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during the early

reperfusion period (i.e. initial 24 h). However, not all studies have shown these protective effects
of blocking PAF.
The role of PAF in M I R injury has been assessed using two types of whole heart models,
defined as in vivo and in vitro (isolated heart). Additionally, P A F antagonists have been given at
two main time categories designed to protect against either ischemia-reperfusion injury (PAF
antagonist given prior to ischemia) or reperfusion injury (PAF antagonist given during ischemia,
shortly before reperfusion). A detailed description of the current evidence for the role of PAF in
MIR injury using these distinctions will now be presented.
1.2.3.1. Myocardial Contractility
The protective effect of P A F antagonists against MIR-induced reductions in myocardial
contractility remains controversial. A number of different types of PAF antagonists (shown in

brackets) have been shown to protect against myocardial depression during reperfusion when
administered before initiating ischemia in isolated rat hearts ( B N 50739) , diluted blood154

perfused rabbit hearts (TCV-3 09) , in vivo studies in sheep (L-659 989) and rabbit (SDZ 6328

29

675) , and an in vivo swine model of 1 h normothermic global ischemia and cardioplegia (CV31

3 9 8 8) . P A F antagonists have also been demonstrated to improve contractility compared to
33

untreated animals when administered shortly before the onset of reperfusion in isolated rabbit
hearts (SDZ 63-675 or W E B 2170)

27

and in vivo rabbit (SDZ 63-675 or WEB2170) .
39

Administration of PAF acetylhydrolase (which inactivates PAF) was shown in a recent study to
improve myocardial contractility in in vivo

rabbit

when administered

shortly

before

reperfusion .
32

However, other studies have shown no protective effects of PAF antagonists, on myocardial
contractility when administered either prior to ischemia or prior to reperfusion in in vivo dog (RP
59227 , B N 52021 , CV-3988 , WEB 2086 , TCV-309 ) and in vivo cat (WEB-2170) .
34

44

44

43

41

47

1.2.3.2. Hemodynamics
Pulmonary

Circulation:

The role of P A F in MIR-induced changes in pulmonary circulation has been minimally
studied. Only one previous study by our group has investigated this, and found in an in vivo
swine model that the P A F antagonist TCV-309 administered prior to ischemia significantly
protected against pulmonary hypertension occurring during reperfusion in the untreated group .
40

Systemic

Circulation:

The role of PAF in systemic blood pressure during MIR injury remains controversial, despite
•

92 102 108

the observations that administration of PAF is consistently associated with hypotension '

Studies showing that P A F antagonism blocks the systemic hypotensive effects of M I R when
administered prior to ischemia (the PAF antagonists used are shown in brackets) include in vivo
rabbit (BN52021 , SDZ 63-675 ) and swine (TCV-309)
36

31

antagonists SDZ 63-675 '

31 39

and W E B 2 1 70

39

40

models. Furthermore, P A F

were demonstrated to protect against systemic

hypotension when administered 5 min prior to reperfusion in an in vivo rabbit model of 40 min
regional ischemia followed by 24 h reperfusion. Conversely, several reports have found no
protective effect of PAF antagonists against systemic hypotension when administered prior to or
during ischemia (shortly before reperfusion) in in vivo dog (RP 59227 , W E B 2086 , B N
34

151

52021 , CV-3988 ) and rabbit (BN 50739 or B N 50736) .
44

Coronary

44

37

Circulation:

Despite a substantial amount of evidence that has shown that P A F infusion in isolated rat,
dog, or guinea pig hearts ' ' ' ' ' '
100

101

110

113

123

131

155

and in in vivo swine

89

causes coronary artery

vasoconstriction, controversy also remains concerning the protective effects of PAF antagonism
on the coronary vascular tone during MTR. Some studies have found that P A F antagonist
increases coronary blood flow during the reperfusion period compared to untreated animals,
while other studies have not shown any significant effects.
Specifically, studies have shown increased coronary flow rate, or reduced coronary vascular
resistance, when treated with PAF antagonist (shown in brackets) during M I R in isolated rabbit
hearts perfused with diluted blood (TCV-309; blood was diluted with Krebs-Henseleit solution;
significant difference at 1 h reperfusion) in vivo sheep (L-659 989; significant difference at 15
28

to 30 min reperfusion)

29

and in vivo dog (WEB-2086; significant difference at 24 h

reperfusion) . However, other studies have shown no significant effects of PAF antagonism on
43

14

coronary flow. These include M I R studies in in vivo dog (RP 59227 , B N 5 2 0 2 1 , CV-3988 )
44

and rabbit (SDZ-63675 or WEB 2170) , and in isolated rat hearts ( B N 50739 , B N 52021 ).
31

35

38

These variable results were found in hearts that were treated with PAF antagonist both prior to
ischemia ' ' ' ' and prior to reperfusion ' ' .
28 34 35 38 44

29 31 43

1.2.3.3. Arrhythmias
The incidence of arrhythmias such as A V nodal block, premature ventricular contraction,
ventricular tachycardia, ventricular fibrillation, and transient bradycardia during reperfusion has
been shown to be reduced by PAF antagonist administration in the majority of published studies
in several different animal models using a variety of PAF antagonists ' ' ' " ' " ' '
27 30 31 33

37 39

42 40 154

(for a

summary of these studies, please refer to Table 1). The protective effects were found when the
PAF antagonists were administered either before ischemia or shortly before reperfusion. Six
studies did not find any PAF antagonist-induced reduction in the incidence of arrhythmias during
reperfusion in in vivo d o g ' ' , in vivo cat and isolated rat heart '
151

44

156

47

38 154

models.

1.2.3.4. Capillary Permeability
Capillary permeability has been shown to be increased due to ischemia-reperfusion in
isolated rat hearts. Furthermore, the increased capillary permeability was significantly attenuated
by P A F antagonist CV-6209 in this study . Similar findings have been shown in the ischemic139

157

reperfused hamster cheek pouch treated with PAF antagonist WEB-2086
1.2.3.5. Mortality
Some short-term (up to 6 h reperfusion) studies have shown that administration of PAF
antagonists (shown in brackets) improved survival in models of M I R in in vivo rabbit ( B N 50739
or B N 50726) , rat (L-659 989 , CV-6209 ) and dog ( B N 52021 or SRI 63441) . In these
15
37

46

139

42

studies P A F antagonist was administered either before ischemia ' '

or shortly before

reperfusion . Another study that was performed by our group, which will be relevant to the
139

upcoming experiments, found that, in swine treated with the PAF antagonist TCV-309 1 h prior
to ischemia, 7 of 12 animals in the untreated group underwent cardiac arrest. In contrast, in the
group that received TCV-309, none of the animals sustained cardiac arrest. Resuscitative
measures were taken for animals undergoing cardiac arrest, so that 9 of 12 untreated animals
survived to 6 h reperfusion, compared to 12 of 12 animals that survived in the PAF antagonisttreated group . To date, no studies have investigated the protective effects of a PAF antagonist
40

on long-term survival following MIR.
1.2.3.6. Myocardial Cell Death
The effect of PAF antagonism on cellular death, as measured by infarct size, following MTR
has been well established. The vast majority of studies have shown that administration of PAF
antagonist before M I R reduces infarct size (please see Table 2 for more details). These include
animal models of in vivo d o g ' ' ' ' ' , rat ' , sheep
31

34

36

37

39

44

45 46

29

and cat , in which PAF antagonists
47

were administered either before ischemia or shortly prior to reperfusion. Administration of PAF
acetylhydrolase (which inactivates PAF) was shown to reduce infarct size in in vivo rabbit when
administered shortly before reperfusion . Only one study in an in vivo dog model of 90 min
32

ischemia followed by 6 h reperfusion showed that the PAF antagonist WEB-2086 did not reduce
infarct size .
151

Although the majority of studies have shown that M I R induces the apoptotic form of cell
death " , the contribution of PAF to apoptotic cell death during ischemia or reperfusion has
158

160

not been investigated. Apoptosis is unique in that in contrast to the other form of cell death,

namely necrosis, which is a degenerative process, apoptosis is an active, energy-dependent,
genetically programmed process to eliminate cells

161

(specific differences between apoptosis and

necrosis are shown in Table 3). Many molecular signaling pathways have now been identified
that are activated during apoptosis, such as caspase-3, caspase-8, some bcl-2 proteins, INK,
amongst many others. Apoptosis may be a clinically important process because pharmacological
agents can target the signaling pathways that activate programmed cell death, thereby providing
protection to the recovering heart.
Apoptosis has been shown to occur due to ischemia in the heart ' ' ' ' . For example,
162

163

164

165

166

apoptosis has been demonstrated in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes exposed to 12-48 h of
hypoxia ' . In rats, coronary artery occlusion resulted in apoptotic myocyte cell death, which
162 163

occurred earlier and was 6-fold more frequent than necrotic cell death . Furthermore, myocyte
164

apoptosis has been shown to occur in rabbits following coronary artery ligation
myocardial autopsy tissue after death from M I

1 6 6

165

and in human

.

The majority of studies have demonstrated that MIR induces apoptosis " . For example, in
158

160

a rabbit model of 30 min myocardial ischemia, followed by 4 h reperfusion, D N A fragmentation
(a measure of apoptosis) was detected in ischemic-reperfused myocardial tissue (particularly
myocytes), but not in control hearts. Furthermore, TUNEL-positive stained nuclei (a measure of
apoptosis) were more prevalent in ischemic-reperfused myocardium than in control hearts . In
158

rabbits exposed to 30 min coronary occlusion followed by 3 h reperfusion, the apoptotic signals
caspases-2, -3, and -7 were shown to be activated .
159

Despite this evidence, the contribution of mediators such as PAF to MIR-induced apoptotic
cell death has never been studied.

1.2.3.7. Summary of Role of PAF in MTR Injury
Despite all currently available evidence, the role of PAF in the pathophysiology of M I R
injury remains controversial with respect to its involvement in alterations in myocardial
contractility, systemic arterial blood pressure and coronary vascular flow. Administration of PAF
antagonists has been well established to reduce infarct size following reperfusion. However, the
effects of PAF antagonists on apoptosis remain unknown. Furthermore, the effects of P A F
antagonists on extended cardiovascular function and survival (after the first 24 h reperfusion)
have not yet been investigated. The lack of detailed and consistent information concerning the
role of P A F in MTR injury at present precludes the clinical use of PAF antagonists in this
common and frequently fatal clinical condition.
1.2.4. Cell Signaling Pathways of PAF
There are multiple sets of signaling pathways known to be activated by PAF. This section
will give a brief overview of the major pathways believed to be involved.
The first step in PAF signal transduction is the binding of PAF to its complementary receptor
(Fig. 4). P A F receptors (PAFr) have been identified and characterized by cloning of guinea pig
PAFr cDNA, and have been found to belong to the 7-membrane spanning G-protein coupled
receptor superfamily

167

1.2.4.1. G-proteins (guanine nucleotide regulatory proteins)
G-proteins are involved in cell signaling activated at P A F receptors (Fig. 4). In addition to
the aforementioned cloning study , this has been evidenced by the observation that the binding
167

of PAF to membranes stimulates GTPase activity ' . The types of G-proteins activated differ
168 169

based on cell type, as some processes involve G-proteins that are pertussis toxin-sensitive and
others that are insensitive .
170

1.2.4.2. Pho spholipid Turnover
PAF activates phospholipid turnover through PLC, P L A , PI3K, and PLD.
2

Phospholipase

(PLC):

P A F activates polyphosphoinositide turnover. This pathway is

mediated by P L C (Fig. 4). Two products are generated by this pathway: IP3 (inositol 1,4,5trisphosphate) and diacylglycerol. IP mobilizes intracellular Ca , and diacylglycerol activates
2+

3

PKC

1 7 0

. The activation of P L C in this pathway may involve two 2

isoforms of P L C are activated by either G-proteins (including G , G )
q

p

1 7 1

'

nd

1 7 2

messengers: Different
or by protein tyrosine

kinase (PTK) phosphorylation .
172

Phospholipase A (PLA2): PAF has been shown to activate P L A through G-proteins , E R K
173

2

1/2 , M A P K
174

1 7 5

2

, and a PTK-dependent mechanism

176

(Fig. 4). P L A

2

is thought to be

responsible for the hydrolysis of membrane phospholipids, resulting in the release of arachidonic
acid (AA). A A is further metabolized to biologically active eicosanoids, such as prostaglandins,
thromboxanes, and leukotrienes, as well as P A F . P L A

2

causes the release of lyso-PAF and

arachidonic acid (AA) in the remodelling pathway for the synthesis of PAF. Evidence suggests
that a positive feedback loop may exist in that PAF activates P L A , and P L A activates PAF.
2

Phosphatidylinositol
neutrophils

177

2

3-kinase (PI3K): P A F has been shown to stimulate PI3K in human

(Fig. 4). Different isoforms of PI3K can be activated either via G proteins or via

association of regulatory p85 subunits to tyrosine phosphorylated docking sites .
178

Phospholipase

D (PLD): P A F may activate P L D via P K C

1 7 9

(Fig. 4). P L D catalyzes the

hydrolysis of phosphatidyl choline, which yields phosphatidic acid and this can be further

metabolized to diacylglycerol, or to lysophosphatidic acid and free fatty a c i d ' . Phosphatidic
180

181

acid and its metabolites can act as signal transduction molecules.
1.2.4.3. Inhibition of Adenylate Cyclase
PAF has been shown to inhibit adenylate cyclase activation by PGI2 in human platelets

182

(Fig. 4). Adenylate cyclase activates the production of cAMP, which then goes on to inhibit P L C
and the production of P A F

176

.

1.2.4.4. Protein Tyrosine Kinase (PTK)
It has been shown that P A F activates P T K at least in part via G-proteins (such as G j ) '
175

183

(Fig. 4). One potentially important mediator is the P T K named focal adhesion kinase (FAK).
PAF alters the shape of endothelial cells by inducing rearrangement of the cytoskeleton . This
66

can account for the increased microvascular permeability associated with P A F

1 8 4

'

1 8 5

. F A K is also

known to be involved in cytoskeleton assembly; therefore, it is possible that it is an important
intracellular molecule mediating the

effects

of P A F in endothelial cells . This was
175

demonstrated in human endometrial cells, where P A F was shown to phosphorylate the tyrosine
residues of F A K
PLA2

1 7 6

1 8 6

. There is evidence that P T K activates other molecules such as P L C

in response to the presence of P A F

170

1 7 5

and

.

1.2.4.5. Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK)
PAF-induced phosphorylation of M A P K , including the subgroups E R K 1 , E R K 2
p38

189

1 8 7

'

1 8 8

, and

has been observed (Fig. 4). M A P K s have been shown to transmit their signals by

phosphorylating downstream components such as Ser-505 of PLA2. This phosphorylation is
necessary for the complete activation of the enzyme together with C a

2+

mobilization. M A P K s are

considered to play a key role in the kinase cascade that translocates signals from the membrane

to the nucleus. Many stimuli that trigger cell differentiation and cell-cycle transition activate
MAPKs. In addition to its effects as a proinflammatory mediator, P A F causes proliferative and
differentiating signals in non-inflammatory cells. Some of these effects could be explained by the
PAF-induced M A P K activation.
1.2.4.6. Protein Kinase C (PKC)
P K C can be activated by PAF via activation of P L C

1 9 0

and D A G

1 9 1

(Fig. 4). Activation of

P K C by other routes has been shown to desensitize the P A F receptor in many cell types " ,
192

194

implying that the response to PAF may be mediated by P K C . If so, this could indicate a complex
role for P K C ; it transmits signals in response to P A F and then shuts off subsequent responses.
P K C has been shown to be important in the signal transduction of PAF, as the effects of PAF are
inhibited by calphostin C, a P K C inhibitor .
195

1.2.4.7. Importance of Protein Kinase Activation in the Heart Due to PAF
In recent years, the role of protein kinases, such as those discussed above, in the signal
transduction of PAF in the heart has been emphasized. Knowledge concerning the activated
protein kinase pathways

may find clinical application in the future

as a means of

pharmacological targeting for certain protein kinases which may be damaging to cells during
ischemia-reperfusion injury. However, among the thousands of protein kinases that have been
identified, very few have been investigated as to whether or not they play a role in the actions of
PAF, particularly those in the heart.

1.2.5. PAF Antagonists
1.2.5.1. Summary of PAF Antagonists
Specific P A F antagonists have been subdivided by Houlihan
compounds: charged and non-charged compounds.

196

into two main classes of

Charged P A F antagonists, which are

structurally related to PAF, can be subdivided into open- and closed-chain analogues.
Open Chain Analogues:

The first compound described as a specific PAF antagonist was the

open-chain phospholipid analog CV-3988 . Although it was effective in inhibiting specific
197

binding of tritiated P A F to receptors on human, rabbit and guinea pig , it displayed some
198

agonist activity at high concentrations . The second representative of open-chain P A F
199

antagonists, CV-6209, was developed by modifiying CV-3988, resulting in a compound with an
approximately 100-fold increase in potency in inhibiting aggregation of human and rabbit
platelets, as well as inhibiting PAF-induced hypotension in rats . A more recently introduced
200

open chain specific P A F antagonist, named TCV-309, has been developed by Takeda Chemical
Industries (Japan) and is described in detail in the subsequent section 1.2.5.2.
Closed Chain Analogues: Reorganization of the glycerol of the PAF molecule into a cyclic
structure leads to the formation of analogues of PAF. The phosphate portion of PAF can also be
structured into a cyclic system, producing subsequent P A F analogues . Incorporation of a
tetrahydrofuran (C4H8O) ring at the C2 of the glycerol backbone gives rise to P A F inhibitors
such as SRI 63-072, SRI 63-675, and SRI 63-441. These have P A F antagonistic properties
201

similar to open-chain PAF antagonists, and their activity in animal models has been reviewed
Non-charged PAF Antagonists:

These are cyclic analogues of PAF that do not have positive

or negative charges. The compounds are organized in order of the number of rings present in the

molecule. They are divided into monocyclic, bicyclic, tricyclic, tetracyclic, and hexacyclic
systems.
Monocyclic systems (mostly the tetrahydrofuran derivatives) provide some PAF antagonistic
properties. Examples of these groups are L-652 731, L-653 150, B N 52004 and SRI 62-58,
amongst others reviewed elsewhere

'

. The most active members of the bicyclic systems are

L-652 469 isolated from Tussilago farfara Z/ , and neoligan kadsurenone, an active ingredient
203

extracted from the Chinese herbal plant Piper futokadsurae .
204

weak to moderate P A F antagonistic properties.
such as FR-49175 , Ro 15-1788
205

206

A l l bicyclic compounds have

The group of tricyclic systems includes agents

and W E B 2086 ' . By modification of W E B 2086, the
206
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tetracyclic compounds W E B 2170 and S T Y 2108 were formed, which have equal or 100-fold
higher antagonistic potency than W E B 2086, respectively. WEB-2086 and W E B 2170 have been
shown to have agonistic and differential effects on the cardiovascular system, compared to other
PAF antagonists

' ' ' . This is detailed further in section 4.1. Hexacyclic systems include

47151 156 127 54

B N 52020, B N 52021, and B N 52022. These compounds are the members of a series of
molecules isolated from an extract of the Chinese tree Ginko Biloba L. that possesses P A F
antagonistic activity , as well as other medically important properties (a detailed review is
208

available elsewhere ).
209

1.2.5.2. PAF Antagonist TCV-309
1.2.5.2.1. Structure of TCV-309
TCV-309

{3-bromo-5-[N-phenyl-N-[2-[[2-(l,2,3,4-tetrahydro-2-isoquinolylcarbonyloxy)

ethyl]carbamyl] ethyl] carbamyl]-l-propylpyridinium nitrate} is a charged, open chain analog of
PAF (Fig. 5).

1.2.5.2.2. Selectivity of TCV-309
In the present study, TCV-309 was used as a tool to investigate the role of PAF in M I R
injury. Therefore, it was important that we choose a selective PAF antagonist. TCV-309 has been
shown to inhibit the specific binding of [ H]-PAF to rabbit platelet microsomes and to not inhibit
3

the nonspecific binding of [ H]-PAF. This provided support that it is a specific antagonist of
3

PAF, providing antagonistic action at the specific receptor site(s). It does not have an effect on
phospholipase A , cyclooxygenase, T x A synthase, or 5- or 12-lipoxygenase pathways . T C V 210

2

2

309 significantly reduces PAF-induced hypotension and does not affect hypotension caused by
acetylcholine, bradykinin or histamine, suggesting that it has no antagonistic action on receptors
for vasoactive substances other than P A F

211

. Besides being more potent than the PAF antagonists

CV-3988 and CV-6209, TCV-309 does not produce any hemolysis of human or rat blood in
vitro, even at a concentration of 3 mM. In contrast, at this concentration (3 mM), CV-3988 and
CV-6209 produce significant hemolysis, most likely due to their detergent-like action ' .
212
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Furthermore, Takeda Chemical Industries has put TCV-309 through phase I and II clinical trials.
Considering these properties of TCV-309 and its possible future clinical applications, we believe
it is an agent that is appropriate to use in our investigations.
As a component inflammatory mediator of an interrelated cascade of other mediators, it is
important to keep in mind that blocking PAF receptors can exert two effects. Firstly, it can block
the direct effects of PAF, such as the reduction of myocyte contractility. Secondly, it can block
the indirect effects of PAF that are exerted by other mediators whose release is stimulated by
PAF, such as leukotrienes, prostaglandins and thromboxanes
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1.2.5.2.3. Pharmacokinetics of TCV-309
The biological half-life (Una and ti/2p) of TCV-309 after I V . administration has been shown
to be 0.1 and 1.4 h in rats and 0.2 and 2.1 h in dogs, respectively . In rats and dogs, most of the
214

TCV-309 administered was eliminated from the body within 48 h, with the majority (>70%)
appearing in the feces via the hepatobiliary route . Appropriate dosage regimens of TCV-309
214

for each animal are described in more detail in the Methods sections 2.2.1.3, 2.3.1.2 and 2.4.1.3.

1.3. Nitric Oxide Synthase (NOS)-Generated Nitric Oxide (NO)
1.3.1. Structure and Properties of N O
N O is an inorganic radical with an unpaired electron . Upon its discovery, N O was found to
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be a potent vasodilator. However, it has subsequently been found to have different effects,
dependent upon the concentration of N O produced. At low concentrations, N O activates
guanylate cyclase by combining with a heme group in the enzyme, to produce cGMP, and
subsequent modulation of [Ca ]i levels. High concentrations of NO, on the other hand, can cause
2+

direct chemical effects. As a radical species, it is highly reactive and can cause direct lipid
peroxidation of cellular membranes, or combine with O2" to form the potent oxidants ONOO"
and subsequent O H which cause further lipid peroxidation and cellular destruction. N O is
typically metabolized by forming inactive complexes with ions and macromolecules such as
hemoglobin, and binding with 0 2 t o form the inactive metabolites NO2 and NO3.

1.3.2. Nitric Oxide Synthase (NOS)
Two subtypes of NOS known to exist in the heart include endothelial NOS (eNOS) and
inducible NOS (iNOS):
eNOS is found in endothelial cells and produces the low levels of N O (in the picomolar
range) responsible for vascular homeostasis, including maintaining appropriate vascular tone and
organ blood flow, as well as inhibiting platelet aggregation, and platelet and neutrophil adhesion
to endothelium ' . To do this, eNOS activity is modulated instantaneously in response to
216 217
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specific receptor and/or physical stimulation and is Ca -dependent

218 219

'

iNOS is found in macrophages and cardiomyocytes and is activated primarily during
pathological conditions such as bacterial invasion, cancer, M I without reperfusion, and MIR. In
response to pathological conditions, iNOS produces high levels of N O (in the nanomolar range)
for sustained periods of time (i.e. days). Unlike eNOS, iNOS activity is transcriptionally
regulated. Therefore, it takes much longer (several hours) for iNOS to become activated. At
these high levels, N O and products resulting from its reaction with ODRS can cause further lipid
peroxidation of cell membranes. It can be hypothesized that the lipid peroxidation of cell
membranes caused by iNOS-generated N O and derived reactive oxidants may also cause the
subsequent release of arachidonic acid and a variety of vasoactive mediators, including P A F ,
which can exacerbate damage. However, this remains to be established.
1.3.2.1. Role of eNOS-Generated N O in MTR Injury
eNOS does not appear to contribute to cardiovascular dysfunction during MTR. In fact, it
appears to be beneficial for maintaining normal vascular tone during the insult. Antagonists that
block both eNOS and iNOS have been administered to animals during MTR, M I and sepsis, and

most studies found that blockade of all NOS subtypes actually worsened cardiovascular
dysfunction by reducing myocardial contractility and increasing coronary vascular resistance " .
11

15

By comparison, studies of myocardial infarction (MI) and MTR which specifically blocked iNOS
(and did not affect eNOS) showed improved myocardial contractility and/or myocardial blood
flow ' .
16 17

Therefore, preliminary evidence suggests that eNOS is protective during MIR, possibly

by maintaining appropriate vascular tone and inhibiting neutrophil adhesion and platelet
aggregation.
1.3.2.2. Role of iNOS-Generated N O in MIR Injury
Evidence is emerging that iNOS activity is increased during ischemia and reperfusion, and
that the high levels of N O produced may contribute to cardiovascular dysfunction.

Firstly,

iNOS activity and NO/ONOO" production have been shown to be increased in cardiac disorders
including myocardial infarction and M I R '

" . Furthermore, iNOS inhibitors have been shown

to limit MTR injury.
Recently, specific inhibitors of iNOS have become available and three studies have
investigated the effects of iNOS antagonists in a model of M I (without reperfusion). A l l three
models of M I permanently ligated the circumflex coronary artery in rabbits and showed that
iNOS activity was significantly increased starting 2 days after infarction and peaked 3 days after
17 226 227

infarction. This increase was preventable by specific iNOS antagonists '

'

. Furthermore, it

was shown that cardiac N O production was significantly higher at 2 days post-MI (without
*

17

reperfusion) and peaked at 3 days, this increase also being preventable by iNOS inhibitor .
Importantly, one study found that selective inhibition of iNOS improved myocardial contractility
and increased myocardial blood flow in the non-infarcted region of the heart .
17

There have been three investigations into the role of iNOS-generated N O in MLR injury. One
study has correlated M I R to iNOS activation and production of N O and ONOO" in the heart. In
this in vivo rat model of MTR, achieved by 20 min of regional ischemia followed by 5 h
reperfusion ,
9

O2", NO, and ONOO" levels in the ischemic-reperfused region of hearts were

increased at 5 h reperfusion, compared to non-ischemic regions and sham-operated animals.
Furthermore, iNOS activity increased 7-fold in the ischemic versus non-ischemic area at 5 h
reperfusion. However, no iNOS inhibitor(s) were administered in this study. Another recent
study

16

has found that administration of the specific iNOS inhibitor 1400W improved coronary

blood flow during the initial 20 min of reperfusion in the rabbit heart following 30 min of global
ischemia. The most recent study found that in in vivo rabbits that underwent 30 min regional
ischemia,

followed by

48

h reperfusion,

animals

that

received

the

iNOS

inhibitor

aminoguanidine had significantly higher myocardial contractility and blood flow, and reduced
infarct size, compared to untreated animals at 48 h reperfusion .
225

In addition to evidence that N O contributes to infarct size during M T R , the following
225

preliminary evidence suggests that MIR-generated N O may contribute to the apoptotic form of
cell

death

during

reperfusion:

hypoxia-reoxygenation

and

MTR induce

apoptosis

in

cardiomyocytes ' ' ; iNOS has been shown to be activated and N O is produced during
158 228 229

M I R ' ; N O has been demonstrated to induce apoptosis in cardiomyocytes '
9

225

230 231

macrophages ' ;
232 233

following myocardial infarction in rabbit,

and

time-dependent peak levels of

apoptosis have been correlated to peak levels of iNOS activity .
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Thus, in the complex pathways of mediator activation during MIR, there is strong evidence
that P A F and N O play important roles in the cardiovascular function and cellular death during

the reperfusion period. Despite this evidence for the role of each individual mediator in M I R
injury, the interrelationship of these two mediators in M I R injury remains to be studied.

1.4 Interrelationship of PAF and NO
There is increasing evidence that P A F and N O may have substantial mechanistic links with
each other:
PAF can have a direct effect on iNOS activity. In anesthetized rats, exogenous PAF infusion
and endogenous PAF release (through sepsis) has been demonstrated to induce iNOS activity in
the lung, which was attenuated with a PAF antagonist .
103

There is indirect evidence that P A F stimulates eNOS activity. For example, in rat thoracic
aorta PAF was shown to cause relaxation and increase cGMP production . In this study, P A F
235

antagonists and a NOS inhibitor N(G)-nitro-L-arginine (L-NNA) inhibited PAF-induced
relaxation and cGMP production. Also, removal of the endothelium abolished the effects of PAF.
This suggests that PAF can stimulate production of nitric oxide by acting on PAF receptors in the
endothelium, which in turn stimulate production of cGMP, thereby relaxing the arteries. The
response to PAF infusion in this study occurred immediately, and was maximal at about 5 min of
infusion. This short duration implicates eNOS, rather than iNOS, in the N O production because
the latter requires more time to be transcriptionally upregulated.
Several other studies have investigated the interrelationship of PAF and NO. For example, it
has been shown that infusion of PAF for 60 min in rats reduced mean arterial blood pressure
( A B P ) . Administration of NG-monomethyl-L-arginine ( L - N M M A ) (a NOS inhibitor) restored
236

the reduced A B P to original levels. A n example in the lung, where P A F induces vasoconstriction

(similar to the coronary circulation), is that PAF infusion caused pulmonary hypertension in dogs
within 10 min, and the pressure increase was potentiated by pre-treatment with NOS-inhibitor L NAME

. This study suggests that eNOS-produced N O can attenuate PAF-induced pulmonary

2 3 7

hypertension in anesthetized dogs. Furthermore, NOS inhibitors have been shown in other
238 240

studies

to

prevent

PAF-induced

changes

in blood

pressure

"

*

and

microvascular

permeability ' .
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In summary, there is evidence to support that P A F and N O are interrelated. Despite this
preliminary evidence, to my knowledge the interrelationship of PAF and N O during M I R has
never been investigated.

1.5. Rationale, Hypotheses and Specific Aims
1.5.1. Part I: Contribution of PAF to Cardiac Dysfunction in the Isolated Rat Heart
Rationale:

One area of limited knowledge concerning the role of PAF in MTR injury is the mechanism
by which P A F exerts injury to the heart. Understanding this could lead to better knowledge of
how PAF influences cardiac function during MTR. Specifically, the relative contributions of PAF
to four main indices of cardiac dysfunction, namely coronary vasoconstriction, myocardial
contractile depression, bradycardia and increased capillary permeability, have not as yet been
studied in a single animal model.

Hypothesis:

Each

index of cardiac

function,

namely

coronary

vascular

resistance,

myocardial

contractility, heart rate, and capillary permeability, has a characteristic response to various
concentrations of PAF in the isolated rat heart model.
Specific Aims:

(a) To determine the relative susceptibilities of coronary vascular resistance, myocardial
contractility, heart rate, and capillary permeability to various concentrations of P A F in the
isolated rat heart.
(b) To obtain tissue for investigations into the role of protein kinases in cell signaling pathways
of PAF in the heart (please see Appendix 1 for details of this study).
1.5.2. Part II: Role of PAF in Cardiac Dysfunction, Apoptosis and Nitric Oxide Synthase mRNA
Expression in the Ischemic-Reperfused Rabbit Heart
Rationale:

In the clinical situation of MIR, the highest-risk time of cardiovascular dysfunction leading to
death is during the first 6 h of reperfusion. However, the effects of P A F solely on the heart
(independent of corporeal influences) past the first hour of reperfusion remain unknown. A study
investigating the role of PAF in cardiac dysfunction during this high-risk time period could lead
to a better understanding of the effects of PAF on MIR injury.
Evidence suggests that iNOS-generated, and eNOS-generated, N O may contribute to, and
protect against, M I R injury, respectively.

Furthermore, there is preliminary evidence in non-

MIR studies that PAF and N O are functionally linked. A n understanding of how these mediators
may influence each other during MTR would lead to better understanding of the pathogenesis of

MIR injury and could enable the development of rational therapeutic strategies to treat MTR
injury. The interrelationship of PAF and N O during MIR has not yet been investigated.
There is substantial evidence demonstrating that the apoptotic form of cell death occurs
during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion. Apoptosis represents a type of cell death that can be
pharmacologically inhibited, potentially leading to reductions in overall cell death. However, no
studies have investigated the contribution of PAF to apoptosis during MTR.
Hypotheses:

(a) PAF contributes to cardiac dysfunction during the initial 5 h of post-ischemia reperfusion.
(b) PAF influences eNOS mRNA expression during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.
(c) PAF affects iNOS mRNA expression during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.
(d) PAF contributes to apoptosis during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.
Specific Aims:

(a) To examine the contribution of P A F to myocardial contractility and coronary vascular
resistance in the ex vivo rabbit heart during the initial 5 h of post-ischemia reperfusion.
(b) To determine the contribution of myocardial ischemia-reperfusion to iNOS/eNOS gene
expression.
(c) To investigate the contribution of PAF to iNOS/eNOS gene expression during myocardial
ischemia-reperfusion.
(d) To investigate the possible role of PAF in apoptosis, measured by D N A fragmentation and
pro-caspase-3 cleave, during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.

1.5.3. Part III: Therapeutic Potential of P A F Antagonism in the In Vivo Management of
Myocardial Infarction
Rationale:

Pre-clinical experiments investigating the potential use of PAF antagonists in the treatment of
MTR injury have been performed. However, there are discrepancies in the results from these
studies, potentially related to the differing characteristics of animal species and differential
effects of various P A F antagonists between experiments. If an investigation was designed to
closely represent the clinical management of MIR in a high developmental order animal (such as
swine), utilizing a specific P A F antagonist that has been used clinically, this could add further
reliable information to the therapeutic potential of PAF antagonism in the management of MTR
injury. Furthermore, the effects of P A F antagonism on extended (8 day) survival and
cardiovascular function following myocardial ischemia-reperfusion have not been studied.
Hypotheses:

(a) P A F antagonist

TCV-309 provides protection against regional myocardial ischemia-

reperfusion (MTR) injury when administered under clinically relevant conditions in a swine
model.
(b) TCV-309 improves cardiovascular recovery and survival after a long-term post-ischemic
reperfusion time (8 days).
Specific Aims:

(a) To investigate the protective effects of the P A F antagonist TCV-309 on myocardial
contractility, systemic arterial blood pressure, pulmonary arterial blood pressure and survival

for the treatment of regional M I R injury in a swine model when administered under clinically
relevant conditions.

(b) To investigate the effects of TCV-309 on myocardial function, systemic and pulmonary
hemodynamics, and survival over the long-term (8 days) following MIR.

Chapter 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS

All protocols were performed by Eric Loucks unless otherwise stated.

2.1. Animal Care
All animals used in this study were maintained in accordance with the "Guidelines of the
Canadian Council on Animal Care" under the supervision of the Animal Care Committee of the
University of British Columbia.

2.2. Part I: Contribution of PAF to Cardiac Dysfunction in the Isolated Rat Heart
2.2.1. Rationalization of Experimental Design
2.2.1.1. Animal Model
To assess the direct effects of PAF on the heart, we chose to use an isolated heart model,
perfused with a non-blood Krebs-Henseleit solution at constant flow rate through a Langendorff
apparatus. This system is advantageous because it allows for the measurement of cardiac
function independent of corporeal influences such as preload, afterload, external autonomic
inputs (sympathetic/parasympathetic nervous system), and circulating elements, both humoral
(e.g. catecholamines) and cellular, the latter of which are rich sources of vasoactive substances
such as thromboxanes and leukotrienes. Furthermore, by perfusing the heart at a constant flow
rate, myocardial contractility is more independent of vasoconstriction than if the perfusion was at

a constant perfusion pressure. At constant perfusion pressure, any vasoconstriction would reduce
oxygen and nutrient supply to the myocardium, thereby influencing contractility.
This model is quite far-removed from the clinical situation of MTR, such as there is no blood
in the system, the heart is isolated from the body, the species is not human, there is no ischemiareprfusion, and there is an absense of substrates such as free fatty acids that are normally present
during ischemia-reperfusion.
Wistar rats were chosen primarily on the basis of previous studies which used this species to
investigate the role of PAF in the heart ' ' ' . Consequently, the results of this study could
113
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be more readily compared with them. The rat heart is a standard model for isolated heart studies.
Rat and human hearts have anatomical similarities, most notably the collateral circulation of the
243

rat and human is sparse, unlike guinea pig which has extensive collateral circulation
2.2.1.2. PAF Administration
Hearts received graded concentrations of PAF in the range of 10 n M to 10 u M . These
concentrations were chosen based on previously published concentrations of PAF delivered to
isolated rat hearts

1Z61J

"'

Ijy

which were found to alter cardiac function.

PAF (Sigma, Ont., Canada) in 80 uL ethanol was dissolved into a vehicle composed of
Krebs-Henseleit (K-H) buffer (pH 7.4) and 0.25% bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma, Ont.
Canada). In order to deliver a consistent concentration of PAF to every animal, independent of
baseline coronary vascular flow rate, the following formula was used to calculate the amount of
PAF to administer:

Total Vol. (PAF Stock Solution + K-H/BSA) = Infusion Rate x mol PAF in Stock Solution
Desired [PAF] x Coronary Flow Rate
Infusion Rate = 0.24 mL/min
Units for concentration are "mol/L"
Units for coronary flow rate are "L/min"
P A F was allowed to come in contact only with tubing and containers made out of plastics
such as polypropylene. P A F is extremely lipophylic, and will bind to most surfaces other than
silicon, borosilicate glass, and polypropylene.
2.2.1.3. PAF Antagonist
TCV-309 (Takeda Chemical Industries, Osaka, Japan) is a selective P A F antagonist
described in detail in section 1.2.5.2. TCV-309 has been shown to protect rats against P A F induced hypotension and death ' . The 1 U.M TCV-309 concentration used in this study is
213 214

similar to that used in other studies of isolated rat hearts

244

and isolated rabbit hearts , and has
28

been shown to protect against PAF-induced changes in heart rhythm, coronary vascular
resistance,

and myocardial contractilie depression. Pilot studies in the present protocol

administering a variety of concentrations of TCV-309 found 1 u M effective to block the effects
of 1 u M P A F , without exerting any detectable effects on myocardial contractility, coronary
vascular flow rate or heart rate on its own.
2.2.2. Operative Techniques
Heparin (500 USP/kg body weight) was administered to maintain patency of the coronary
vasculature.

10 min after

pentobarbitol (65 mg/kg I P ) .

heparinization, the animals were anesthetized

with sodium

When anesthesia was obtained (confirmed by absence of pain

reflex in limbs and eye blink response), the chest was surgically opened, exposing the heart,
which was rapidly excised. Hearts were mounted on the Langendorff apparatus within 2 min of

opening the chest. Hearts were perfused with Krebs-Henseleit buffer through a cannula inserted
in the aorta. The coronary vascular flow rate was set to provide a baseline coronary perfusion
pressure of 50 mmHg. The left atrial appendage was surgically opened and a pediatric
temperature probe and small compliant balloon catheter were inserted and advanced into the left
ventricle for measurement of temperature and contractility, respectively. The balloon was
inflated to maintain a diastolic pressure of approximately 5 mmHg.
2.2.3. Langendorff Apparatus
Hearts were perfused with filtered, oxygenated Krebs-Henseleit buffer (pH 7.4) at 37°C. The
composition (mM) of the Krebs-Henseleit buffer was: NaCl, 118; KC1, 4.74; K H P 0 , 0.93;
2

4

N a H C 0 , 25; D-Glucose, 10; M g S 0 « 7 H 0 , 1.2; CaCI «7H 0, 2.5. The warm Krebs-Henseleit
3

4

2

2

2

buffer flowed into a tubing circuit, and was pumped serially through a heat exchange column, a
mixing chamber, a bubble trap and then into the aorta of the heart (Fig. 6). Platelet activating
factor and vehicle were administered into the heart via a syringe placed in an infusion pump
(Harvard Inc., Mass., USA) and connected to the mixing chamber, ensuring complete mixing of
the agents with the buffer before entering the heart. The bubble trap was placed directly above
the heart to minimize gas bubbles entering the coronary vessels. A liquid-warmed heating jacket
was placed around the heart to maintain the temperature at 37°C.
2.2.4. Groups and Assessment Times
Seven groups (n=8 each group) were studied (Table 4). Groups A - D received graded
concentrations of PAF, of 10 nM, 100 nM, 1 u M , and 10 u M . Group E received 1 uJVI PAF in
the presence of 1 u M TCV-309. Group F received vehicle only. Group G was sham-operated.

Myocardial contractility, coronary perfusion pressure and heart rate were monitored
continuously. Measurements were recorded at baseline and every 30 sec following the infusion
onset of PAF or vehicle. Following peak vasoconstriction (or 5 min after initializing P A F or
vehicle infusion in hearts which did not exhibit vasoconstriction), hearts were removed from the
apparatus, cut into the regions shown in Fig. 7, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -70°C.
The time period ranges at which peak vasoconstriction was expected to occur were determined in
the groups during pilot studies in which hearts were perfused with P A F or vehicle for 10 min,
followed by 20 min of monitoring. During the experiments the hearts were removed from the
apparatus at a maximum of 8 min following onset of PAF infusion.
Myocardial contractility, coronary vascular resistance,

and heart measurements were

recorded at peak dysfunction. In cases where there was no dysfunction, measurements were
recorded 5 min following onset of vehicle, PAF or PAF antagonist infusion.
2.2.5. Indices of Assessment
2.2.5.1. Myocardial Contractility
The balloon catheter was attached to a pressure transducer and Grass Polygraph Amplifier.
This enabled the measurement of left-ventricular systolic, diastolic, and developed pressures, as
well as positive and negative dP/dt.
2.2.5.2. Coronary Vascular Resistance
In a Langendorff system in which the heart is perfused at constant flow rate, Ohm's law (see
below) predicts that coronary perfusion pressure is directly proportional to coronary vascular
resistance. The coronary perfusion pressure was measured from a catheter placed directly above
the aorta, connected to a pressure transducer and Grass Polygraph Amplifier.

Ohm's law:

vascular resistance (in mmHg«min/mL) oc perfusion pressure (in mmHg)
flow rate (in mL/min)

2.2.5.3. Heart Rate
Heart rate was monitored by measuring the distance between 4 heart beats (which is actually
the duration of 3 beats) on the dP/dt polygraph tracing, and converting it to heart rate (based on a
chart paper speed of 25 mm/sec) by the following formula:

Heart Rate (beats/min) =

1500 mm/min Chart Speed
x 3 Beats
Distance Between 4 Beats (mm)

2.2.5.4. Capillary Permeability
The wet weight: dry weight ratio is an established index of tissue edema, which is a measure
of capillary permeability. Heart tissue (primarily from region A shown in Fig. 7) was thawed,
and the vascular tissue was trimmed off. The heart tissue was then immediately weighed in a
glass vial (this represented wet weight). The vials containing tissue were placed in a 95°C oven
for 27 h. Tissue was then taken out, cooled for 10-30 min, and re-weighed (representing dry
weight; final calculations of tissue weight did not include the weight of the glass vials). Vials
were replaced in the oven for a further 12 h. Five samples were re-weighed and compared to
samples after drying for 27 h to ensure that complete drying had taken place.
2.2.6. Statistical Analyses
Parameters were compared between groups using a factorial A N O V A and the Fisher's least
significant difference post-hoc test. Parameters within each group were compared to baseline
using a paired t-test.

2.3. Part II: Interrelationship of PAF and NO in Ischemia-Reperfusion Induced Cardiac
Dysfunction and Apoptosis in the Ex Vivo Rabbit Heart
2.3.1. Rationalization of Experimental Design
2.3.1.1. Animal Model
We chose to use rabbit as an animal model for M I R injury in part II. A main reason for this
choice was that this is an animal with sufficient blood volume to maintain an ex vivo isolated
heart, compared to rat which is considered too small. Rabbits have physiological similarities to
humans in that both species lack substantial collateral formation . In addition, both species lack
243

the enzyme xanthine oxidase, which promotes a pathway of oxygen-derived reactive substance
formation. Furthermore, rabbits are more cost-effective than larger animal models.
In order to fulfill the objectives for this part of the dissertation, it required a very unique
animal model. In our study, the effects of MLR were investigated on the heart alone, independent
of hemodynamic influences (eg. preload, afterload) and innervation that occur in vivo. What is
unique in this protocol is, firstly, that the isolated heart was perfused with blood (instead of
crystalloid, that is conventionally used in isolated heart studies that model a myocardial
infarction followed by reperfusion). Secondly, the heart was perfused for an extended period
following the ischemic insult (5 h as compared to a maximum of 1 h in other isolated heart
studies) ' ' ' ' . These are important because sources of many inflammatory mediators,
27 28 35 38 152

including P A F and N O , are the macrophages, platelets, neutrophils and other blood cells.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that inflammatory mediators such as PAF can require the
multitude of cell types present in the blood in order to exert their normal effects. For example, in

the isolated rabbit heart, the effects of PAF have been shown to be platelet-dependent. When
ischemia-reperfusion took place in the presence of platelets and neutrophils, there was a
significant worsening of myocardial contractility and increased rate of ventricular arrhythmias,
compared to perfusion with neutrophils in the absence of platelets .
27

These effects were

prevented by a P A F antagonist. Furthermore, the vasoactive effect of PAF and its neutrophildependent mechanism have been directly studied in coronary resistance vessels using an isolated
microvessel preparation . The authors found that topical application of PAF to the vessels
141

induced a concentration-dependent decrease in the diameter and an increase in the permeability
coefficient of albumin. Perfusion with neutrophils significantly increased PAF-induced changes
in vasomotor tone and permeability. Furthermore, administration of P A F caused neutrophil
adhesion to

the

endothelium

of coronary

arterioles

at

low-flow

perfusion velocities.

Consequently, the present study more closely resembled an in vivo situation than a crystalloidperfused isolated heart model, with the additional benefits of having a controlled environment of
consistent pre-load, after-load, and no innervation in the heart. Additionally, the extended
reperfusion time allowed us to investigate the protective effects of the PAF antagonist during the
5 h reperfusion period associated with maximal injury risk clinically ' , and allowed iNOS the
245 246

several hours that can be required for its transcriptional upregulation.
2.3.1.2. PAF Antagonist
PAF antagonist TCV-309 was chosen based on the rationale described in section 1.2.5.2. The
dose (0.1 mg/kg) was chosen based on a previous study in rabbit in which 0.1 mg/kg TCV-309
( I V . slow infusion over 30 min) completely inhibited the hypotension and platelet aggregation
induced by PAF (30 ng/kg) . TCV-309 inhibited the platelet aggregation for over 4 hours, with
214
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the following effectiveness: 1 h post-infusion : 97% inhibition; 2 h: 75% inhibition, 4 h: 70%
inhibition. A 10 (J.g/kg dose in this study did not provide as much protection. Furthermore, T C V 309 (0.03-3 uM) has been effective at reducing reperfusion injury in isolated rabbit hearts
perfused with diluted blood that underwent global ischemia at 25°C for 2 h followed by 1 h
reperfusion at 37°C . Consequently, we chose to administer TCV-309 in the current model at a
28

dose of 0.1 mg/kg I V . over 30 min, with the full dose attained immediately prior to onset of
ischemia. A second identical dose was administered 3 h after the first administration.
2.3.2. Operative Techniques
Support Rabbit: In a 3.2 - 4.0 kg New Zealand white rabbit, anesthesia was induced using
3% isoflurane, and maintained using 0.75 - 1.25% isoflurane. This support rabbit was intubated
and mechanically ventilated with oxygen. The tidal volume and respiration rate were adjusted to
maintain Pco2 in the range of 35 - 45 mmHg. The right jugular vein and left carotid artery were
cannulated with thin wall polyethylene catheters. Systemic arterial blood pressure was measured
via the left carotid arterial catheter line. A l l pressure transducers and a flow probe were
connected to Direc® software (Raytech Instruments, B C , Canada) on a monitoring computer.
The marginal ear vein was cannulated for administration of fluids and pharmacological agents.
Body temperature was monitored using a rectal temperature probe. The rabbit was given heparin
(1000 units/kg, followed by 1000 units/h intravenously) to achieve anticoagulation. Surgery on
the support rabbit was performed by animal care technicians at St. Paul's Hospital.
Isolation of Heart: A 1.5-2.5 kg New Zealand white rabbit was anesthetized and ventilated as
previously described. The carotid artery was cannulated though which systemic arterial pressure
was monitored, as mentioned previously. Following induction of anesthesia, the chest was

surgically opened via a median sternotomy, and the descending aorta was ligated. Ice-cold
plasmalyte (pH 7. 4; Baxter, Ont., Canada) was flushed into the heart via the carotid artery. The
heart was immediately excised and placed in ice-cold plasmalyte solution. The heart was
mounted on the ex vivo heart apparatus within approximately 1 min of excision.
2.3.3. Ex Vivo Rabbit Heart Perfusion Apparatus
The isolated heart was perfused with blood from the support rabbit. In this apparatus (Fig. 8),
blood was pumped from the carotid artery of the support rabbit into the extracorporeal tubing
circuit, through a heat exchanger, and into the isolated heart via the aorta. The coronary
perfusion pressure was maintained constant at 80 mmHg. Coronary vascular flow rate was
monitored via a flow probe (Transonic Systems, N Y , USA) positioned above the aorta. Within
the heart, a Millar pressure transducer balloon catheter (Millar Instruments, T X , U S A ) was
inserted through the left atrium and advanced into the left ventricle, for measurement of
myocardial contractility. The balloon was inflated with saline such that diastolic pressure was
equal to approximately 7 mmHg. The isolated heart was paced using a bipolar pacemaker at 200
- 220 beats per min. Heart temperature was detected via a probe inserted through the right atrium
and advanced into the right ventricle. Heart temperature was maintained at 37°C. After flowing
through the heart, venous drainage was collected and pumped through a 40 urn filter (Pall
Biomedical, Inc., N Y , U S A ) to remove clots and macroaggregates, and then returned to the
support rabbit via the jugular vein.
2.3.4. Groups and Assessment Times
Experimental animals were divided into 4 groups (n=6 each group; Table 5). Animals in
group A received PAF antagonist TCV-309, and group B received vehicle (0.9% NaCl), by I.V.

infusion over 30 min, starting 33 min prior to the onset of ischemia. P A F antagonist or vehicle
was administered again 3 h after initial administration. Warm, global ischemia was established
for 30 min by halting blood flow to the isolated heart. Following ischemia, the blood circulation
was re-established for 5 h. Sham-operated group C animals underwent all surgical interventions,
including mounting the heart on the ex vivo heart apparatus and perfusing it with blood for 5.5 h
after stabilization, but did not undergo ischemia. Rabbits in control group D were anesthetized,
followed by cardiac excision. This group was included to have heart tissue that had not been in
contact with the ex vivo heart perfusion apparatus.
Cardiovascular function measurements were taken at pre-ischemia, 30 min into ischemia, and
2 min, 10 min, 30 min, 1 h , 2h, 3 h, 4 h, and 5 h after onset of reperfusion. At 5 h reperfusion,
hearts were flushed with plasmalyte and immediately processed for later analysis of apoptosis
and mRNA expression.
2.3.5. Additional Measures Taken to Monitor Physiological Status of Support Rabbit
As this was the first known experiment to attempt to perform such an extended reperfusion
time in an isolated, blood-perfused heart, it was imperative to closely monitor the health of the
support rabbit. The following measures were developed to ensure that the support rabbit would
maintain robust physiological function for the up to 9 h that it was connected to the
extracorporeal tubing circuit:
2.3.5.1. Blood Gases
Blood gases (Pco2, P02, pH) were monitored in the arterial blood of the support rabbit using a
blood gas analyzer (Radiometer Copenhagen, Denmark) at various time points: immediately
after catheterization of the carotid artery, 15 min after beginning flow in the extracorporeal

tubing circuit, and every 1 to two hours following that. If blood gases levels were not within the
appropriate range (Pco2 35-45 mmHg; pH 7.3-7.5), respiration rate or tidal volume were
modulated to achieve appropriate levels. In this situation, blood gases were measured
approximately every 20 min until the correct levels were reached.
2.3.5.2. Systemic Arterial Blood Pressure
Support rabbit systemic arterial blood pressure was monitored and maintained with a
minimum systolic A B P of 60 mmHg. If systolic pressure dropped below 60 mmHg, the first
response, after ensuring reduction in pressure was independent of anesthesia level (as isoflurane
is a cardiovascular depressant), was to administer an intravenous bolus of 10 mL plasmalyte
i

(Baxter, Ont., Canada). If this did not raise the systolic A B P above 60 mmHg, the second
response was to administer another 10 mL bolus of plasmalyte. If this failed, the third response
was to administer 10 mL plasma expander gentran (Baxter, Ont., Canada). If the systolic blood
pressure of the support rabbit remained below 60 mmHg for more than approximately 10
consecutive min, the experiment was terminated.
2.3.5.3. Body Temperature
Body temperature was monitored using a rectal temperature probe. It was maintained at 39°C
using a heating pad and blankets.
2.3.5.4. Anesthesia Level
During the surgery, anesthesia was maintained at a level in which there was the absence of
the pedal reflex. Following completion of surgery, support rabbit anesthesia was maintained at a
sedation level. Indications of inadequate anesthesia were a rapid increase in A B P , irregular

breathing, and corneal reflex. Indications of too deep anesthesia were a reduction in arterial
blood pressure, and lack of nose twitch movement .
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2.3.6. Indices of Assessment
2.3.6.1. Myocardial Contractility
Systolic left ventricular pressure (LVP), diastolic L V P , developed pressure, positive dP/dt,
negative dP/dt were assessed through the means described in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.
2.3.6.2. Coronary Vascular Flow Rate
As already indicated, Ohm's law predicts that in a system with constant perfusion pressure
(80 mmHg in this protocol), coronary vascular flow rate is inversely proportional to coronary
vascular resistance. Coronary vascular flow rate was assessed as described in sections 2.3.2 and
2.3.3.
2.3.6.3. eNOS/iNOS mRNA Expression
Messenger R N A expression was measured using the semi-quantitative reverse transcriptionpolymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) technique.
Tissue Homogenization:

Sixty to 100 mg heart tissue was placed in 2 mL homogenization

buffer (RNAzol; Tel-Test, inc., Friendswood, Texas, U S A ) and homogenized at approximately
8000 rpm with an homogenizer (Biospec Products, inc., Racine, WI, USA).
RNA

Extraction:

(a) Bulk Extraction:

R N A was extracted by the addition of 200 u.L

chloroform to the homogenized tissue sample, and set on ice for 15 min. Samples were
centrifuged at 14 000 rpm (approximately 10 g), at 4°C, for 15 min to separate R N A from D N A
and protein, (b) RNA Precipitation:

The aqueous layer (containing the RNA) was removed, and

mixed with 500 u.L isopropanol. The mixture was set on dry ice for 45 min, and then centrifuged

at 14 000 rpm at 4°C for 10 min. (c) RNA Wash: Following removal of supernatant, 500 uL 75%
EtOH was mixed with each sample, and then centrifuged at 12 000 rpm at 4°C for 10 min. The
supernatant was removed, and the R N A pellet was air dried for 5-8 min. 50 uL DEPC water
(sterile, distilled water containing 500 uL diethyl pyrocarbonate per 500 mL water; SigmaAldrich Co., Oakville, Ont., Canada) and 1 uL RNase inhibitor (Ambion, inc. Austin, Texas,
USA) were mixed with each sample.
UV Spectrophotometry: 2 uL sample was added to 998 uL DEPC water, and the absorbance
at 260 and 280 nm was measured. The ratio of absorbance at 260:280 nm was recorded, to verify
purity of RNA. Concentration of R N A in the sample was calculated using the following formula:

[mRNA] (u.g/mL) =

A260

x 40 u.g/mL (RNA conversion factor) x 1000 uL/2 uL (dilution factor)

The volume of sample required to obtain 5 ug R N A for the DNase reaction was calculated using
the following formula:
5 ug
concentration (|ag/uL)

Gel Electrophoresis:

vol sample required (uL)
—

In order to check for the integrity of extracted R N A , 2 uL of sample

was loaded onto a 1% agarose gel, which was made up of 50 mL T A E (tris-acetate/EDTA)
buffer, 0.5 g agarose, 10 uL ethidium bromide (EtBr). The gel was immersed in T A E buffer,
containing 0.7 % volume EtBr , and then run at 100 V for 20 min using the Easy-Cast
Electrophoresis system. The agarose gel was then placed inside a transilluminator (Stratagene,
La Jolla, C A , USA). Images of the R N A bands within the gel were recorded using Eagle Sight™
Software (Stratagene, L a Jolla, CA, USA).

DNase Reaction: To each 5 u.g sample of RNA, the following volumes of solutions were
added. 6 uL lOx PCR Buffer (Sigma-Aldrich Co., Oakville, Ont., Canada), 3 uL 0.1 M M g C l ,
2

2.4 uL 25 m M deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTP; Promega, Madison, WI, USA), 1.5 |j.L
RNase inhibitor (Ambion inc., Austin, T X , U S A ) , 1.5 uL DNase I (Boehringer Mannheim,
Laval, Quebec, Canada). DEPC water was used to dilute each sample to a total volume of 55 uL.
Samples were then loaded into a P C R machine (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, CT, USA) and were
held at 37°C for 45 min, 99°C for 5 min, and then 4°C for at least 5 min.
Reverse Transcription Reaction: To each sample tube, 3 uL random primer (Life
Technologies, Burlington, Ont., Canada) and 2 uL Superscript II RT (reverse transcriptase) (200
units/uL; Life Technologies, Burlington, Ont., Canada) were added, except for the "-RT" internal
control sample, which received 2 uL DEPC water instead of Superscript II RT. Samples were
mixed, centrifuged for 5 sec on a mini centrifuge (National Labnet Co., Woodbridge, NJ), and
then placed in the P C R machine. Samples were incubated at 25°C for 10 min, followed by 42°C
for 5 min, 99°C for 5 min, and then 4°C for at least 5 min.
Polymerase Chain Reaction: 5 uL of the sample c D N A was mixed with compounds as
described in Table 6. These samples were then loaded into the P C R machine and were initially
exposed to 15 min at 95°C, followed by 36 cycles of 1 min at 95°C, 1 min at 55°C, and 1 min at
72°C. At the end of the cycles, the samples were held at 72°C for 7 min, 99°C for 5 min, and then
4°C until samples were removed from the PCR machine. Following amplification, 10 uL loading
dye (0.25% xylene cyanol, 15% Ficoll in DEPC water) was added to each sample tube and
mixed.

Agarose Gel: A 2% agarose gel was made, as described in the Gel Electrophoresis section.
Twenty uL sample was added to each well. Five uL of the D N A marker Hind III X (New
England Biolabs, inc., Mississauga, Ont., Canada) was added to one well in each row.
Electrophoresis was performed at 100 V for 30 min.
Quantification of Gene Expression: Agarose gels were then placed inside a transilluminator
(Stratagene, L a Jolla, C A , USA). Images were recorded at varying light exposure times. The
D N A band intensity was quantified using Eagle Sight™ Software (Stratagene, L a Jolla, C A ,
USA).
PCR Primers: The forward and reverse eNOS and iNOS primers were made by Dr. Roshanik
Rahminian (Postdoctoral Fellow, Dept. Pathology & Laboratory Medicine, University of British
Columbia), and obtained from Dr. Bruce McManus (Professor, Dept. Pathology & Laboratory
Medicine, University of British Columbia). eNOS primer sequences were based on homologous
regions of the mouse and human gene sequences. iNOS primer sequences were based on the
rabbit gene sequence. Gene sequences were available from GenBank. The primer sequences are
shown in Table 7.
Internal Controls: (a) -RT: This control was included in every experiment to ensure that the
DNAase I was effective at removing all D N A from the extracted RNA. A random sample of
extracted R N A from a tissue sample in this study was used, beginning at the DNAase Reaction
step, and continuing through the remainder of the protocol. This sample was treated as all other
samples, except that it received 2 uL DEPC water instead of 2 uL Superscript II RT in the RT
Reaction step,

(b) -cDNA: This control was included in every experiment to determine if there

was any D N A contamination in the samples during the protocol. It was included starting in the

PCR step of the reaction (refer to Table 6), and was treated similarly to other samples, except
that it received 4 uL DEPC and 1 uL 25 m M dNTP, instead of 5 uL cDNA.
Verification of Primer Specificity: To confirm that iNOS and eNOS were amplified by the
iNOS and eNOS primers, respectively, amplified P C R products were isolated and purified from
agarose gels using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Ont., Canada). The purified P C R
products were sequenced and found to correspond to the authentic sequences of eNOS and iNOS
cDNA.
Optimization of Cycle Repeats to Linear Range: Reaction products accumulate during a P C R
reaction at a rate dependent on the amplification efficiency. The linear range of the reaction
occurs during the period of the P C R in which the amplification efficiency is at its maximum and
remains constant over a number of cycles. At some point during the reaction, the amplification
efficiency falls, and the rate of product accumulation slows or "plateaus." The linear range was
determined for iNOS, eNOS and 18S primers by removing samples from the P C R machine after
28, 30, 32, 34, 36,38, 40 or 42 cycles and quantifying the amplified D N A . Graphs were plotted
for product versus number of cycles, and the linear range of amplification was determined (Figs.
9-11). All P C R reactions were performed within the linear range of the primers.
18S Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) as an Internal Standard: To compensate for variations in R N A
quality, initial quantitation errors and random tube-to-tube variation in RT and P C R reactions,
"multiplex" RT-PCR was performed. Multiplex P C R means using 2 (or more) primer sets in a
single P C R - one set to amplify the c D N A of interest, and a second to amplify an invariant
endogenous control. The level of product from the gene of interest is normalized against the
amplified control. Since the majority of R N A is rRNA, the level of rRNA remains essentially

constant from sample to sample. However, the abundance of rRNA is a major limitation to its
utility as a control, since an endogenous control must be in the same linear range as the R N A
under study when amplified under the same conditions. It is impossible to predict the desired
expression requirements for an internal standard. Consequently, Ambion's Competimer™
technology (Ambion Co., Austin, T X , USA) was chosen to modulate the amplification efficiency
of a PCR template. Ambion's primers and Competimers are supplied separately as 5 u M stocks
of forward and reverse primers mixed in a 1:1 ratio. The 18S Competimers block the D N A
extension. By mixing 18S primers with increasing amounts of 18S Competimers, the overall
PCR amplification efficiency of 18S cDNA can be reduced without the primers becoming
limiting and without loss of relative quantitation.
Optimization of Ratio of 18S Primers: Competimers: The mRNA for each gene is present in
unique concentrations in tissue, depending on species, tissue type, and treatment. Consequently,
during the D N A quantification procedure, the light exposure time for recording of band density
will be unique, depending on the quantity of D N A . It is important to establish a ratio of
primer:Competimer so that exposure times will be similar to that for the D N A of each gene being
studied. This will avoid under- or over-exposure of 18S primer/Competimer, which will reduce
variability, thereby improving accuracy. A control P C R experiment was performed using
primer:Competimer ratios of 1:9, 1:14, and 1:19. The band densities were then compared to the
band densities of D N A generated using eNOS and iNOS primers at identical cycle numbers. The
ratio which gave the most similar band density to eNOS and iNOS (1:9) was chosen to be used
for all experiments.

2.3.6.4. Apoptosis
2.3.6.4.1. TdT-FragEL D N A Fragmentation Assay
This assay histologically labels the 3 - O H groups on D N A fragments that have been
generated in response to apoptotic signals. The TdT-FragEL D N A Detection was performed
using a kit manufactured by Oncogene Research Products (Cambridge, M A ) . This assay was
performed either by Ms. Rendi Yan (Dept. of Surgery, University of British Columbia) or Eric
Loucks.
The wax in paraffin-embedded slide-mounted tissue sections was desolubilized using 3-5
min washes in xylene, followed by three-3 min washes in 100% ethanol and two-2 min washes
in 95% EtOH. Slides were then quickly rinsed with dH20, and then washed in TBS (Tris
buffered saline, pH 8) for at least 5 min. Twenty ug/mL Proteinase K was placed on the tissue
section and incubated at 37°C for 28 min, and then rinsed off with TBS. Samples were covered
with 3% H2O2, incubated for 10 min at room temperature, and then washed in TBS for 4 min.
Specimens were each covered with 100 uL TdT equilibration buffer (containing 1 M sodium
cacodylate, 0.15 M Tris, 1.5 mg/mL B S A , 3.75 m M CaCl2, pH 6.6) for 15 min at room
temperature.

The equilibration buffer was then removed from the specimen, and replaced with

75 uL TdT labeling reaction mixture (containing labeled and unlabeled deoxynucleotides, and
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase,

in proportions determined by the kit manufacturer).

Slides were incubated at 37°C for 1 h 50 min and then rinsed with TBS. Tissue samples were
covered with 100 uL 0.5 M E D T A (pH 8), and incubated at room temp for 5 min, and then
rinsed with TBS. Each specimen was then covered with 100 uL 4% bovine serum albumin
(BSA) for 10 min at room temperature. The B S A was removed, and replaced with 100 uL

strepatividin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate (in 4% BSA). Samples were incubated for 1 h at
room temperature, and then rinsed in TBS for 5 min. Specimens were then covered with 100 uL
diaminobenzidine (in a concentration determined by kit manufacturer) for 10 to 15 min at room
temperature. When an appropriate level of staining had been achieved (as determined by looking
at the tissue under a microscope), slides were rinsed with water. Slides were then placed in
hematoxylin for at least 30 sec, and rinsed with distilled water, then rinsed with 1.5% base (pH >
8), followed by a rinse in distilled water. Finally, specimens were coated with mounting solution.
To quantify the apoptosis, each sample was examined under 400x magnification, and two
areas were identified as the highest and lowest density of D N A fragmentation. Five fields (1000
x magnification) were quantified for D N A fragmentation within each of the two regions. The
mean of all values for both regions provided a semi-quantitative measure of the amount of D N A
fragmentation in each group. This method is effective for semi-quantitative analysis when D N A
fragmentation occurs in punctate regions. The histologist was blinded to the group identities.
2.3.6.4.2. Caspase-3 Western Blot Analysis
Homogenization: Approximately 0.1 - 0.6 g rabbit heart tissue was minced and placed in 2
mL lysis buffer (containing 50 m M Tris-Cl, 1% Triton-X-100, 10% glycerol, 100 m M N a C l , 2.5
m M E D T A , 10 m M NaF, 0.2 m M N a orthovanadate, 1 m M N a molybdate, 0.01 mg/mL
aprotinin, and 40 u,g/mL PMSF). The tissue was then homogenized on ice at 20-30% of
maximum speed for approximately 30 seconds, using a homogenizer manufactured by Polytron
Inc. (Switzerland). The homogenate was then spun down (14000 rpm, 4°C for 10 min) in a
microcentrifuge (Heraeus Instruments, USA). The supernatant was removed and frozen at 70°C.

Protein Assay: Homogenate supernatant samples were assayed for protein concentration
using the B C A Protein Assay Kit (Pierce, Rockford, Illinois) and an E L I S A plate reader (Biotek
Instruments, Winooski, VT). Briefly, 10 uL of 1:5 diluted homogenate supernatant was added to
each well in an E L I S A plate. 200 uL of the kit reagent was then added to each well. The
solutions were then incubated at 37°C for 30 min. The absorbance at 550 nm

(A550)

was then

measured for each sample using the E L I S A plate reader. A standard curve was created by
measuring A
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at known concentrations of B S A (0.0325 -, 2 mg/mL) (Fig. 12), using similar

methods as outlined above. The curve was then plotted, and the formula for the line was used to
calculate the concentration of each sample. Samples were subsequently diluted to 1 mg/mL with
lysis buffer.
Western Blot Analyses: (a) Protein Separation: One-hundred uL of 100 mg/ml sample
supernatant was combined with 95 uL 2x sample buffer and 5 uL mercaptoethanol (see Table 8
for ingredients). Samples were heated at 90 °C for 5 min. A gel-running stand was then filled
with running buffer (see Table 8 for ingredients). Ten percent acrylamide gels (see Table 8 for
ingredients) were then placed in a rack within the running buffer. 40 uL of sample
buffer/supernatant mix was added to each well within the gels. The running apparatus was set at
80 V power and run for 20 min, followed by 120 V for about 20 minutes, (b) Protein Transfer:
Following this, the gel and a nitrocellulose membrane were positioned beside each other, and
placed in a running stand, filled with transfer buffer (see Table 8 for ingredients). The running
stand was then set at 100 V power for 1 h. (c) Antibody Incubation: The membrane was then
removed and placed in 5% (w/v) skim milk solution (to block non-specific binding), for 30 min
at room temperature. Following this, the membrane was placed in a primary antibody solution,

containing 5% skim milk and 1 ug/mL mouse anti-human caspase-3 (1:100 dilution; Santa Cruz,
USA) in PBS, and shaken for 45 min at room temperature. The membrane was then removed,
and washed with PBS 0.5% Tween. The membrane was then placed in the secondary antibody
solution, containing horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse IgG (1.5000 dilution, Santa
Cruz, U S A ) in PBS, 0.05% Tween, 5% skim milk powder, and shaken for 30 min at room
temperature. The membranes were then rinsed with PBS 0.5% tween. (d) ECL Detection:
Proteins were detected using the enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection system
(Amersham, IL, USA), (e) Quantification: The membranes were then placed in a film cassette
for 5 min, and the film was developed. Quantification of the bands was achieved using the
densitometry analysis program Scion Image (National Institutes of Health, Maryland, USA).
2.3.7. Tissue Processing
In each group, upon completion of the surgical experiment, the rabbit heart was flushed
through the aorta with 60 mL plasmalyte at 80 mmHg perfusion pressure. Hearts were then
serially sectioned in a plane parallel to the atrioventricular groove in slices of approximately 5
mm thickness. The distal third and fourth sections from the apex were immersed in 10% buffered
formalin. The remainder of the heart was then frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C for
mRNA expression and Western blot analyses.
2.3.8. Statistical Analyses
Cardiovascular function and caspase-3 data were statistically compared between groups
using a factorial A N O V A and the Fisher's least significant difference post-hoc test on the percent
change data for the former, and on the raw data for the latter. Statistical differences between time
points within each group, for cardiovascular function data, were compared using a paired t-test.

Gene expression densitometry readings were statistically compared between groups using a one
way A N O V A , and a Tukey-Kramer HSD post-hoc test.

2.4. Part HI: Therapeutic Potential of PAF Antagonism in the In Vivo Management of
Myocardial Infarction
2.4.1. Rationalization of Experimental Design
2.4.1.1. Animal Model
In order to approximate the human condition for the involvement of PAF in MTR injury,
careful consideration was given to the animal model. Large animal models are preferred for preclinical studies due to their hemodynamic and anatomical similarities to humans.

When

considering a large animal model, it is important to recognize that there are substantial
differences in the characteristics of collateral circulation between species.

Under normal

conditions, humans and swine have very sparse collateral circulation, so that following acute
occlusion of a coronary artery the regional myocardial blood flow rapidly decreases transmurally
to almost zero

243,248

. Humans and swine are similar in that they only develop collateral beds

during chronic ischemic conditions such as congestive heart failure and severe atherosclerosis.
The ratio of heart and body weight is similar in man and pig (5g/kg), unlike other species such as
dog where it is twice as high . Furthermore, swine and humans share significant biochemical
243

similarities in that they both lack the enzyme xanthine oxidase, which can play a role in oxygen
free radical generation during myocardial ischemia/reperfusion

injury . P A F is a potent

activator of platelets in both species unlike others (such as rat).

Given these considerations,
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swine appear to be a novel and appropriate model for pre-clinical experiments studying the
pathophysiology of PAF in relation to MIR injury.
2.4.1.2. Ischemia Period
One hour of ischemia was chosen based on histological changes that occur in the swine heart
during regional ischemia followed by reperfusion.

Indices of ischemic damage, such as

contraction band necrosis, coagulation necrosis and infarct size, increase markedly with
reperfusion following a 60 min period of L A D ligation . Post-ischemic reperfusion has been
248

shown to be beneficial in the swine heart if initiated within 1 hr after the onset of acute
myocardial infarction . Periods of ischemia less than 45 min cause several-fold less damage
248

than ischemia of 60 min or longer , and periods of ischemia greater than 90-120 min invariably
cause irreversible damage despite extensive reperfusion . Consequently, we chose an ischemic
248

interval that would produce substantial damage to the heart, but which might be amenable to
some degree of salvage by reperfusion or pharmacological interventions.
2.4.1.3. PAF Antagonist
TCV-309 is a potent and long acting selective PAF antagonist. TCV-309 was chosen for this
study for two main reasons. Firstly, this drug has been successful in antagonizing the effects of
PAF in ischemia-reperfusion in a swine model of M I R injury, when administered prior to
ischemia . Secondly, we wanted to test a PAF antagonist that has potential for use in humans.
40

TCV-309 is a synthetic open-chain analog of PAF that has been proposed for clinical application
(see section 1.2.5.2. for details). In our studies, TCV-309 was given at a dose of 0.1 mg/kg. The
dosage was chosen on the basis of studies which have shown the effects of PAF on myocardial
ischemia-reperfusion injury in the swine

40

to be ameliorated with 0.1 mg/kg TCV-309. The
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duration of effect of TCV-309 on platelet aggregation at this dosage is approximately 4-6 h.
Therefore, a single dose of TCV-309 could be expected to effectively block P A F receptors
within the early reperfusion period.
2.4.2. Operative Techniques
Animals were given an intramuscular injection of ketamine (20 mg/kg) for induction of
anesthesia. Anesthesia was maintained with isoflurane given by inhalation (0.5-2.0%). Body
temperature was maintained at 38.5°C with a heating pad. Blood gas measurements were made
frequently throughout the surgery and were maintained within pre-determined ranges: p 0 1502

250 mmHg; p C 0 35-42 mmHg; pH 7.40-7.45. Tidal volume and respiratory rate were modified
2

to maintain blood gases within these ranges. Respiratory rate was kept within 10-12 breaths/min
and tidal volume was within 10-12 mL/kg; animals were respirated with 45% oxygen.

The

electrocardiogram and heart rate (HR) were monitored continuously.
Initially, a 20 F catheter was placed into the right carotid artery for monitoring arterial blood
pressure and to serve as an access port for blood withdrawal (Fig. 13). A Swan-Ganz catheter
was inserted into the pulmonary artery for monitoring the pulmonary arterial (PA) pressure.
Then a median sternotomy was performed. The pericardium was opened, and a Millar catheter
was inserted into the left ventricle through the left atrial appendage for measurement of left
ventricular pressure. A pediatric Foley catheter was inserted into the coronary sinus for
collection of blood samples.
The left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) was dissected free of surrounding tissue
for a length of 1-1.5 cm. A flow transducer was placed on the dissected L A D distal to the
proposed area of occlusion. A crystal to measure myocardial wall thickening was placed on the

target ischemic region. Acute regional myocardial ischemia was induced by clamping the L A D
with a noncrushing clamp for 60 minutes, after which time the clamp was released and the
myocardium reperfused.

Complete occlusion of the coronary artery was verified when L A D

flow distal to the site of occlusion reached 0 mL/min.

The animals were maintained under

anesthesia and artificial ventilation until physically stable, then weaned off ventilation and
anesthesia and monitored for eight days.
Eight days following the initial surgery, the animals were assessed again for cardiovascular
function, using a similar anesthesia protocol as previously mentioned. A lateral thoracotomy
was performed, and all measurement devices were positioned in similar locations as they were
on the initial day of surgery.

Subsequent measurements of cardiovascular functional indices

were recorded.
All surgical procedures were performed by a surgical team headed by Dr. A . Karim Qayumi.
Eric Loucks operated the comupter for the measurements of physiological function.
2.4.3. Groups and Assessment Times
Seventeen female domestic swine (25-30 kg weight) were randomly assigned to one of three
groups (treated, untreated, sham; Table 9). Treated (n=7) and untreated (n=7) groups were both
subjected to 60 minutes of regional ischemia, produced by acute ligation of the distal 1/3 of the
left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery, followed by 8 days of reperfusion. The treated
group was administered the PAF antagonist TCV-309 (0.1 mg/kg; Takeda Chemical Industries,
Osaka, Japan) by slow (2 mL/min over 10 min) I V . infusion completed 45 minutes after the
onset of L A D ligation. Animals in the untreated group received vehicle only. Sham-operated
animals (n=3) were instrumented and kept with open chest for 4 hours under isoflurane

anesthesia without ligation of the L A D , followed by 8 days survival. This group was included in
order to evaluate the effects of operative trauma, anesthesia and stress due to open chest surgery
on cardiovascular function.
Cardiovascular function measurements were taken at pre-ischemia, 10 and 55 min ischemia,
10 min reperfusion (rep), 30 min rep, and 8 d rep. Survival was monitored continuously during
the initial 10 h reperfusion and at a minimum twice per day after that. Administration of
pharmacological agents was recorded as each agent was given.
2.4.4. Indices of Assessment
The original experimental design included the measurement of blood concentration of PAF.
However, the radioimmunoassay required to measure it is technically difficult, and technicians at
the time were unable to attain satisfactory results during pilot studies.
Intraoperative physiologic variables were monitored in real time using a Pentium 90
computer with DataFlow software (Northboro, M A ) . These variables were continuously
monitored and recorded.
2.4.4.1. Regional Myocardial Function
Left ventricular (LV) wall thickening is a widely used index of regional myocardial function
in experimental animals and humans.

In the present study, regional myocardial function was

assessed by a single crystal pulsed Doppler myocardial wall thickening probe (supplied by
Crystal Biotech, Northboro, M A , USA).

2.4.4.2. Regional Blood Flow
Regional blood flow was assessed before, during and after the occlusion of the L A D . Flow
transducers were placed on the dissected L A D distal to the area of occlusion. The transducer
was connected with PD-10 or PD-20 modules (Crystal Biotech, Northboro, M A , USA).
2.4.4.3. Global Myocardial Function
Global myocardial function was assessed by measuring the change in pressure in relation to
time (dP/dt). dP/dt is considered to be a particularly accurate measurement of global myocardial
function.
2.4.4.4. Arrhythmias
The presence of arrhythmias was measured by monitoring deviations from the normal cardiac
rhythm on the E C G tracing.
2.4.4.5. Hemodynamics
Systemic Arterial Blood Pressure: Systemic arterial blood pressure (ABP) was measured via
a 20F catheter placed in the right carotid artery.
Pulmonary Arterial Blood Pressure: Pulmonary A B P was monitored via a Swan-Ganz
catheter which was placed in the pulmonary artery.
2.4.4.6. Survival
Survival was monitored during the surgery via systemic A B P and visualization of the beating
heart. Intra-operatively, sustained cardiac arrest indicated death. Post-operative vital signs
(temperature, pulse, respiration, capillary refill time, urine, food intake, mucous membrane
colour) were monitored. Post-operatively, the absence of pulse and respiration indicated death.

2.4.4.7. Amount of Pharmacological Support Required
The time of administration and dosages of dopamine, adrenaline, lidocaine, bicarbonate and
calcium chloride were recorded.
2.4.5. Indications for Initiating Cardiovascular Support
Conditions of the experiment were designed to simulate as closely as possible the situation of
humans

undergoing

MIR.

Consequently,

inotropic

support,

antiarrhythmic

therapy,

defibrillation and resuscitative measures were given based on the individual needs of each
animal, as would be the situation clinically.
The criterion used for the administration of inotropic support was a 30% decrease in global
myocardial contractility or arterial blood pressure (ABP).

Inotropic support was provided by

dopamine and adrenaline administered via Harvard pumps and individual I.V. lines. Bolus doses
were also administered when required. Dopamine was the first agent used and administration
was initiated at an infusion rate of 5 (j.g/kg/min and regulated to effect (reversal of the 30% loss
in ABP). If the animal did not respond to dopamine, inotropic support was supplemented with
adrenaline, administered by individual I.V. bolus infusions of 500 ug, regulated to effect, to
restore ABP.
Lidocaine was given prophylactically as an antiarrhythmic drug in both groups (A and B)
with the onset of ischemia, initiated with a 5 mL bolus dose of 1% lidocaine (50 mg), followed
by a continuous infusion of 2 mg/min until 30 min reperfusion.

Additional bolus doses of

lidocaine (20 mg/kg) were given as required, indicated by persistent arrhythmias. Lidocaine
infusion was discontinued after 30 min of reperfusion and was not resumed unless abnormal

sinus rhythm became apparent.

If this occurred, lidocaine infusion was resumed, and

administration dosage (regulated to effect) was recorded.
Sodium bicarbonate was administered and ventilation was adjusted only in cases of persistent
ventricular fibrillation and/or cardiac arrest, using a pH blood gas analyzer as a dosage guide.
Calcium chloride (CaCk) was administered, based on E C G and clinical judgement, to
improve conductivity in the heart during times such as cardiac arrest and bradycardia.
2.4.6. Statistical Analyses
The statistical analysis of functional parameters was performed using a paired t-test to
evaluate time-dependent variations in each group compared to baseline. This test was chosen
because it was the most powerful test for the later time points at which only a small number of
animals had survived in the untreated group.

Comparison between groups at each time point
250

and comparison of drug administration dosages were performed using an unpaired t-test
Survival curves were statistically compared using the Mantel-Haenszel log-rank test.

Chapter 3
RESULTS
3.1. Part I: Contribution of PAF to Cardiac Dysfunction in the Isolated Rat Heart
3.1.1. Pilot Studies
To determine the time point of peak PAF-induced vasoconstriction (as further described in
section 2.2.2), pilot studies (n=l-2, groups A - D and F) were performed in which rat hearts were
perfused for 20 min. They were first treated with PAF or vehicle for 10 min, followed by 10 min
of perfusion with Krebs-Henseleit buffer only.
Coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) peaked within the first few minutes for groups which
received 10 n M - 1 u M PAF, after which time it declined (Fig. 14). CPP continued to rise in
hearts treated with 10 u M PAF until the heart underwent cardiac arrest. Vehicle had no effect on
CPP.
Myocardial contractility was only substantially reduced in the group which received 10 u M
PAF, resulting in a very large increase in end-diastolic pressure (Fig. 15). End-diastolic left
ventricular pressure (LVP) did not change substantially in the other groups. P A F exerted a
minimal effect on systolic L V P (Fig. 16). The vehicle caused a 14% decrease in end-systolic
L V P by 7 min infusion and a 23% decrease by 10 min of infusion. dP/dt was not measured
during these pilot studies.
Heart rate was only affected by 10 u M P A F in the pilot studies (Fig. 17). Hearts in this
group exhibited severe bradycardia which worsened until cardiac arrest. There were no
substantial changes in heart rate in the other groups during the 20 min interval.

3.1.2. Effect of Graded Concentrations of PAF on Coronary Vascular Resistance
A concentration-response relationship was demonstrated for CPP in response to increasing
concentrations of PAF (Figs. 18 and 19). Groups A - D which received P A F (10 n M to 10 uM)
exhibited a significant rise in coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) compared to baseline (p<0.01)
and compared to control groups E - G (p<0.05; Fig. 19). The rise in CPP in group D, which
received the highest concentration of PAF (10 u,M), was much larger (p<0.0001 compared to
baseline and control groups E-G) compared to other treated groups (134+19% from baseline).
This concentration of PAF was sufficient to cause cardiac arrest, unlike other concentrations of
PAF which did not cause cardiac arrest.
Vehicle-treated (group F) and sham-operated (group G) hearts underwent a small, but
significant, 4±5% and 3 ±4% increase in coronary perfusion pressure, compared to baseline,
respectively (Fig. 19). 1 u M PAF in the presence of the PAF antagonist TCV-309 showed no
significant coronary vascular resistance response (Fig. 19).
3.1.3. Effect of Graded Concentrations of PAF on Myocardial Contractility
A concentration-response relationship was demonstrated for contractility in response to PAF
(Figs. 20-22). Group D, which received 10 u M PAF, exhibited significantly (pO.0001) lower
negative and positive dP/dt values compared to vehicle, sham and PAF antagonist-treated groups
(Fig. 21, 22). In fact, 10 u M P A F was sufficient to reduce contractility 83-86±13% below
baseline values. There were no significant reductions in contractility at the lower levels of PAF.
The vehicle-treated group underwent a small (7-9+8%), but significant (p<0.05) reduction in
contractility compared to baseline values (Figs. 23 and 24).

The reduction in contractility at 10 uJVI PAF was primarily due to stiffening of the heart, in
that it was unable to relax following contraction, as shown by a 2866 ± 2859% increase in enddiastolic pressure (Fig. 20). There was no significant change in end-diastolic L V P in the other
groups (Figs. 20 and 25).
Systolic left ventricular pressure typically underwent a non-significant transient decrease due
to P A F infusion followed by an increase in end-systolic L V P (Figs. 26-28, Table 10). For a
summary representation of the cardiac function response to PAF, measured by all major indices
of cardiac function, refer to Fig. 29.
3.1.4. Effect of Graded Concentrations of PAF on Heart Rate
Ten n M to 1 u M concentrations of PAF had no significant effect on heart rate (Figs. 30 and
31). However, the highest concentration (10 u M PAF) induced severe bradycardia, which
continued to decline until removal of the heart from the apparatus (48+21% decrease from
baseline) for processing for biochemical measurements. Heart rate in the 10 u M PAF group was
significantly lower than baseline (pO.001) and than control groups E - G (pO.0001).
The vehicle-treated group underwent a small but significant (p<0.001) 9±3% decrease in
heart rate compared to baseline values (Fig. 31). However, this was not significantly different
from sham or 1 u M TCV-309/PAF-treated groups.

Sham and 1 u M TCV-309/PAF-treated

groups showed no significant change in heart rate from baseline (Fig. 31).
3.1.5. Effect of Graded Concentrations of PAF on Capillary Permeability
There was a concentration-dependent PAF-induced increase in capillary permeability in the
heart, measured using the wet:dry weight ratio (Fig. 32). 10 u M and 1 u M P A F caused a
significant (p<0.05) increase in wet:dry weight ratio, compared to vehicle and sham-operated

groups. TCV-309 prevented this increase, as demonstrated in that Group E which received 1 u M
TCV-309/1 u M P A F had significantly (p<0.05) lower wetdry weight ratio than the groups
which were administered 1 u M and 10 u M PAF.
3.1.6. Comparison of the Relative Response of Myocardial Contractility versus Coronary
Vascular Resistance versus Heart Rate versus Capillary Permeability to PAF
Cardiac parameters were found to significantly change due to PAF, compared to baseline and
control groups, with the following relative sensitivities, coronary vascular tone> capillary
permeability> myocardial contractility = heart rate (Figs. 32 and 33). There was a significant
increase in coronary vascular resistance, compared to baseline (p<0.01) at all concentrations of
PAF, and compared to control groups E - G (p<0.05) at the 100 nM-10 pJVl range of PAF. This
differed from capillary permeability that only showed a significant difference (p<0.05) compared
to control groups at 1 u,M and 10 u M PAF. Comparatively, myocardial contractility (dP/dt) and
heart rate were less sensitive to PAF in that they only showed a significant differences (p<0.001)
from baseline and control groups at the highest concentration of PAF (10 uM, group D).

3.2. Part II: Interrelationship of PAF and NO in Ischemia-Reperfusion Induced Cardiac
Dysfunction and Apoptosis in the Ex Vivo Rabbit Heart
3.2.1. Role of MLR and PAF in Myocardial Contractility
I will describe in detail the responses of developed pressure and positive dP/dt to the
intervention, as they are standard accepted measures of contractility (Figs. 34 and 35, Tables 11
and 12). Other measures of contractility (negative dP/dt and systolic L V P ) showed similar trends

(Figs. 36 and 37, Tables 13 and 14; in this section, tables represent absolute values and figures
represent percent changes in values).
Before the onset of ischemia, treated, untreated, and sham-operated groups had comparable
values for developed pressure and positive dP/dt (Tables 11 and 12). Thirty minutes of ischemia
caused cardiac arrest in all groups (Figs. 34-37). By 10 min of reperfusion in both ischemicreperfused groups, developed pressure was 50-70%, and positive dP/dt was 54-62%, lower than
the pre-ischemia baseline (p<0.05) and than sham-operated animals. Only in untreated animals
did contractility remain significantly (p<0.001-0.01) lower than the sham-operated group after
this time, continued through to 5 h reperfusion. Pretreatment with the PAF antagonist TCV-309
resulted in an improvement in the recovery of contractility compared to untreated animals
starting 30-60 min after the onset of reperfusion and contractility was significantly higher
(p<0.0001-0.05) in treated than in untreated animals from 1 h to 5 h reperfusion. By 5 h
reperfusion, the change in contractility from baseline in the P A F antagonist-treated animals had
recovered to within 3-4% of the sham-operated group. By comparison, untreated animals at 5 h
reperfusion showed contractilities that were 46-52% (p<0.01) below the pre-ischemia baseline
and 42-45% (pO.0001) below the changes from baseline in the sham-operated

animals.

Diastolic L V P was not significantly affected by ischemia-reperfusion, P A F antagonist, or vehicle
(Fig. 38, Table 15).
3.2.2. Role of MIR and PAF in Coronary Vascular Flow Rate
Before the onset of ischemia, treated, untreated, and sham-operated groups had comparable
values for coronary vascular flow rate (Table 16; in this section, Tables represent absolute values
and figures represent percent changes in values). Sham-operated animals underwent a significant

(p<0.001) 8±2% reduction in coronary flow rate from baseline values during the 5.5 h of
perfusion (Fig. 39). In ischemic-reperfused groups, immediately upon reperfusion, blood flow
increased to 616-680% of baseline values during the first few minutes of reperfusion. Following
this period, the coronary vascular flow rate began to decrease, this being particularly evident in
the untreated group, which had undergone a significant (p<0.05) 34±9% reduction in blood flow
compared to baseline by, 5 h reperfusion. Administration of the PAF antagonist prior to ischemia
significantly (p<0.01-0.05) improved coronary flow compared to untreated animals at 4 and 5 h
reperfusion. The PAF antagonist increased coronary flow by 18±51% relative to baseline values
by 5 h reperfusion, and protected against the significant reductions from baseline observed in
other groups.
3.2.3. Role of MIR and PAF in eNOS Gene Expression
The group which was treated with P A F antagonist expressed significantly (p<0.05) higher
mRNA levels for eNOS, compared to untreated animals (Fig. 40). Ischemia-reperfusion did not
significantly alter eNOS mRNA expression in untreated animals, compared to sham-operated or
control animals. Actual band densities (ratio of eNOS:18S) were as follows (+S.E.): P A F
antagonist 2.74±0.30, Untreated 1.31±0.30, Sham 1.78±0.27, Control 1.67+0.27.
3.2.4. Role of MTR and PAF in iNOS Gene Expression
There were no significant differences between groups in iNOS mRNA expression. However,
there was a trend which suggested that the extracorporeal circuit/surgery intervention may have
increased iNOS mRNA levels (Fig. 41). Actual band densities (ratio of iNOS:18S) were as follows
(±S.E.): PAF antagonist 1.41±0.50, Untreated 1.42±0.56, Sham 1.84±0.50, Control 0.24+0.56.

3.2.5. Role of MTR and PAF in Apoptosis
Ischemia-reperfusion increased markers of apoptosis in this study. Furthermore, the P A F
antagonist reduced apoptosis.
3.2.5.1. D N A Fragmentation
The average number of cells exhibiting D N A fragmentation was highest in the untreated group
(Fig. 42, 43). Apoptosis typically occurred in regional foci. The specific cell type undergoing
apoptosis was myocytes. Progressively fewer positively stained cells were observed in the P A F
antagonist-treated, sham, and control groups, respectively.
3.2.5.2. Pro-Caspase-3 Cleavage
The densitometry ratio of active caspase-3: pro-caspase-3 increased due to ischemiareperfusion in this model.

Furthermore, P A F antagonist administration was shown to

significantly (p<0.05) reduce the ratio by 42±5 units compared to the untreated group (108±19
units; Fig. 44). The ratios for sham and control groups were 86.6 and 64.5 units, respectively.

3.3. Part DU: Therapeutic Potential of PAF Antagonism in the In Vivo Management of
Myocardial Infarction
3.3.1. Effects of MIR and PAF Antagonism on Survival
Survival in the group treated with the specific P A F antagonist TCV-309 was significantly
(p<0.05) higher than in the untreated group (Fig. 45). Six of seven treated animals survived to
eight days post-ischemia. The one death occurred postoperatively within the first 6 hours after
reperfusion was initiated. By comparison, only two of seven animals in the untreated group
survived to eight days post-ischemia. Two animals in this group died at 45 min ischemia, one

died at 15 min reperfusion, and two died post-operatively within the first eight hours following
reperfusion. Because the mortality rate was high, and the number of surviving animals changed
particularly in the untreated group over time, it was considered important to note the number of
animals surviving at each time interval.
3.3.2. Requirements of Pharmacological Support Following MTR, in the Presence and Absence
of PAF Antagonism
3.3.2.1. Antiarrhythmic Support
The untreated group required significantly more antiarrhythmic support (administered on the
basis of the criteria described in section 2.4.5.), over a longer duration, than the group treated
with TCV-309 (Fig. 46, Table 17). Six of 7 untreated animals required additional lidocaine
following the prophylactic period compared to only 1 of 7 treated animals. This was because the
untreated animals experienced more severe and prolonged dysrhythmic events, in the form of
atrioventricular dissociation, paroxysmal tachycardia, and atrial and ventricular fibrillation.
Arrhythmias occurred in all untreated animals and four of seven treated animals, particularly
during the early reperfusion period.
3.3.2.2. Inotropic Support
A greater than 30% reduction in arterial blood pressure and/or mean left ventricular pressure
necessitated administration of inotropic support in the form of dopamine in 6 of 7 untreated
animals, and adrenaline in 3 of 7 untreated animals (Fig. 46, Table 17). There were no animals in
the TCV-309-treated group that experienced hypotension or myocardial depression severe
enough to dictate initiation of inotropic support (based on the criteria mentioned in section

2.4.5).

Consequently, untreated animals required significantly (p<0.01) more dopamine than

animals treated with the PAF antagonist.
3.3.2.3. Sodium Bicarbonate
Four animals in the untreated group experienced acidosis requiring administration of sodium
bicarbonate (Fig. 46, Table 17; animals were administered sodium bicarbonate only if required
during the surgical procedure). An average dose of 0.78 +/- 0.84 mg/kg was required in this
group. By comparison, no animals in the untreated group required sodium bicarbonate. Although
one animal in the treated group died, this occurred post-operatively (3 h 45 min postreperfusion). The animals were not continuously monitored at this time, and consequently did
not receive bicarbonate to treat the cardiac arrest.
3.3.2.4. Calcium Chloride (CaCl )
2

Three animals in the untreated group experienced cardiac arrest that required administration
of CaCl (Fig. 46, Table 17). The average dose of CaCl required in this group was 0.27 +/- 0.34
2

2

mEq/kg. No animals in the treated group underwent cardiac arrest intra-operatively. Although
one animal in this group died, this occurred post-operatively (3 h 45 min post-reperfiision).
3.3.3. Effects of M I R and PAF Antagonism on Hemodynamics
3.3.3.1. Systolic Arterial Blood Pressure
Systolic arterial blood pressure (ABP; Fig. 47) remained relatively stable in both the untreated
and treated groups until the time period following reperfusion for 10 min. Although systolic
A B P was slightly lower in the untreated group than in the treated group during ischemia, these
differences did not reach statistical significance. After reperfusion for 30 min, systolic A B P in
the untreated group had decreased significantly (p<0.05) from baseline and was significantly

(p<0.001) lower than in the treated group.

The systolic A B P was significantly lower in the

untreated than in the treated animals, despite the fact that they received significantly (p<0.01)
more inotropic support than the treated animals.

A B P in animals treated with TCV-309

remained stable throughout the early period of reperfusion. At eight days' reperfusion, A B P in
the treated group was significantly (p<0.01) lower than baseline levels. Data from the untreated
group at eight days reperfusion could not be statistically compared because only 2 of 7 swine had
survived to this time point.
3.3.3.2. Pulmonary Arterial Blood Pressure
In both the treated and untreated groups, systolic pulmonary arterial pressure (max PAP, Fig.
48) remained relatively stable throughout the ischemic period. However, on reperfusion, P A P
showed a steadily increasing trend in the untreated group through to 30 min of reperfusion,
although this failed to reach significance, whereas systolic P A P did not show significant changes
throughout the acute reperfusion period in the treated group.

Only four of seven untreated

animals had survived by 30 min reperfusion, which may explain why maximum P A P at 30 min
reperfusion did not show significant differences from baseline or from the treated group. By day
8 of reperfusion, systolic PAP had decreased in both groups, reaching significantly (p<0.05)
lower values in the treated group, in which 6 of 7 animals had survived.
3.3.4. Effects of M I R and PAF Antagonism on Global Myocardial Function
Global myocardial function, measured by dP/dt, in treated and untreated groups steadily
declined during ischemia until the onset of reperfusion. On the release of L A D ligation, global
function in the group treated with TCV-309 remained stable throughout reperfusion, whereas
global function in the untreated group continued to decline during the early reperfusion phase.

dP/dt (Fig. 49) was significantly (p<0.05) lower than baseline at 10 min and 30 min of
reperfusion in both groups, reduced by approximately 30% and 20% in the untreated and treated
groups, respectively.

Although the treated group showed a trend towards lower global

myocardial function than untreated animals throughout ischemia, the difference between the two
groups was not significant. It is important to emphasize that the recovery of contractile function
in six of seven untreated animals was dependent on inotropic support, unlike animals treated
with TCV-309, which received no inotropic support.

By day 8 of reperfusion, dP/dt was not

significantly different from baseline in either group or between groups, suggesting that global
myocardial function had recovered in surviving animals. However, detailed comparisons of the
untreated group with baseline and with the treated group were not possible because only two
untreated animals had survived by eight days.
3.3.5. Effects of MIR and PAF Antagonism on Regional Myocardial Function
Percentage wall thickening (Fig. 50) of the ischemic region in the left ventricular wall
indicated a similar, significant (p<0.05) reduction of contractile function immediately following
coronary artery occlusion in both the treated and untreated groups. Myocardial function
remained consistently below baseline in the ischemic-reperfused region of both groups through
to eight days' reperfusion.

Chapter 4
DISCUSSION
4.1. Limitations in the Scientific Literature Important for Interpretation of the Role of PAF
in MIR Injury
It is important to note that two limitations exist in the literature surrounding the role of PAF
in M I R injury. Firstly, studies in which a P A F antagonist was administered in a model of
coronary occlusion in dog showed minimal beneficial effects, unlike other reports using different
animal models. A primary reason for this is likely the extensive collateral circulation in the
canine heart which can provide substantial blood flow to the heart during periods of coronary
artery ligation, thereby reducing ischemic damage to the heart, and potentially limiting the
release of PAF. Secondly, the WEB-class of PAF antagonists has been shown to differ from
other P A F antagonists in their effects. For example, one half of the MIR injury studies that found
no protective effects of P A F antagonists against arrhythmias used the W E B class of P A F
antagonists ' ' . By comparison, all studies that found protective effects of PAF antagonists
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against arrhythmias used a variety of PAF antagonist agents, none of which were from the W E B class ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . Also, WEB-class antagonists have been shown to stimulate or
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inhibit physiological function, depending on the concentration and tissue type. For example, in
isolated rat hearts, low concentrations of W E B 2086 and W E B 2170 blocked the vasoconstrictor
effects of PAF, but at moderate concentrations these agents alone (in the'absence of PAF) had
stimulatory effects in increasing coronary vascular resistance, unlike another P A F antagonist
(FR-900452) which had no stimulatory effects when tested in the same system . Furthermore,
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in isolated cardiomyocytes, incubation with W E B 2086 alone was shown to
contractility, compared to vehicle .

enhance

Consequently, studies using the W E B class of P A F
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antagonists must be interpreted with some reservation, with the understanding that this class of
PAF antagonists can have differential effects, dependent upon the dose used.

4.2. Role of PAF in MIR Injury
This section attempts to compare our findings with those of other studies, and to provide
information on how P A F can affect each index of MTR injury. Many of the effects on one
parameter are closely linked with others, so I have attempted to isolate the parameters from each
other, while still giving an indication as to the interrelationship of the different systems with each
other in their response to PAF.
4.2.1. Myocardial Contractility
4.2.1.1. Comparison of Our Findings with Other Studies
Our finding in isolated crystalloid-perfused rat hearts that there was a concentrationdependent decrease in myocardial contractility by P A F is in agreement with other studies in
isolated t U3
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hearts investigating the effects of infused

PAF.
In our isolated rat heart study, coronary arteries were perfused at a constant flow rate. This,
combined with the finding that P A F reduced myocardial contractility, supports that PAF's
effects on contractile depression are independent of coronary vasoconstriction. It should be noted
that variations in microvascular tone and regional shunting may have caused regional reductions
in blood flow to the myocardium and in this way could have reduced contractility even in the

presence of constant flow conditions. However, in isolated myocytes, it has also been found that
PAF reduces contractility , suggesting a direct effect of PAF on the myocytes.
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In our isolated rat heart study, the control group that received 1 u M PAF in the presence of 1
u M PAF-antagonist TCV-309 was administered concentration of PAF that was insufficient to
cause a significant change in myocardial contractility (this only occurred at 10 u M PAF).
Therefore, although we showed that the PAF antagonist blocked the effects of PAF on coronary
vascular resistance and capillary permeability, we can not be certain that the TCV-309 would
have antagonized the effects of PAF on myocardial contractile depression.
Our demonstration that P A F can contribute to myocardial contractile depression during
reperfusion in ex vivo rabbit hearts and in vivo swine is supported by a number of other published
M I R studies, including those in isolated rabbit heart ' , in vivo rabbit , in vivo rat ' , in vivo
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and in vivo swine , using various P A F antagonists such as SDZ 63-675 ' , W E B

2170 , L-659 989 ' , TCV-309 , CV-3 9 8 8
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and CV-6209 . However, some in vivo studies
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have failed to demonstrate protective effects of PAF antagonism on myocardial contractility in
dog ' ' ' , with its aforementioned limitations (section 4.1), and cat . The study using an in
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vivo cat model used the P A F antagonist WEB-2170 . The WEB-class of PAF antagonists have
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been shown to have differing results compared to other PAF antagonists (more detail in section
4.1).
Additionally, the effects of P A F on the systemic vasculature can influence myocardial
contractility, which may have affected our finding in the in vivo swine study, but not in the ex
vivo rabbit heart investigation. Specifically, P A F has been shown to cause a significant reduction
in systemic arterial blood pressure ( A B P ) ' " , and P A F antagonists have been shown in
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reperfusion ' ' '
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increase

A B P compared

to untreated

groups

during

(for a more detailed discussion see section 4.2.7). The increase in A B P can

contribute to a rise in the afterload on the heart. The resulting increase in the end-systolic
pressure of the left ventricle can reduce contractility of the left heart. In this way, the in vivo
system can dampen the protective effects of PAF antagonist on myocardial contractility during
reperfusion. An advantage of the ex vivo heart system, using an isolated, blood-perfused rabbit
heart with consistent preload and afterload, is that we can determine more clearly the effects of
PAF antagonist on the heart alone, independent of corporeal influences. The in vivo system such
as our swine model is advantageous in that it may be more indicative of what occurs clinically in
patients during MIR.
In the ex vivo rabbit heart study, there were differences in baseline values of end-diastolic
left-ventriclar pressure between groups (Table 15). This occurred by chance, and the usage of
percentage change values rather than raw values reduced the impact on comparison between
groups that these differences in end-diastolic pressure may have caused.
In summary, our results in the isolated crystalloid-perfused rat heart, perfused at a constant
flow rate gave further evidence that P A F directly contributes to myocardial contractile
depression. Moving into a model of MTR, our ex vivo rabbit heart study brought new evidence
that PAF contributes to myocardial contractile depression in the heart alone during the initial 5 h
reperfusion, which is in agreement with the majority of isolated heart and in vivo studies.
Furthermore,

in a clinically relevant model of in vivo swine, the administration of P A F

antagonist reduced requirements for inotropic support, providing evidence that PAF may have a
clinically important detrimental effect during reperfusion.

4.2.1.2. Mechanisms by Which PAF Can Cause Myocardial Contractile Depression During MIR
Reductions in global myocardial contractility can be due to influences of other interrelated
systems on the heart (Fig. 51). Firstly, P A F antagonists' aforementioned effects on systemic
arterial pressure can reduce contractility. Secondly, P A F can cause right ventricular overload,
increased right atrial pressure and reduced filling of the left ventricle due to increasing
pulmonary vascular resistance (details in section 4.2.8.). Thirdly, P A F can reduce contractility
by increasing coronary vascular; resistance, thereby reducing coronary blood flow to the
myocardium and reducing the supply of oxygen and nutrients to the heart required for
contraction (supported by findings in our ex vivo rabbit heart study; details in section 4.2.2.).
Fourthly, P A F causes an increase in microvascular permeability in the heart, which results in
myocardial edema. This may cause an increase in myocardial tissue pressure, thereby inhibiting
the ability of myocytes to relax following contraction (i.e., stiffening of the heart) . This
138

correlates to our isolated rat heart study in that at the highest concentration of PAF, there was a
significant increase in both edema and in end-diastolic left ventricular pressure (a measure of
stiffening of the heart). Fifthly, P A F can contribute to myocardial cell death during MTR. This
has been demonstrated, in that treatment with PAF antagonist during M I R caused smaller infarct
size in several studies ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,
31

34

36

37

39

44

45

46

29

47

and reduced apoptosis in our ex vivo rabbit heart

ischemia-reperfusion study (details in sections 1.2.3.6. and 4.2.5.). In this way, P A F can reduce
the number of viable myocytes, thereby reducing contractility. Finally, P A F can affect cardiac
electrical activity and the conduction system, thereby affecting normal heart rhythm (as shown in
our in vivo swine study) and cardiac output (details in section 4.2.3.).

Studies indicate that in addition to the aforementioned indirect effects, P A F can act directly
on myocytes to reduce contractility. For example, studies utilizing experimental

models that

eliminated neurohumeral and hemodynamic influences such as human cardiac muscle strips ,
124

paced noncoronary perfused guinea pig left atrium and ventricular papillary muscle ' , and
126 252

isolated rat myocytes have shown that PAF causes direct negative inotropism, which is blocked
54

by specific P A F antagonists. During reperfusion there is evidence that the autocrine release of
PAF from myocytes followed by binding to PAF receptors on the myocyte may contribute to this
effect. Specifically, studies have demonstrated that rat myocytes exposed to hypoxia-reperfusion
release P A F

2 5 3

and the PAF receptor gene has been detected and cloned in cardiomyocytes .
70

The molecular mechanisms that may account for the role of P A F in the reduction of
myocardial contractility during ischemia-reperfusion are demonstrated in Fig. 4. These pathways
have been shown to be activated in cells in response to P A F . The end-stage pathways are
discussed in more detail below.
T x A is released following infusion of PAF in isolated rat hearts

254

2

and in vivo swine , and
88

has been shown to impair ventricular contractility . P K C has been found to modulate
255

myocardial contractile depression by PAF in a number of studies ' ' . For example, in isolated
256 55 257

rat myocytes, P A F was shown to decrease contractility (prevented by P A F antagonist B N
50739). However, in PKC-depleted cells, P A F had no effect on contractility . Furthermore, it
55

was found that inhibition of P K C (by calphostin C) improved contractility and reduced
arrhythmias in ischemic-reperfused isolated rat hearts . Another mechanism by which PAF may
257

reduce myocardial contractility is through the production of arachidonic acid. P A F stimulates
P L A activity in platelets and other tissues which causes release of arachidonic acid , which
173

2

81

can damage cells by disrupting the cell membrane with its detergent-like properties

. Also,

ODRS can be produced by many cells, including macrophages, neutrophils, mast cells and
eosinophils in the presence of P A F

259

. ODRS cause peroxidation of membrane phospholipids,

disrupting the integrity and fluidity of the membrane, leading to altered mobility of membrane
receptors, impairment of signal transduction, leakage of intracellular compounds such as lactate
dehydrogenase and creatine kinase into the plasma, and interference with the function of
receptors on the cell surface ' . Furthermore, P A F has been shown to exert direct damage to
10 260

myocardial cells (evidenced by myocardial intracellular edema, myofibrillar alterations, decrease
of matrix density and rupture of mitochondria) which was preventable by pretreatment with a
PAF antagonist . Disruption of membrane integrity causes dissipation of ion gradients, and an
140

influx of C a

2+

into the cell , resulting in the tonic contraction of myocytes, thereby inhibiting
140

relaxation (such as the stiffening of the heart seen in our isolated rat heart experiment at the
highest concentration of PAF). Additionally, the rise in intracellular concentration of calcium
activates proteases and phospholipases that can amplify the damage to cell structures . This can
3

all result in the loss of contractile ability.
The ionic currents that contribute to PAF-induced depression in contractility are unclear. In
ventricular myocytes, it has been shown that P A F infusion shortens the action potential
duration , which could contribute to reduced contractility. One group has shown that P A F
133

decreased the slow C a
increased Ca

2+

current , whereas another group has reported the opposite, in that PAF
126

influx via slow Ca

channels

. In guinea pig papillary muscle myocytes, P A F

was shown to reduce intracellular sodium activity (aW) (which is the intracellular potential
measured with a Na -sensitive microelectrode )
+

252

. The reduction in aW can lead to the loss of
82

intracellular Ca

via Na/Ca exchange with subsequent compromise of cardiac contractility. In

fact, it has been shown that PAF-induced negative inotropism is correlated with a decrease in
systolic intracellular calcium concentration during systole .
262

4.2.2. Coronary Hemodynamics
4.2.2.1. Comparison of Our Findings With Other Studies
The finding in our isolated crystalloid-perfused rat heart studies that 10 n M to 10 u M P A F
caused a concentration-dependent increase in coronary perfusion pressure, which was blocked by
the P A F antagonist TCV-309, was in agreement with all other studies that have infused P A F
over several minutes

128 130

'

113

and also with a study that infused P A F as a single bolus

However, other models have yielded conflicting results. Specifically, Man et

/

115116

a

> >
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has found that in the isolated rat heart, a bolus of PAF (0.1 mL administered over 1 sec) caused
vasodilation (at 1 pmol PAF) or vasodilation followed by vasoconstriction (at 100 pmol PAF).
Although the conditions of PAF infusion were different from those used in our study (PAF was
administered over 1 sec, while in our experiments it was administered over the full duration of
the experiment), the concentration of PAF during that 1 sec was in a similar range as in our
study. Consequently, it seems important to address the differences in findings between these
studies. Interestingly, the vasodilatory effects of PAF may be species-dependent, in that Man et
al. found only a concentration-dependent

vasoconstrictor effect in guinea-pig at the same

concentrations and conditions . Importantly, the vasodilatory effects of the PAF bolus in these
115

studies were not blocked by a P A F antagonist, while the vasoconstrictive effects were .
116

Additionally, the vasodilatory effects found by Man et al. were not found in similar experiments
by Piper et al

n3

in isolated rat hearts exposed to a bolus injection of PAF. Piper et al. found that
83

a bolus injection (in a volume of 10-100 uL) of PAF (40 pmol - 4.5 nmol) caused concentrationdependent vasoconstriction only. This is further confirmed by other studies which used infusions
of PAF (100 n M - 1 uM) at concentrations that were in a similar range as in the bolus infusions
of P A F

1 2 8

'

1 3 0

. There are possible reasons for this controversy. With regard to the discrepancies

between bolus administration and slow infusion of PAF studies, P A F is known to be extremely
lipophilic, so that absorption to tubing and other components of the perfusion system can modify
the actual amount of P A F administered to the rat heart. For example, borosilicate glass,
polypropylene plastics and silicon are known not to bind PAF. However, normal glass and
polystyrene plastics can strongly bind PAF. Syringe tips and plungers often contain plastics that
bind PAF and unless careful measures are taken to remove these from the system, a loss of PAF
can occur within the equipment, resulting in less PAF being delivered to the heart. It may be that
the equipment used by Piper et al. had less lipophilic absorptive surfaces and therefore more
PAF was administered to the heart than in the study of Man et al, resulting in a primarily
vasoconstrictive effect. Alternatively, it may be a situation unique to the group of Man et al.
because this is the only group that has shown a vasodilatory effect of PAF in the isolated heart. It
is important that in these latter studies, P A F antagonists FR-900452 or BN-52021 only blocked
the vasoconstrictor effects of PAF, but did not affect the vasodilator effects of PAF. This was
taken as evidence that there may be more than one P A F receptor type in the heart, which is
certainly possible but this has not yet been confirmed by other studies. A n alternative hypothesis
is that there may have been a unique effect of their experiment on the vascular tone in the heart,
such as a possible uncontrolled for effect of vehicle. For example, the hydrophobic properties of
PAF require that it initially be dissolved in an organic solvent such as ethanol prior to being

dissolved in aqueous solvents. No mention was made of which or how much organic solvent was
used to dissolve PAF in Man et al. 's studies. This can be important because organic solvents can
exert their own effects on the heart. It has been our experience that much care must be taken in
dissolving P A F in ethanol, because if too high a concentration of ethanol is used to dissolve
PAF, the effects seen on the heart can be due to the ethanol rather than the PAF. Thus, in the
isolated rat heart 15 and 45 mM ethanol was found to increase coronary flow up to 150% . This
265

has been further confirmed in in vivo dog coronary arteries

266

and isolated coronary arteries from

swine . Such an uncontrolled for variable in the protocol may have been what led to the
267

observation by Man et al. of the vasodilatory effect of PAF that was not blocked with a P A F
antagonist.
In summary of findings on the infusion of PAF in isolated hearts, it appears that P A F can
cause vasoconstriction of myocardial vessels. PAF may cause vasodilation at low concentrations,
or transient vasodilation followed by vasoconstriction at higher concentrations in the rat heart;
however, this effect is controversial and was not seen in our study.
With regard to effects of PAF antagonism on reducing coronary vascular resistance during
MTR, our finding that P A F antagonist improved coronary blood flow compared to untreated
groups in ex vivo rabbit hearts exposed to M I R is in agreement with other investigations in
isolated rabbit hearts perfused with diluted blood , in vivo sheep and in vivo dog . However,
28

29

other studies in in vivo dog ' , rabbit , and in isolated rat hearts '
34

44

31

3 5

43

3 8

have shown no significant

effects of PAF antagonist on coronary flow. These discrepancies may relate to differences in
species, the PAF antagonist used, its administered dose, corporeal influences on the heart of the

in vivo system, the type of ischemia (cold with cardioplegia versus warm without cardioplegia),
and the absence of blood in isolated crystalloid-perfused heart systems.
Two of the studies which found no protective effects of PAF antagonist on myocardial
contractility or coronary vascular resistance during M I R were performed in dog. Dogs have
extensive collateral circulation in the heart, so that the myocardial damage may be less severe
and the recovery may be better in this species compared to others. In studies of isolated
crystalloid-perfused rat hearts '

35 38

that reported no protective effects of PAF antagonists on

coronary vascular resistance, the absence of blood in the perfusion system may have been a
source of the lack of difference between groups. Blood cells such as macrophages, platelets,
basophils and neutrophils release vasoactive substances, including P A F . Consequently, by
having blood absent from the system, the vasoactive substances released from the tissue may
have contributed less to increasing vascular resistance than would have been the case in the
presence of blood. In the isolated rabbit heart study that showed no effects of PAF antagonist in
reducing coronary vascular resistance , global ischemia was achieved using cardioplegia and
28

hypothermia for 2 h. This technique preserves heart function and produces less damage to the
heart compared to the warm ischemia without cardioplegia that occurs during myocardial
infarction. Thus, the insult was less than in the warm ischemia-reperfusion studies not using
cardioplegia, and this could have contributed to the lack of difference in coronary vascular tone
between the group treated with PAF antagonist and that receiving vehicle.
In our ex vivo rabbit heart study of MIR, the changes in coronary vascular flow rate were
fairly subtle between the untreated group and the group treated with PAF antagonist- probably

more subtle than its effects on other parameters. These borderline effects support why some
studies have found reduced coronary vascular resistance with PAF antagonist and others did not.
Studies in dog have shown that ischemic-induced endothelial damage can contribute to
increased sensitivity of cardiac function to PAF. It was found that exogenous administration of
PAF in a perfused canine heart caused no vasoconstriction . However, following ischemia152

reperfusion in this study, the same concentration of PAF significantly reduced coronary blood
flow rate. Furthermore, the vasodilator response to acetylcholine (an éndothelium-dependent
vasodilator substance) was reduced by ischemia-reperfusion. The differential effects of PAF and
acetylcholine were attributed to changes in the functional integrity of the coronary endothelial
cells due to ischemia-reperfusion.
4.2.2.2. Mechanisms Through Which PAF Can Influence Coronary Vascular Resistance During
MTR
Several PAF-induced pathways can contribute to the reduction of blood flow in the coronary
vessels. Firstly, I will address mechanisms that modulate the coronary vascular flow rate that are
not linked to coronary vascular tone, then I will move on to discuss cell signaling pathways and
blood-born mediators that influence the coronary tone.
PAF can increase coronary vascular resistance via microvascular plugging (Fig. 51).
Specifically, P A F has been shown to be a powerful stimulant of neutrophil chemotaxis and
adhesion to endothelial cells
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(see sections 4.2.4. and 4.2.6. for more details) and P A F also

stimulates the aggregation of platelets . The aggregated cells and those attached to the vessel
269

wall can physically block or slow down blood flow in the coronary vessels .
23

A systemic hemodynamic interplay can take place which affects coronary vascular flow rate.
Specifically, P A F has been shown to produce systemic hypotension (see section 4.2.7. for more
details), which leads to reduced after-load on the left heart. As the coronary ostia are located in
the aorta, this could reduce the filling pressure of the coronary arteries, thereby reducing
coronary vascular flow.
In in vivo and in vitro hearts, P A F induces coronary vasoconstriction in the majority of
situations; however, there are several studies that have also reported either transient vasodilator
effects or sustained vasodilation at low concentrations of PAF in certain species (see Coronary
Vascular Resistance section of 1.2.2.1. for details). Furthermore, although several studies have
demonstrated that PAF antagonists reduce coronary vascular resistance during the post-ischemic
reperfusion period, other studies have failed to demonstrate any protective effect. These
discrepancies may be due to the variety of vasoactive cell signaling pathways that are affected by
PAF, and other pathophysiologic effects of reperfusion injury that vary between animal species
and experimental models. The following descriptions attempt to clarify the major contributors to
the influences of PAF on coronary hemodynamics during reperfusion.
Vasoconstriction: The cellular mediators and signaling molecules contributing to P A F induced vasoconstriction are detailed in Fig. 52. The text here will elaborate on the evidence for
the important end-stage pathways leading to vasoconstriction. Eicosanoids (leukotrienes,
prostaglandins and thromboxanes) are responsible for much of the vasoactive effects of PAF.
PAF receptor-mediated stimulation of G-proteins leads to phospholipase A activation, followed
2

by the release of arachidonic acid which is metabolized into the eicosanoids (Fig. 52). T x A has
2

been demonstrated to be released in response to P A F

270

. The cyclooxygenase inhibitor F P L
88

55712 has been shown to inhibit the vasoconstrictive effects of PAF in swine in vivo . L T C 4
has also been demonstrated to play a role in PAF-induced vasoconstriction. A n elevation in
LTC4

levels has been reported following P A F infusion in rats ' . Also, the vasoconstrictive
101

113

effects of PAF are inhibited by antagonists of lipoxygenase and LT-receptors ' . A n increase
101 113

in intracellular C a

2+

has also been demonstrated to contribute to PAF-induced vasoconstriction.

Specifically, P A F elicits the release of C a

2+

in vascular smooth muscle cells , which can
190

stimulate vessel wall contraction. Furthermore, the vasoconstrictive effect of PAF in rabbit and
rat heart was shown to be blocked by the C a

2+

channel blocker verapamil . There are a number
133

of pathways that link P A F to reduced expression of eNOS (details in section 4.2.11.). Since
eNOS-generated N O is responsible for vasodilation, it may be that a reduction in the quantity of
eNOS in the presence of PAF can contribute to vasoconstriction in the heart.
Vasodilation: Among the eicosanoids that have been shown to be released in the presence of
PAF, the vasodilatory prostaglandin E2 is released from isolated rat hearts following P A F
infusion

113

(Fig. 52). Furthermore, PAF has been demonstrated to contribute to the generation of

ODRS and activation of proteases, which can directly damage cell membranes including those in
the vascular w a l l ' ' . These membrane-related alterations could be another mechanism
10

260

259

which might contribute to reducing the contractile ability of the vasculature. Finally, it has been
demonstrated

in isolated guinea-pig papillary muscle that 30 min of perfusion with P A F

increases nitrite production, suggesting that PAF can increase N O S-generated N O over the short
term, which could contribute to early vasodilation

4.2.3. Arrhythmias
4.2.3.1. Comparison of Our Findings With Other Studies
Our demonstration in isolated crystalloid-perfused rat hearts that the highest concentration of
129 130

PAF reduced heart rate was in accordance with other studies in isolated rat

'

and guinea-pig

hearts . This is further supported by an in vivo study in which PAF infusion reduced heart rate in
98

rabbit and was blocked by P A F antagonist B N 52021 . In our study's control group that
36

received 1 u M P A F in the presence of 1 u M PAF-antagonist TCV-309, it received a
concentration of PAF that was insufficient to cause a significant change in heart rate (this only
occurred at 10 u M PAF). Therefore, although we showed that the PAF antagonist blocked the
effects of PAF on coronary vascular resistance and capillary permeability, we can not be certain
that the TCV-309 would have antagonized the effects of PAF on bradycardia.
Our in vivo swine study's finding that the P A F antagonist TCV-309 protected against
arrhythmias during the post-ischemia reperfusion period is in agreement with the majority of
other MIR studies in isolated rabbit heart , in vivo dog ' ' , isolated rat heart ' '
27

rabbit ' ' '
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, in vivo

and in vivo swine , using a variety of PAF antagonists (Table 1). The types of
33

arrhythmias demonstrated to be reduced by P A F antagonist in these latter studies were
atrioventricular

nodal block, premature

ventricular

contractions,

transient

bradycardia,

ventricular fibrillation, and ventricular tachycardia.
However, six M I R studies have not shown a protective effect of PAF antagonist against
arrhythmias during reperfusion (Table 1). One contributing factor to this may relate to
differences in the chemical structure of the P A F antagonist classes. Three of six studies that
found no protective effects of PAF antagonists against arrhythmias used the W E B class of PAF

antagonists ' '

47 151 156

with its aforementioned limitations (section 4.1.), unlike the studies that

found protective effects in which no W E B class antagonists were used. One in vivo study in dog
showed no protection of PAF antagonists B N 52021 and CV-3988 against arrhythmias during
reperfusion . However this study used the dog model with its aforementioned limitations
44

(section 4.1.) and administered prophylactic lidocaine (an antiarrhythmic) to all animals which
would have dampened any differences in arrhythmia occurrence that could have occurred
between groups. The two other studies were performed by one research group in isolated
working rat hearts, and showed protective effects of PAF antagonists B N 52021 and 50739
against ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation during 30 min of regional ischemia, but not during
the initial 30 min of reperfusion ' . There were no obvious explanations for this particular
38 154

anomoly, as the ischemic insult was substantial (involving ligation of the left anterior descending
coronary artery at the origin), for a duration (30 min) comparable to other studies, and a variety
of doses of PAF antagonists were used. The P A F antagonists used in this model, B N 52021 and
42

B N 50739 , have been shown to reduce arrhythmias during the reperfusion period in other
35

models, specifically in vivo dogs and isolated Langendorff-perfused rat hearts, respectively.
In summary, our results, in conjunction with the majority of others, suggest that the P A F
released during MTR contributes to the arrhythmias associated with MTR injury in vivo.
4.2.3.2. Mechanisms by which PAF Can Alter the Electrical Activity of the Heart During M I R
The mechanisms through which P A F causes arrhythmias have been explored. Firstly, P A F
has been shown to alter the electrical
manner ' ' ' .
125

126

252
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activity of the heart

in a concentration-dependent

For example, P A F has been shown to cause irreversible conduction

arrhythmias in isolated guinea pig hearts. In this study, normal sinus rhythm and cardiac

contractility did not return even after a prolonged perfusion with physiological solution without
PAF

110

. Furthermore, the effects of P A F seem to be independent of the generation of

eicosanoids,

since the

cyclooxygenase inhibitor indomethacin, thromboxane

synthetase

inhibitors, and a leukotriene receptor antagonist did not significantly modify the electrical
response of the heart to P A F
transmembrane C a

2+

1 1 2

'

1 3 4

. It seems that the arrhythmias can be mediated via

channels, as the calcium channel antagonist verapamil significantly reduced

PAF-induced coronary spasm and was shown to protect against PAF-induced arrhythmias in
guinea pig heart and in vivo rabbit .
133

Hemodynamically, the reduced flow to the heart which can occur during P A F infusion and
reperfusion can also contribute to arrhythmogenesis due to hypoperfusion of the pacemaker
nodes and conduction pathways (Fig. 51). This can lead to ischemia and damage to these regions,
affecting normal rhythm of the heart. Also, PAF-induced production of ODRS may cause direct
cellular damage

to the pacemaker

regions and conduction pathways,

causing further

arrhythmogenesis .
259

4.2.4. Capillary Permeability
4.2.4.1. Comparison of Our Finding With Other Studies
It has been found that P A F induced a concentration-dependent increase in the permeability
coefficient of albumin in isolated perfused swine coronary vessels . Furthermore, in isolated
141

rat and guinea pig hearts, P A F significantly increased cardiac capillary permeability using
fluorescein isothiocyanate bovine albumin as a marker of permeability, and histological
measures of edema ' . These effects were inhibited by P A F antagonists. Our findings that
139 140

PAF increased edema in the isolated rat heart, preventable by P A F antagonist TCV-309, is in

agreement with these studies. Our investigation furthered mechanistic knowledge by comparing
the P A F concentration-dependent

susceptibility of capillary permeability to other cardiac

function parameters including contractility, coronary vascular resistance and heart rate. This
demonstrated

that capillary permeability is more sensitive to P A F in this model than is

myocardial contractile depression and bradycardia, and is less sensitive to PAF than is coronary
vascular resistance. This helped to place the concentration-dependent effects of PAF on capillary
permeability in the context of other known cardiac dysfunctions that also occur due to PAF.
4.2.4.2. Mechanisms of PAF-Induced Capillary Permeability during MIR
An increase in capillary permeability can cause damage to the cardiovascular system. For
example, increased permeability and resultant edema in the heart can increase the myocardial
tissue pressure , thereby potentially reducing the ability of the myocytes to relax following
138

contraction, leading to an increase in end-diastolic pressure and reduction in contractility (as
suggested

in our isolated rat heart study). An increase in vascular permeability causes

adhesiveness of neutrophils and platelets in the microvasculature, which can cause capillary
plugging or the "no reflow" phenomenon during reperfusion, resulting in increased coronary
vascular resistance and reduced coronary blood flow to the heart . Finally, systemic increases in
23

vascular permeability can lead to a reduction in blood volume, hemoconcentration and increased
blood viscosity, leading to reduction in blood pressure, coronary flow and myocardial
contractility.
Using scanning electron and transmission microscopy, Northover showed that P A F causes
changes in the shape of endothelial cells which may give rise to the increase in vascular

permeability. This shape change has been shown to be associated with an influx of Ca

into the

endothelial cells .
272

Protein kinase C (PKC) appears to be important for the PAF-induced increase in
microvascular permeability, as P K C inhibitors were shown to block this effect of P A F
administration in the hamster cheek pouch .
273

4.2.5. Apoptosis
4.2.5.1. Comparison of Our Findings With Other Studies
Our findings of a trend in MIR-induced increase in caspase-3 activation and D N A
fragmentation, both hallmarks of apoptosis, are in agreement with other studies which have made
similar observations

158,159

' ' ' . For example, one study in in vivo rabbit found increased
164

228

274

D N A fragmentation (measured by T U N E L assay and D N A laddering techniques ) following 30
min of myocardial ischemia and 4 h reperfusion . Another study demonstrated that in in vivo
158

rabbits exposed to 30 min of coronary artery occlusion followed by 3 h reperfusion, caspases-2, 3, and -7 were activated, and PARP was cleaved .
159

The effects of P A F on apoptosis in the heart have not been previously studied to our
knowledge. Consequently, our study is the first to demonstrate that administration of a P A F
antagonist reduces indices of apoptosis in hearts subjected to ischemia-reperfusion.
The reductions in apoptosis in this study were subtle, but significant. An explanation for this
is related to a study which showed in a rat model of regional myocardial infarction that the
majority of apoptosis (measured by T U N E L assay) occurs within the first 20 min of ischemia,
after which time cell death occurs mainly due to necrosis (as measured by cardiac myosinspecific antibody for cell membrane damage) . Our study in ex vivo rabbit heart harvested
164

94

tissue at 5 h reperfusion, consequently there may have been fewer cells undergoing apoptosis at
that time compared to earlier on. Apoptotic bodies can be cleared quickly by phagocytosis, so
that by 5 h reperfusion, there may have been less evidence of any apoptosis that occurred early
on during the reperfusion period.
MTR-induced apoptosis may be clinically treatable by targeting signaling pathways. For
example, it has been demonstrated in in vivo rats exposed to 30 min coronary artery ligation
followed

by 24 h reperfusion that caspase inhibitor ZVAD-fmk

improved myocardial

contractility, reduced infarct size and reduced indices of apoptosis, compared to vehicle-treated
animals . Protective effects of agents that block signaling pathways of apoptosis (caspase-1,
275

caspase-3, p38 M A P K ) have been demonstrated in other MDR. studies ' ' . Antagonizing
159 274 276

PAF may be another pathway through which apoptosis can be minimized.
It is conceivable that apoptosis could be beneficial or detrimental in the heart during MTR. As
apoptotic cell death is a "quiet" for m of cell death in that, compared to necrosis in which cells
undergo lysis and release toxic substances such as proteases and oxygen-derived reactive
substances that can be damaging to other cells, apoptotic cells remain intact and are
phagocytized and removed, thereby releasing no damaging substances. Consequently, if cells are
undergoing apoptosis instead of necrosis, this could be beneficial to cardiac function. However,
if apoptosis increases overall cell death in the heart, then reducing it could improve function by
enabling more cells to survive the MTR insult. The evidence mentioned above, that inhibitors of
apoptosis improve cardiac function and reduce infarct size, suggests that the apoptotic cell death
that takes place during MTR is detrimental.

In summary, our finding that PAF antagonist reduced indices of apoptosis added to scientific
knowledge of a potentially important pathway that can contribute to this form of cell death
during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion. If the apoptosis that occurs due to P A F causes an
increase in overall cell death, then preventing this effect of P A F could have substantial
therapeutic value.
4.2.5.2. Mechanisms of PAF-Induced Apoptosis During MTR
A number of mechanisms could contribute to PAF-induced apoptosis during MTR. Firstly,
PAF can activate neutrophils and monocytes to generate superoxide radicals and subsequently
777 778

other ODRS

'

. ODRS have been demonstrated to induce apoptosis in various cell types,

including endothelial and smooth muscle cells . Also, ODRS are known to oxidize L D L lipids.
279

Flight levels of oxidized L D L have been shown to induce apoptosis in endothelial cells and
smooth muscle cells . Secondly, PAF has been demonstrated to increase release of the cytokine
280

TNF-a

281

'

282

, which can cause apoptosis in endothelial cells '
283

284

and cardiomyocytes .
285

Thirdly, PAF antagonism can increase the coronary flow rate during reperfusion, as shown in our
studies in isolated rat hearts infused with PAF and in ex vivo rabbit hearts exposed to ischemiareperfusion in the presence and absence of PAF antagonist. This can increase shear stress in the
coronary arteries. Sheer stress has been demonstrated to inhibit apoptosis in endothelial cells .
284

Finally, eNOS-generated N O has been shown to prevent endothelial cell apoptosis . In fact, it
286

287

has been shown to prevent endothelial cell apoptosis induced by oxLDL, TNF-a, and ODRS
Our findings of upregulation of eNOS mRNA, in conjunction with reduced apoptosis, upon
antagonism of PAF provides evidence that this is a potential pathway that mediates apoptosis.

Recent evidence in isolated rat hearts exposed to 35 min ischemia, followed by 6, 60 or 120
min reperfusion suggests that during reperfusion, apoptosis occurs first in the endothelial cells,
and then spreads radially through the myocytes . Apoptosis was measured in this study by
288

T U N E L assay, caspase-3 immunolabelling, and electron microscopy. The authors suggest that
these findings may reflect the diffusion of soluble apoptogenic mediators (such as TNF-oc, Fas
ligand and ODRS) from damaged endothelial cells into the myocardium. This was supported by
our studies which found that apoptosis was present only in myocytes 5 h after reperfusion.
4.2.6. Neutrophil Infiltration
Although it was not our objective to investigate neutrophil infiltration in our studies, it is an
important mechanism by which PAF and M I R exert damage to the heart. Consequently, it will be
briefly discussed in the context of how it can contribute to MTR injury overall, as it has relevance
to our studies in ex vivo rabbit heart and in vivo swine.
MIR leads to activation of neutrophils, which promotes the expression of adhesion molecules
on both neutrophils and the vascular endothelium. This attracts neutrophils to the surface of the
endothelium and initiates a cascade of cell-cell interactions, leading first to adherence of
neutrophils to the vascular endothelium, followed later by transendothelial migration and direct
interaction with myocytes .
During post-ischemic reperfusion,

activated neutrophils can induce tissue injury by

generating ODRS, proteases, arachidonic metabolites (including eicosanoids and PAF), and
other proinflammatory mediators .
23

In fact, blockade of neutrophil infiltration by using

antibodies which block either P-selectin on the endothelium or L-selectin on the neutrophils has

been
_c

shown to reduce tissue damage,
•

reperfusion

as measured

by reduced infarct

size, during
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'

Neutrophil-mediated damage may be an important mechanism through which P A F injures
the cardiovascular system during reperfusion. P A F has been demonstrated

to

activate

neutrophils, leading to neutrophil self-aggregation, endothelial adherence, superoxide anion
777 978

release and degranulation

'

. Furthermore, administration of a PAF antagonist (SDZ 63-675

or W E B 2170) was shown to decrease neutrophil infiltration into the ischemic-reperfused region
of the rabbit heart , to reduce infarct size and improve cardiac function. Additionally, as
39

mentioned, activated neutrophils release P A F , which can further augment damage through the
23

many mechanisms mentioned in sections 1.2.2. and 1.2.3. Thus, this suggests a possible positive
feedback mechanism that may lead to an increase in injury: P A F is known to activate
neutrophils, which leads to an increased production of PAF.
Studies have investigated the mechanisms through which PAF causes neutrophil infiltration.
During inflammation, an initial rapid step is activation of endothelial cells, which changes their
surface properties to become adhesive for leukocytes. In the first few minutes after activation of
the endothelial cells, they express an adhesion protein, P-selectin, on their surface, to which
neutrophils and monocytes bind. Concurrently, the activated endothelial cells also synthesize
PAF, which is directed to the cell surface, but is not excreted. The leukocytes that have been
tethered by P-selectin are then activated by PAF. This step induces tight binding of leukocytes to
the vascular wall and their subsequent emigration and priming for secretion of their granular
contents

4.2.7. Systemic Hypotension
4.2.7.1. Comparison of Our Finding With Other Studies
Our study demonstrated that the P A F antagonism protected against systemic hypotension
during the reperfusion period, which can provide some clarification to the controversial findings
in the literature.
Our finding was in agreement with the consistent finding that P A F infusion causes
hypotension '

" . Additionally, results in our study agreed with studies in rabbit '

and

swine models of in vivo MIR that demonstrated PAF antagonist-induced prevention of systemic
40

hypotension compared to untreated animals.
However, some studies in d o g ' '
34

44

151

and rabbit have found no protective effects. Cardiac
37

output (determined by myocardial contractility, heart rhythm, coronary vascular flow) and
systemic vascular tone contribute to systemic arterial blood pressure. The extensive collateral
circulation in the canine heart model can allow for better circulation to the heart, hence resulting
in more similar cardiac output between untreated and treated groups, compared to other animal
models with less extensive collateral circulation. The study in rabbit

37

which showed no

protective effects of P A F atnagonists B N 50739 and B N 50726 may have been dose- or
compound-related. Studies by the same group of investigators, using an identical in vivo rabbit
model of 30 min regional ischemia followed by 30 min reperfusion, found that a different P A F
antagonist, B N 52021, prevented systemic hypotension during the reperfusion period compared
to control animals . The study which showed no protective effects was the first in vivo M I R
36

investigation to use the PAF antagonists B N 50739 and B N 50726. However, only one dose (5
mg/kg) was used. It was not described how this dose was chosen, or that any dose-response

relationships were examined. No other studies have investigated the effects of these two
antagonists on systemic blood pressure during reperfusion.
Overall, our study added support to the theory that PAF contributes to systemic hypotension
during reperfusion.
4.2.7.2. Mechanisms Through Which PAF Can Cause Systemic Hypotension During MTR
Administered intravenously, P A F causes systemic hypotension in all species studied
including guinea pig , rat ' , rabbit ' , d o g
104

vascular effects

103

105

102 106

107

'

108

and swine . P A F has differential
92

depending on the circulatory bed. It causes systemic vasodilation, but

constriction of coronary and pulmonary vasculature.
Although the mechanisms of PAF-induced systemic hypotension are not completely
understood, it likely involves several mechanisms, including the action of P A F on the heart,
peripheral vasculature, and on the microcirculation.
Reduced cardiac output causes a reduction in systemic blood pressure. Negative inotropism
and reduced cardiac output can occur via a number of processes (shown to occur due to PAF by
our studies and those of others), including myocyte deaths microvascular permeability, coronary
vasoconstriction, capillary plugging, pulmonary vasoconstriction and arrhythmias (Fig. 51).
Additionally, there may be secondary mediator-related effects on systemic hypotension.
•

• 102

PAF-induced systemic hypotension appears to be independent of histamine release in rabbit
and leukotriene synthesis in dog . However, N O may be involved in the PAF-induced
108

reduction in blood pressure. For example, PAF-induced hypotension is inhibited by N^-nitro-Larginine, which blocks the production of nitric oxide from N O S

103

. In vitro studies have shown

the involvement of the nitric oxide pathway in PAF-induced relaxation of rat thoracic aorta,
evidenced by N^-nitro-L-arginine abrogating the effects of P A F

235

.

4.2.8. Pulmonary Hypertension
4.2.8.1. Comparison of Our Finding With Other Studies
Studies indicate that PAF causes pulmonary hypertension

' ' ' . For example, a study

102,106 108 109 92

has shown that infusion of PAF at concentrations which caused significant reductions in cardiac
output and systemic hypotension produced a significant and marked increase (5- to 120-fold) in
pulmonary vascular resistance in swine . Furthermore, P A F has been shown to increase
92

pulmonary vascular resistance in isolated blood-perfused canine lungs .
292

Only one other study has investigated the role of PAF in pulmonary hypertension during
MTR. This was performed by our group

40

in an identical in vivo swine model to the swine study

described in this dissertation, except that animals received P A F antagonist prior to ischemia,
unlike this dissertation's study in which they received P A F antagonist at a clinically

relevant

time (shortly before reperfusion). The past study found that PAF antagonist-treated animals had
significantly lower pulmonary arterial pressure than untreated animals at 30 min reperfusion. Our
present investigation demonstrated this trend, but it did not reach statistical significance. This
could in part be due to the possibility that P A F antagonist did not provide as much protection
when administered shortly before reperfusion, as compared to when it was administered before
ischemia. Additionally, in this dissertation's study, only 4 animals in the untreated group had
survived at 30 min reperfusion which reduced the statistical ability to demonstrate differences
between groups.

4.2.8.2. Mechanisms of PAF-Induced Pulmonary Hypertension During MIR
It appears that much of the effect of PAF on increasing pulmonary vascular resistance is
mediated via T x A

2

production. A T x A

2

analogue (U 46619) induced similar changes to

pulmonary vascular resistance as PAF. Furthermore, either indomethacin-induced inhibition of
T x A production, or a T x A synthase inhibitor (OKY-046), significantly reduced the pulmonary
2

2

vasoconstrictive effects of P A F .
92

In addition, it has been suggested that the high sensitivity of the pulmonary circulation to
PAF is a major cause of systemic hypotension and reduced cardiac output. This can be due to the
high afterload on the right ventricle, causing substantial reduction in right pump function, which
can result in a reduction in end-diastolic pressure in the left ventricle, and underfilling of the left
heart, thereby reducing cardiac output and systemic blood pressure.
4.2.9. Mortality
Our study made the novel observation that P A F antagonist reduced long-term (8 day)
mortality during MTR compared to the vehicle-treated group. All previous studies investigating
the role of PAF in MIR injury terminated within the first 24 h after infarction.
Our finding that P A F antagonist decreased mortality, is in agreement with other studies in
rabbit , dog
37

42

and rat '
46

139

that showed improvement in short-term survival following MTR with

the use of a PAF antagonist.
However, one study in dog has reported no protective effect on survival within 3 h
reperfusion . This was likely at least in part due to the extensive collateral circulation in canine
44

hearts, which can allow for substantial recovery following coronary ligation.

4.2.10. Potential Role of iNOS in MTR Injury, in Context With Our Finding
Although this study did not demonstrate that M I R affects iNOS mRNA expression, evidence
does exist that iNOS can be upregulated during MIR. In an in vivo rat model of MIR, involving
20 min of regional ischemia followed by 5 h reperfusion , iNOS activity was increased 7-fold in
9

the ischemic versus non-ischemic area. Furthermore, an iNOS inhibitor was shown to improve
coronary artery flow rate following 30 min reperfusion in rabbit heart . However, in a recent in
16

vivo rabbit model of 30 min regional ischemia, followed by reperfusion, iNOS activity did not
significantly

increase

over

that

of sham-operated

animals until

48

h

reperfusion .
225

Consequently, this suggests that it may take longer than 5 h to show a significant increase in
iNOS mRNA levels in the rabbit. Secondly, the extracorporeal circuit required for the blood
perfusion of the isolated heart may have caused an inflammatory reaction that could have
potentiated iNOS upregulation (as suggested in the trend shown in Fig. 41). This is supported by
studies of other investigators who found increased levels of iNOS in lung tissue from patients
after undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass . If this occurred, then any iNOS upregulation
293

stimulated by ischemia-reperfusion

may have been overshadowed by the effect

of the

extracorporeal circuit.
4.2.11. Interrelationship of eNOS mRNA Expression and PAF in MIR Injury
To our knowledge, ours is the first study to measure the activation of eNOS during MIR. Our
finding of no significant effect of MTR on eNOS mRNA expression can be compared with some
in vitro hypoxia studies.
Although little is known about the effects of ischemia-reperfusion on eNOS in the heart,
some studies on the impact of hypoxia in in vitro endothelial cells have been performed. In

human primary pulmonary artery endothelial cells

, cultured porcine pulmonary artery

295

endothelial cells

296

, and bovine pulmonary artery endothelial cells

, hypoxia has been shown to

reduce eNOS mRNA and/or amount of eNOS protein. In non-pulmonary endothelial cells, the
findings are more inconsistent. For example, in bovine aortic endothelial cells, upregulation of
eNOS mRNA and protein expression occurred in cells incubated at low oxygen tension . Also,
297

it has been found that eNOS protein was upregulated in cerebral blood vessels during cerebral
ischemia . Conversely other studies found reduction of eNOS expression in human umbilical
298

vein endothelial cells and bovine aortic endothelial cells exposed to low oxygen tension ' .
299 300

Importantly, our study is the first to suggest an interrelationship between P A F and eNOSgenerated N O during MTR. The increase in eNOS mRNA expression produced by P A F
antagonist in our study could be functionally important, in that the P A F released during
ischemia-reperfusion may reduce eNOS mRNA expression. In this study, P A F antagonist
improved coronary flow rate and myocardial contractility over an extended period of
reperfusion. It may be that the increase in eNOS mRNA was facilitated at least in part through
transcriptional upregulation of eNOS, thereby resulting in the release of N O into the coronary
vasculature, causing vasodilation and improved blood flow to the heart (and reducing neutrophil
adhesion and platelet aggregation). It should be mentioned that although TCV-309 has been
well-established to be a selective antagonist for PAF (see section 1.2.5.2.2), it's effects on eNOS
mRNA expression have not been studied. Consequently, it is possible that the increase in eNOS
mRNA was achieved through actions of the agent independent of the PAF receptor. In summary,
PAF antagonism may provide additional improvement in cardiac function via upregulation of
eNOS.

During reperfusion, mediators are released which can promote either increased (e.g.
endothelin-1)

103

or decreased (e.g. PAF) eNOS mRNA expression. In our study, it is proposed

that by removing a possible inhibitory effect of PAF on eNOS mRNA expression utilizing a PAF
antagonist, the balance shifted towards an increase in eNOS mRNA expression. Several
pathways may be involved. Firstly, high levels of P A F are released immediately upon
reperfusion. P A F can cause the release of tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) from cultured
301

monocytes

302

and T N F - a can decrease expression of eNOS in endothelial cells

. This provides

one explanation as to how blockade of PAF receptors with TCV-309 could result in increased
eNOS expression. Another possible mechanism involves shear stress. P A F antagonism increased
coronary flow rate following ischemia and reperfusion in this study and others ' . According to
29 47

Poiseuille's law, this can increase shear stress in the vessel walls. A n increase in shear stress has
302

been demonstrated to upregulate eNOS mRNA expression in endothelial cells

and evoke

release of N O in the rabbit coronary vascular bed . A final possible mechanism involves the
303

effects of oxidized low density lipoproteins (LDL). P A F activates neutrophils and monocytes to
generate superoxide radicals and other reactive oxygen species. Reactive oxygen species can
oxidize L D L , and high levels of oxidized L D L have been shown to reduce the expression of
eNOS . One study performed in isolated guinea-pig papillary muscle showed that 30 min of
304

perfusion with P A F increased nitrite production, suggesting that P A F may increase N O S generated N O

2 7 1

. Therefore, this evidence in conjunction with our findings indicate that P A F

may increase NOS activity in the heart over the short term, and reduce the gene expression of
eNOS over the long term.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1. Summary
During MIR, an inflammatory process is initiated which causes the activation or release of
many mediators and signal transduction molecules including P A F , N O , endothelin-1, tumor
necrosis factor-oc, thromboxanes, leukotrienes, caspases, M A P kinases and others. Studies have
suggested that one of these mediators, PAF, exerts the following actions during MTR: coronary
vasoconstriction,

myocardial contractile

depression,

arrhythmias,

systemic

hypotension,

pulmonary hypertension, myocyte cell death, increased capillary permeability and neutrophil
infiltration. As described in the Discussion, there is an interplay between many of these actions
of PAF, and an interrelationship with several other mediators and signal transduction molecules.
It is important to elucidate the processes that occur during MIR, and to identify the molecules
that exert damage during this time. The research performed for this dissertation has furthered
knowledge on the role of PAF in the injury associated with myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.
This work has generated evidence that P A F directly contributes to various parameters of
cardiac

dysfunction

in the

isolated

rat

heart

with

individual

concentration-response

characteristics. Specifically, P A F increased coronary vascular resistance at low through high
concentrations (10 n M -, 10 uM). Only at moderate to high concentrations (1-10 u.M) did PAF
increase myocardial edema, and only at high concentration (10 uM) did PAF impair myocardial
contractility and heart rate. All these effects of PAF were blocked with a P A F antagonist.

Studies then proceeded to investigate the contribution of PAF to MTR injury and showed that
PAF can contribute to myocardial contractile depression and coronary vasoconstriction in the
isolated blood-perfused heart during the initial 5 h reperfusion - the highest risk time for clinical
MTR injury.
This work has produced important new findings on the interrelationship of P A F and eNOSgenerated N O during MIR. It provides further mechanistic information, suggesting that the
improved blood flow observed during MTR with PAF antagonism may be at least in part due to
an increase in eNOS gene expression, and the subsequent production of NO.
Although many studies have shown that M I R induces apoptosis in the heart, no studies have
yet investigated the role of PAF in this process. Our study is the first to show that P A F can
contribute to apoptosis during MIR. This finding may enable more rational therapeutic
interventions to be designed in the treatment of MTR injury.
The research in this dissertation also brought forward new evidence that protection against
the effects of PAF in a clinically relevant model of MTR improves recovery from the injury. In
the literature, the protective effects of a PAF antagonist administered at a clinically relevant time
(i.e., immediately prior to reperfusion) have been controversial. In our in vivo swine model, by
attempting to provide similar conditions to the situation of a patient being treated for myocardial
infarction, our findings that the P A F antagonist protected against systemic hypotension,
myocardial depression, and arrhythmias during the reperfusion period provided further clinically
relevant evidence about the contribution of PAF to M I R injury.

Furthermore, all previous

studies that have investigated the role of PAF in MLR have been terminated within the first 24 h
after infarction. Consequently, our finding that P A F antagonist administration improved 8 day

survival provides new information about the long-term protective effects of PAF antagonist on
mortality following a myocardial infarction treated with reperfusion.
It is hoped that this has enhanced knowledge on the role of PAF in MTR injury, from the
mechanisms of action through to the clinical potential of inhibiting PAF during MIR. It is a goal
that this can help in developing novel therapeutic interventions that would favourably influence
the mortality and morbidity associated with acute myocardial infarction, and ischemic
cardiovascular disease generally.

5.2. Conclusions
Contribution of PAF to Cardiac Dysfunction in the Isolated Crystalloid-Perfused Rat Heart:
(a) P A F contributes in a concentration-dependent manner to coronary vasoconstriction,
contractile depression, bradycardia, and edema in the heart.
Interrelationship of PAF and NO in Myocardial Ischemia-Reperfusion-Induced Cardiac
Dysfunction and Apoptosis in the Ex Vivo Rabbit Heart:
(a) P A F antagonist TCV-309 protects against myocardial contractile depression and coronary
vasoconstriction in the isolated blood-perfused rabbit heart during the maximal injury risk
period of 5 h of reperfusion.
(b) PAF can inhibit eNOS mRNA expression during myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.
(c) PAF can contribute to apoptosis induced by myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.

Therapeutic Potential of PAF Antagonism in the Management of Myocardial Infarction in In
Vivo Swine
(a) P A F antagonist administration improves extended (8 d) survival following myocardial
ischemia-reperfusion.
(b) Administration of the P A F antagonist TCV-309 immediately prior to reperfusion protects
against systemic hypotension during the early reperfusion period in swine.
(c) P A F antagonist reduces the requirements for inotropic and antiarrhythmic support during
myocardial ischemia-reperfusion.

5.3. Possible Future Directions for Research
Although the in vivo effects of PAF antagonist on M I R injury are now better understood,
there remains much that can be studied concerning the mechanism of action of PAF in the heart.
Elucidation of these mechanistic pathways would lead to better understanding of the specific role
of PAF in MTR injury and could identify other potential pharmacological targets for inhibiting
the injury associated with PAF and MLR. Furthermore, understanding the role of PAF in relation
to the other mediators involved in MTR injury could add to more knowledgeable decisions on
which mediators would be most beneficial to block during MLR. Finally, I believe that the
research findings are at a stage that we can consider performing a clinical trial on the protective
effects of PAF antagonism against MTR injury.
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Appendix 1
PAF AND PROTEIN KINASES IN T H E R A T H E A R T

Background
In our isolated rat heart study, one of the objectives was to investigate the cell signaling
pathways, particularly protein kinases, that are responsible for the effects of PAF on the heart. To
my knowledge, several protein kinases have not yet been investigated as to their presence in the
heart, including ERK3, Piml, F A K and ZIPK. Furthermore there has been very little study into
the role of P A F in protein kinase activation in the heart. We used a novel method that is still
under development, called the Kinetworks™ immunoblotting analysis, in conjunction with Dr.
Steven Pelech (Professor, Dept. Medicine, University of British Columbia). I felt that the
preliminary findings on pooled samples from isolated rat heart groups treated with 1 u M PAF,
10 u M P A F or vehicle (see section 2.2 for more details) might be of interest to individuals
studying the effects of PAF on the heart, and were worthwhile to include as a brief summary
below.

Rationale, Hypothesis and Specific Aims
Rationale:
Protein kinases are increasingly being identified as important pathways for cell signaling. If
certain protein kinases that contribute to the injury caused by P A F or M I R can be identified,
pharmacological agents could be used or designed to target these protein kinases and potentially

limit the injury. However, the contribution of PAF to protein kinase cell signaling pathways has
been very minimally studied in the heart.
Hypothesis:
One or more protein kinase pathways are present in the heart and are activated by PAF in a
concentration-dependent fashion.
Specific Aims:
(a) To detect if a variety of protein kinases are present in the rat heart
(b) To investigate a variety of protein kinases as possible signaling proteins for the action of
PAF in cardiac tissue

Materials and Methods
Sonication. Frozen rat heart tissue was obtained from the isolated rat heart study described in
section 2.2. Approximately 0.1 - 0.6 g heart tissue was minced and placed in lysis buffer (without
detergent) in a 1:5 ratio (w/v), which also included 1 m M PMSF. The tissue was then disrupted
using a sonicator (Vibracell, CT, USA). Following this, the samples were centrifuged at 100 000
rpm for 30 min. The supernatant, containing the cytosolic fraction of cells, was then removed
and frozen at -70°C. The microsomal pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer containing detergent
(0.5% Triton-X-100), using a sonicator. The detergent-treated microsomes were then centrifuged
for 30 min at 100 000 rpm. The resulting supernatant, containing the particulate fraction, was
removed and frozen at -70°C.

Protein Assay: Homogenate supernatants were assayed for protein concentration using the
Bradford assay. Briefly, 10 uL of homogenate supernatant and 90 uL distilled water were
combined with 5 mL Bradford reagent in a test tube. The absorbance at 595 nm

(A595)

was

measured for each sample using a spectrophotometer. A standard curve was created by
measuring

A595

at known amounts of B S A (0 - 100 ug; Sigma, Ont., Canada). The curve was

then plotted, and the formula for the line was used to calculate the concentration of each sample
from its absorbance. Samples were subsequently diluted to 1 mg/mL with lysis buffer. Standard
curve samples were done in triplicate. Protein assay samples were performed in duplicate.
Western Blot Analyses: (a) Protein Separation: Sample supernatants (1 mg/mL) were heated
at 90 °C for 5 min. Samples within each group were pooled and 20 uL of pooled sample
supernatant mix was added to each well in the ten percent acrylamide gels and run at 30 mA for
50 min. (b) Protein Transfer: The gel and a nitrocellulose membrane were positioned beside
each other, and placed in a running stand, filled with transfer buffer at 30 mA for 20 min. (c)
Antibody Incubation: The membrane was removed from the stand and placed in 5% (w/v) skim
milk solution for 30 min at room temperature. Following this, the membrane was placed in a
miniblotter cassette, and each lane was filled with 50 uL of primary antibody solution, and
incubated for 3 h at room temperature. The membrane was then removed and rinsed. Each lane
was then filled with the secondary antibody solution, and incubated for 30 min at room
temperature, (d) ECL Detection: Proteins were detected using the enhanced chemiluminescence
(ECL) detection system (Amersham, IL, USA). The membranes were photographed with a 16 bit

camera. Band density was measured using a computer equipped with BioRad Quantity One
software (BioRad, Ont., Canada).

Results
Based on previous studies by Dr. Pelech, data showing differences of at least two-fold in
band density between groups were considered to represent actual differences between groups.
Values of at least 3000 units for band density were considered large enough to analyze. If the
band density was below 3000 units, it was considered to be inadequate to accurately represent
the presence of the protein kinase under consideration. .
The protein kinases PKCÔ, PKCX, E R K 1 , ERK2, E R K 3 , p38, Pim-1, ZIPK and JNK were
detected in the heart (Tables 18 and 19). Protein kinases are known to be translocated to the
membrane fraction upon activation, in order to exert their effects. Consequently, an increase in
protein kinase detection in the membrane fraction can be indicative of activation of the protein
kinase. In this study, in the cytosol membrane fraction, there were no substantial differences
between groups (Table 18). In the particulate fraction (which contains the cell membranes), there
were larger differences (Table 19). There was a P A F concentration-dependent increase in
particulate fraction Pim-1 and JNK3 (45 kD), which could represent activation of these protein
kinases by PAF. Furthermore, there was a PAF concentration-dependent decrease in PKCX and
ZIPK, suggesting possible inactivation of these protein kinases by PAF.

Discussion
This study brought forward new knowledge that several protein kinases, previously unstudied
in the heart, are present in the rat heart, including ERK3, Pim-1 and ZIPK. Furthermore, it
presented preliminary evidence that PKCX, JNK3, ZIPK and Pim-1 association with the
particulate fraction is modulated by PAF. This work can provide a foundation for future studies
further investigating the role of protein kinases in the signal transduction of P A F in the heart and
in M I R injury. I have included a discussion on current evidence about the involvement of the
studied protein kinases in response to PAF in the heart below.
Studies have shown that P K C may be important in regulating myocardial contractility and
capillary permeability in response to PAF. For example, in isolated rat myocytes, P A F was
shown to decrease contractility (prevented by P A F antagonist B N 50739). In PKC-depleted
myocytes, P A F had no effect on contractility . Furthermore, P K C inhibitors significantly
55

blocked the PAF-induced increase in intravascular permeability in the hamster cheek pouch; but
did not interfere with PAF-induced arteriolar constriction . In a porcine model of experimental
273

diabetes, immunoblot analysis revealed that there was a subcellular translocation of PKCe from
the cytosol to the membrane in the heart. In our study we did not detect PKCs at substantial
levels in the particulate fraction. To my knowledge, ours is the first study to investigate the
effects of PAF on P K C in the whole heart. Our finding that P A F decreases PKCX, associated with
the membrane fraction gives preliminary evidence that this isoform may be important in
previously observed effects of PAF on PKC-induced changes in heart functioa

E R K l / 2 may be involved in ischemia-reperfusion injury and be modulated by P A F .
Specifically, ischemia-reperfusion in isolated guinea pig hearts was shown to increase ERK1 and
ERK2 activity; however, ischemia alone did not. Also, ischemia-reperfusion in rat neonatal
cardiomyocytes caused activation of E R K . P A F has been shown to activate E R K in airway
305

smooth muscle cells , Chinese hamster ovary cells
174

eosinophils

307

306

and to activate ERK1 and E R K 2 in human

and neutrophils . However, the role of PAF in E R K activation in the heart to my
308

knowledge has not been investigated.
Pim-1 is a recently discovered protein kinase, and little is known about its function. It has
been shown to attenuate apoptosis in hemapoeietic F D C cells

309

and in murine factor-dependent

FDCP1 cells . To my knowledge, no studies have investigated the effects of PAF on Pim-1, or
310

shown evidence of the presence of Pim-1 in the heart. Our findings that P A F increased the
membrane fraction of Pim-1 in a concentration-dependent manner in the isolated rat heart brings
new evidence into its possible role in cell signaling in the heart and in response to PAF.
p38 has been implicated in modulating cell signaling during MTR and in response to PAF.
For example, myocardial ischemia-reperfusion has been shown to activate p38 M A P K in in vivo
rabbit

276

. Furthermore, a selective inhibitor of p38 (SB203580) reduced apoptosis, creatinine

kinase, and infarct size, and improved coronary blood flow and myocardial contractility. P A F
has been shown to activate p38 in human airway smooth muscle cells , bronchial epithelial
174

cells , mononuclear cells
311

312

and neutrophils . To my knowledge, no studies have yet
189

investigated the influence of PAF on p38 activation in the heart.

ZIPK has been shown to contribute to apoptotic cell death in NTH 3T3 cells . To my
313

knowledge, no studies have investigated if ZIPK exists in the heart, or its relation to P A F or
ischemia-reperfusion injury. Our study brought forward new knowledge about the existence of
ZIPK in the heart, and it may be inactivated by PAF.
F A K is known to be involved in regulation of cell motility, adhesion and cytoskeleton
assembly. Similarly, P A F is known to modify the shape of endothelial cells by causing a
rearrangement of the cytoskeleton , which accounts for the increased vasopermeability
314

observed when it is injected

184 1 8 5

. P A F has been shown to activate F A K in human endothelial

cells , which suggests a potential regulatory role of F A K in PAF-induced changes in capillary
195

permeability. To my knowledge, the presence of F A K in the heart and its response to P A F
administration in the heart have not been investigated. Our study did not detect F A K at
substantial levels in the heart, so we could not perform comparisons between groups. If F A K is
present primarily in the endothelial cells where it has been previously detected , this could
195

make the detection of differences between groups in our study difficult, as the samples contained
all types of cells in the heart, and may be activated by PAF.
JNK has been shown to be activated in rat neonatal cardiomyocytes following ischemiareperfusion ; however, its response to P A F and its presence in the adult whole heart has not
305

been investigated to my knowledge.
isoform is present in the rat heart.

Our detection of JNK3 brings new evidence that this

Table 1. Summary of investigations into the contribution of PAF to myocardial ischemiareperfusion-induced arrhythmias. All PAF antagonists were given intravenously. Abbreviations
are as follows: antag, antagonist; rep, reperfusion; isch, ischemia; admin, administration; P M N ,
polymorphonuclear neutrophils; A V , atrioventricular; P V C , premature ventricular contractions;
fib, fibrillation; vent, ventricular; HR, heart rate; tachycard, tachycardia.
Reference
71

Model &
Species
isolated rabbit
heart perfused
with crystalloid,
PMN and/or
platelets

34

in vivo dog

3i

isolated
crystalloidperfused rat
heart

lil

Ischemia
Time/
Conditions
40 min low
flow global
isch

Rep
Time
30 min

Time Antag
First Admin
upon rep

Type (Dose) of Antag
SDZ 63-675 (3 x lO"
M) or WEB 2170 (3 x
lu
M)
6

Effects of PAF
Antag on
Arrhythmias
4-AV nodal block,
PVC, vent fib

- 6

90 min
regional isch
30 min
regional isch

5h

15 min prior
to isch
10 min prior
to isch

RP 59227 (2.5 mg/kg)

•Went fib

B N 50739 (1 x 10° M)

•Went fib

in vivo dog

90 min
regional isch

6h

1 h prior to
rep

no change

30 min
regional isch
30 min
regional isch
30 min
regional isch

30 min

10 min prior
to isch
10 min prior
to isch
5 min prior
to isch

WEB 2086 (20 mg/kg
bolus, followed by 10
mg/kg/h for 6 h)
B N 52021 (10 mg/kg)

36

in vivo rabbit

37

in vivo rabbit

1M

isolated working
crystalloidperfused rat
heart
isolated working
crystalloidperfused rat
heart

30 min
regional isch

30 min

47

in vivo cat

1.5 h regional
isch

44

in vivo dog

90 min
regional isch

40

38

31

1 min

30 min
30 min

B N 50739 (5 mg/kg)
or B N 50726 (5 mg/kg)
BN 50739 (10"', 10"",
10- ,5xl0" M)
5

5

no change in HR
•Went fib
no change HR
Went fib
Wentr tachycard
and fib during
isch but not rep

5 min prior
to isch

B N 52021 (1.5,3.0, 6.0
x 10" and 1.2 x 10" M)

Wentr tachycard
and fib during
isch but not rep

4.5 h

30 min prior
to rep

n/c in vent PVC
or fib

3h

1 h prior to
rep

in vivo swine 60 min

6h

in vivo rabbit

2 or 24 h

1 h prior to
isch
5 min prior
to rep

WEB-2170(1 mg/kg
bolus followed by 2
mg/kg/h)
B N 52021 (10 mg/kg
bolus followed by 1
mg/kg/h)
CV-3988 (3 mg/kg
bolus, followed by 0.3
mg/kg/h)
TCV-309 (0.1 mg/kg)

regional isch
40 min
regional isch

5

4

SDZ 63-675 (5 mg/kg)

n/c in fib
(lidocaine given
prophylactically)

•fatrial and vent
fib
4-transient
bradycardia

30

in vivo rabbit 40 min

2 or 24 h

regional isch

5 min prior
to rep

SDZ 63-675 (5 mg/kg)
or WEB 2170 (5
mg/kg)
CV-3988 (3 mg/kg)

•I transient
bradycardia

^severe arrhyth
(vent fib and
tachy combined)
during rep
Went fib

perfused by
systemic circ
during rep

in vivo, but not 60 min global 60 min
isch with
cardioplegia

during isch
inCPB
blood

41

in vivo dog

20 min
regional isch

30 min

10 min prior
to isch

TCV-309 (1 mg/kg)

42

in vivo dog

40 min

156

in vivo dog

40 min
regional isch
20 min
regional isch

15 min prior
to isch
10 min prior
to isch

BN52021 (5 mg/kg) or
SRI 634411 (10 mg/kg)
WEB 2086

33

10 min

Went fib

no change in
PVC or vent fib

Table 2. Summary of studies investigating the contribution of PAF to infarct size during myocardial
ischemia-reperfusion. All PAF antagonists were given intravenously. Abbreviations are as follows:
antag, antagonist; rep, reperfusion; isch, ischemia; admin, administration.

Reference
34

Model &
Animal

Isch Time/
Conditions

Rep
Time

in vivo dog 90 min

5h

151

in vivo dog

6h

36

in vivo rabbit30 min

37
45
46

regional isch
90 min
regional isch

regional isch
in vivo rabbit30 min
regional isch
in vivo rat 3 h regional
isch
in vivo rat 1 h regional
isch

30 min
30 min
4h
1h

Time Antag
First Admin
15 min prior
to isch
1 h prior to
rep
10 min prior
to isch
10 min prior
to isch
prior to isch
5 min prior
to isch

Type (Dose)of Antag
RP 59227 (2.5 mg/kg)

Effects of PAF
Antag on
Infarct Size
^infarct size

WEB 2086 (20 mg/kg bolus,
followed by 10 mg/kg/h for 6
h)
B N 52021 (10 mg/kg)

no change

B N 50739 (5 mg/kg)
or B N 50726 (5 mg/kg)
B N 50739 (10 mg/kg)

^infarct size

^infarct size

•^infarct size

L-659 989 (3.125, 6.25, or
12.5 x 10" mol/kg over 5 min,
followed by 3.13, 6.25, or
12.5xl0- mol/kg,
respectively, over 30 min)
L-659 989 (5 mg/kg)

^infarct size

WEB-2170 (1 mg/kg bolus
followed by 2 mg/kg/h)
B N 52021 (10 mg/kg bolus
followed by 1 mg/kg/h)
CV-3988 (3 mg/kg bolus,
followed by 0.3 mg/kg/h)
SDZ 63-675 (5 mg/kg)

^infarct size

SDZ 63-675 (5 mg/kg) or
WEB 2170 (5 mg/kg)

^infarct size

9

5

20
47
44

31
35

90 min
in vivo sheep

regional isch
in vivo cat 1.5 h regional
isch
in vivo dog 90 min
regional isch

in vivo rabbit40 min

regional isch
in vivo rabbit40 min
regional isch

6h
4.5 h
3h

2 or 24 h
2 or 24 h

10 min prior
to rep
30 min prior
to rep
1 h prior to
rep
5 min prior
to rep
5 rnin prior
to rep

^infarct size

4-infarct size

^infarct size

Table 3. Differences between necrosis and apoptosis

Mitochondria
Plasma
Membrane

1

Necrosis

Apoptosis

Degenerative process;
Concerns groups of cells

Active energy-dependent
process of cellular selfdestruction, requires de
novo gene expression
(gene mediated program);
Concerns single cells
Functionally intact
Largely intact;
Formation of buds and
apoptotic bodies

Defective, ATP depletion
Loss of membrane integrity;
Enhanced permeability for
certain cations (mainly
Ca )
Disintegrated
Nonspecific degradation
2+

Nucleus
DNAfragmentation
Cell Volume

Increased (swelling)

Intracellular
Content

Released, lysis of cells;
An inflammatory response is
ativated by the release of
intracellular components

Condensed then fragmented
Internucleosomal D N A
cleavage
Reduced (shrinkage), loss of
membrane contact with
neighbouring cells,
disappearance of gap
junctions
Not released;
Phagocytosed by intact "
neighbouring cells mainly
in form of apoptotic
bodies;
No inflammatory response

Table 4. Experimental groups and treatments for part I of dissertation experiments: "The
Contribution of PAF to Cardiac Dysfunction in the Isolated Rat Heart".

Group
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Treatment
10 n M PAF
100 nM PAF
1 u M PAF
lOuMPAF
1 u M PAF + 1 u M TCV-309
Vehicle
Sham-Operated

Table 5. Experimental groups, treatments, and surgical interventions for Part II of dissertation
experiments: "Role of P A F in Cardiac Dysfunction, Apoptosis and Nitric Oxide Synthase
mRNA Expression in the Ischemic-Reperfused Rabbit Heart".

Group
A

Treatment

B
C

PAF antagonist TCV-309
(0.1 mg/kg q 3 h)
untreated (vehicle only)
sham

D

control

Surgical
Intervention
30 min ischemia
followed by 5 h
reperfusion
instrumentation
only
no intervention

Table 6. Volumes (uL) of compounds added to sample tubes for the PCR reaction to measure
iNOS/eNOS gene expression in ex vivo rabbit hearts exposed to ischemia-reperfusion. "-RT" and
"-cDNA" are internal control samples.

cDNA
lOx buffer (Qiagen, Austin T X ,
USA)
25 m M M g C l (Qiagen)
25 m M dNTP
Taq polymerase (5 units/uL; Qiagen)
forward primer
reverse primer
18s alternate primer pair (Ambion
Co., Austin, TX, USA)
18 s alternate competimer (Ambion
Co., Austin, T X , USA)
DEPC water
2

Samples for
iNOS/eNOS
Detection
5
9.5

Volume (uL)
-RT
Samples
Sample
for 18S
Detection
5
5
9.5
9.5

-cDNA
Sample
0
9.5

1.0
0
0.5
1.0
1.0
0

1.0
0
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.40

1.0
0
0.5
0
0
0.40

1.0
1.0
0.5
0
0
0.40

0

3.60

3.60

3.60

82.0

82.0

80.0

84.0

Table 7. Primer sequences for detection of eNOS and iNOS in ex vivo rabbit hearts exposed to
ischemia-reperfusion.

Primer
Forward eNOS primer
Reverse eNOS primer
Forward iNOS primer
Reverse iNOS primer

Sequence
5 '-TGG-CTG-CCG-ATG-CTC-CCA-AC-3 '
5'-TTG-TCA-CCT-CCT-GGG-TGC-GC-3'
5'-GTC-AGC-CCT-CAG-AGT-ACA-AC-3'
5'-TGA-CAC-TCC-GCA-CAA-AGC-AG-3'

Table 8. Reagents used in Western blotting, for detection of markers of apoptosis in ex vivo
rabbits hearts exposed to ischemia-reperfusion.
Reagent
2x Sample Buffer

Running Buffer

10% Acrylamide Gel

Amount
0.6 mL
5.4 mL
2.0 mL
1.0 mL
250 uL
6.05 g
28.8 g
1980 mL
20 mL
3.6 mL
2.5 mL
2.7 mL d H 0
7.5 uL
900 mL
90.8 g
2.0g
6.05 g
28.8 g
1600 mL
400 mL
2

Resolving Gel Buffer

Transfer Buffer

Compound
l M T r i s H C l , pH 8.0
dfî 0
10% SDS
glycerol
1% bromophenol blue
Trizma Base, pH 8.8
Glycine
dH 0
10% SDS
resolving gelbuffer
30% acrylamide,
75 uL 10% APS
Temed
dH 0
Trizma base, pH 8.8
SDS
Trizma Base, pH 8.8
Glycine
dH 0
methanol
2

2

2

2

Table 9. Experimental groups, treatments, and surgical interventions for swine in Part III of
dissertation experiments: "Therapeutic Potential of PAF Antagonism in the i n Vivo Management
of Myocardial Infarction."

Group

Treatment

A

PAF antagonist TCV-309
(0.1 mg/kg)
untreated (vehicle only)
sham

B
C

Surgical
Intervention
60 min ischemia
followed by 8 d
reperfusion
instrumentation only

Table 10. Maximum increase and decrease in systolic left ventricular pressure (mmHg) of
isolated rat hearts due to the indicated treatments. ± values represent standard deviation.

136±17
125±24
135±8
135+20
137+19

Maximum
Increase
147+16
134±25
141+8
153+18
142+20

Maximum
Decrease
131+18
126±32
125+11
115+10
131+16

134+28
145±26

138+31
155±25

123±29
143±26

Group

Treatment

Baseline

A
B
C
D
E

10 n M P A F
100 nM P A F
1 uMPAF
10 u M PAF
TCV-309 +
PAF
Vehicle
Sham

F
G

Table 11. Left ventricular developed pressure (mmHg) in ex vivo rabbit hearts, in response to 30
min of ischemia followed by 5 h reperfusion (rep.). Groups received P A F antagonist TCV-309,
vehicle, or were sham-operated, p-values represent significance level from baseline. ± values
represent standard deviation.

Time
Baseline
20 min isch
10 min rep
30 min rep
1 h rep
2 h rep
3 h rep
4 h rep
5 h rep

Sham
LVP
45.8±16.4
46.3+17.2
45.5±15.9
44.3+15.5
44.0±15.3
41.5±14.0
40.7±12.5
41.0±13.0
40.5+13.9

p-value
0.456
0.797
0.328
0.110
0.012
0.060
0.048
0..030

Group
PAF Antagonist
Untreated
LVP
LVP
p-value
p-value
41.7+9.8
49.0+7.5
0.002
0.000
0.0+0.0
0.0+0.0
14.6+15.4
0.014
0.009
25.0+15.6
0.000
0.008
27.0±7.5
. 34.3±8.5
0.053
0.002
28.3±7.7
41.7+7.2
0.038
0.017
27.3+10.4
42.7±6.7
0.002
0.052
24.3+4.5
43.0+8.2
0.024
0.012
25.8±6.3
43.3+9.0
22.4+5.5
0.010
0.027
43.3+10.6

Table 12. Positive dP/dt (mmHg/sec) in ex vivo rabbit hearts, in response to 30 min of ischemia
followed by 5 h reperfusion (rep). Groups received P A F antagonist TCV-309, vehicle, or were
sham-operated, p-values represent significance level from baseline. ± values represent standard
deviation.

Time
Baseline
20 min isch
10 min rep
30 min rep
1 h rep
2 h rep
3 h rep
4 h rep
5 h rep

Sham
+dP/dt
p-value
681+330
0.480
687±335
0.890
684±327
0.452
663+321
0.121
647±296
0.043
623±285
0.118
603+257
0.051
600+269
0.078
604+283

Group
Untreated
+dP/dt
p-value
614±98
0.000
0.0±0.0
0.011
235+187
0.001
435+93
0.000
416±77
0.000
363±74
0.001
363+59
0.002
347±43
0.003
308+48

PAF Antagonist
+dP/dt
p-value
684±227
0.008
0.0+0.0
0.016
360+304
0.015
499±207
0.108
602±185
0.060
607±197
0.049
611±222
0.013
620+235
0.013
614+238

Table 13. Systolic L V P (mmHg) in ex vivo rabbit hearts, in response to 30 min of ischemia
followed by 5 h reperfusion (rep.). Groups received PAF antagonist TCV-309, vehicle, or were
sham-operated, p-values represent significance level from baseline. ± values represent standard
deviation.

Time
Baseline
20 min isch
10 min rep
30 min rep
1 h rep
2 h rep
3 h rep
4 h rep
5 h rep

Sham
LVP
54.3+19.1
53.1+18.1
54.0+19.0
52.5+18.3
50.7+17.1
49.3±16.9
48.8+16.4
49.5+17.3
50.2+19.1

p-value
0.411
0.750
0.186
0.035
0.005
0.047
0.039
0.122

Group
Untreated
LVP
p-value
51.0±8.4
0.000
7.0+6.0
19.8+18.7 0.016
0.001
36.0+7.6
0.004
37.0+8.9
0.002
33.8±7.8
0.001
32.7+5.1
0.017
35.4+9.1
0.012
33.4+9.0

PAF Antagonist
LVP
p-value
56.0+7.5
0.001
8.7+7.6
0.016
35.7+16.1
0.005
43.7+8.1
0.086
51.0+7.0
0.066
51.7+5.5
0.058
51.7+7.2
0.041
52.7+8.6
0.054
53.7+10.0

Table 14. Negative dP/dt (mmHg/sec) in ex vivo rabbit hearts, in response to 30 min of ischemia
followed by 5 h reperfusion (rep.). Groups received P A F antagonist TCV-309, vehicle, or were
sham-operated, p-values represent significance level from baseline. ± values represent standard
deviation.

Time
Baseline
20 min isch
10 min rep
30 min rep
1 h rep
2 h rep
3 h rep
4 h rep
5 h rep

Sham
-dP/dt
p-value
716±352
0.788
720+351
0.906
719+342
0.594
700±334
0.364
688+315
0.129
667±302
0.116
639±276
0.125
648±298
0.097
641+298

Untreated
-dP/dt
p-value
657+95
0.000
0.0±0.0
0.013
308+187
0.045
520+123
0.017
507+88
0.001
444+79
0.002
445±60
0.007
434±47
393+47
0.010

PAF Antagonist
-dP/dt
p-value
766+237
0.005
0.0±0.0
432+312 0.011
602+197 0.007
714+180 0.168
0.184
726±196
0.201
734+225
0.160
734±249
0.104
726+258

Table 15. Diastolic L V P (mmHg) in ex vivo rabbit hearts, in response to 30 min of ischemia
followed by 5 h reperfusion (rep). Groups received PAF antagonist TCV-309, vehicle, or were
sham-operated, p-values represent significance level from baseline. ± values represent standard
deviation.

Time
Baseline
20 min isch
10 min rep
30 min rep
1 h rep
2 h rep
3 h rep
4 h rep
5 h rep

Sham
p-value
LVP
4.7+2.7
0.076
4.2+3.0
0.012
3.7±2.3
0.042
3.8+2.1
0.025
4.0+2.5
4.7+3.6
0.611
4.8+3.1
4.7+2.7
0.611
4.8+2.8

Group
Untreated
LVP
p-value
9.3+2.3
0.495
7.8+4.7
0.157
5.2+5.9
0.465
8.7+3.9
0.566
8.7+4.4
0.434
8.5+3.8
0.140
8.0+3.4
0.887
9.6+3.6
0.419
11.0+3.5

PAF Antagonist
LVP
p-value
9.7+0.6
0.944
8.7+7.6
0.789
10.7+1.5
0.308
9.3+1.5
0.514
9.3+3.2
0.319
9.0+2.6
0.182
8.7+2.1
0.353
9.3+2.1
0.836
10.3+2.1

Table 16. Coronary vascular flow rate (mL/min) in ex vivo rabbit hearts, in response to 30 min of
ischemia followed by 5 h reperfusion (rep.). Groups received PAF antagonist TCV-309, vehicle,
or were sham-operated. In this system, coronary flow is inversely proportional to coronary
vascular resistance, p-values represent significance level from baseline. ± values represent
standard deviation.

Time
Baseline
20 min isch
10 min rep
30 min rep
1 h rep
2 h rep
3 h rep
4 h rep
5 h rep

Sham
Flow Rate p-value
5.7±1.4
0.892
5.7±1.6
0.693
5.6±1.3
0.073
5.4±1.3
0.003
5.4±1.3
0.224
5.4±1.7
0.031
5.3+1.3
0.002
5.3+1.5
5.3+1.3
0.001

Group
Untreated
Flow Rate p-value
6.1+1.7
0.000
0.0±0.0
0.000
34.3+6.4
0.007
13.3±4.2
0.076
9.4+3.6
0.977
6.0±5.2
0.389
5.2±1.9
0.067
4.7±1.9
0.012
3.9+0.9

PAF Antagonist
Flow Rate p-value
4.8+1.1
0.002
0.0±0.0
0.071
29.7±12.2
0.088
8.9±2.1
0.067
7.2±1.0
0.293
6.5+1.2
0.536
5.8±1.4
0.514
5.7+1.6
5.4+1.6
0.619

Table 17. Requirements for pharmacological support in in vivo swine exposed to myocardial
ischemia-reperfusion. *, all 7 animals in group received prophylactic lidocaine from onset of
ischemia until 30 min reperfusion; data in the "*" cells represent number of animals requiring
additional lidocaine following 30 min reperfusion.

Variable

Treated
Group
(n=7; +/- SE)

Lidocaine (mg/kg)
Dopamine (mg/kg)
Adrenaline (mg/kg)
Bicarbonate (mg/kg)
CaCl (mEq/kg)

12.5 +/-2.1
0
0
0
0

2

# Treated
Animals
Requiring
Intervention
1*
0
0
0
0

Untreated Group
(n=7; +/- SE)

35.0 +/- 6.2
3.8+/-1.6
0.011 +/-0.019
0.78 +/- 0.84
0.27 +/- 0.34

# Untreated
Animals
Requiring
Intervention
6*
6
3
4
3

Table 18. Western blot band densities for protein kinases in the cytosol fraction of isolated rat
hearts exposed to 1 u,M PAF, lOuM PAF or vehicle. Values represent data from 6 pooled
samples in each group.

Protein Kinase
PKCa
PKCÔ
PKCs
PKCA.
ERK1
ERK2
ERK3
p38
Pim-1
FAK
ZJPK
JNK3 (45 kD)
JNK3 (38 kD)

Band Density (units)
Vehicle 1 u M PAF 10 u M PAF
0
0
0
2291
4259
3572
2203
2249
3710
0
3310
0
15271
10766
15617
3055
3337
2150
0
0
0
14455
14905
12685
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4445
3990
3095
3808
3877
0

Table 19. Western blot band densities for protein kinases in the membrane fraction of isolated rat
hearts exposed to 1 u M PAF, lOuM PAF or vehicle. Values represent data from 6 pooled
samples in each group.

Protein Kinase
PKCa
PKCÔ
PKCe
PKCX
ERK1
ERK2
ERK3
p38
Pim-1
FAK
ZIPK
JNK3 (45 kD)
JNK3 (38 kD)

Band Density (units)
Vehicle 1 u M PAF 10 u M PAF
0
1620
0
14680
9282
13375
2795
0
0
6672
4479
12020
17886
18461
27291
11156
5708
10646
24493
27492
15239
14857
16954 .
18116
8943
0
3464
0
0
1402
7080
4138
0
6069
0
4710
6462
5584
4227

Total Number of Deaths: 215 669

Figure 1. Leading causes of death, number and percentage of deaths, Canada, 1997.
Source: Statistics Canada
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Figure 2. A. Chemical structure of platelet activating factor. n=15 or 17.
B. Chemical structure of lyso-platelet activating factor. n=15 or 17.
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Figure 3. Biosynthesis pathways of PAF. Abbreviations are:0,phosphate group;
PLA2, phospholipase A2; ChoP Transferase, CDP-cholinephosphotransferase; A A ,
arachidonic acid or arachidonate; F A , fatty acid.

contractile depression

Figure 4. Possible mechanisms of effect of PAF on myocardial contractility. Please note
that c A M P also inhibits the activity of PLC, as shown in Fig. 52. Abbreviations: ODRS,
oxygen derived reactive species ; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; ad cyclase, adenylate
cyclase; c A M P , cyclic adenosine monophosphate; E R K , extracellular signal-regulated
kinase; p38, p38 M A P kinase; PL, phospholipase; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase;
PTK, protein tyrosine kinase; PK, protein kinase; D A G , diacylglyerol; IP , inositol 1,4,5trisphosphate; L T , leukotriene; A A , arachidonic acid; Tx, thromboxane.
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Figure 5. Chemical structure of the platelet activating factor antagonist TCV-309.
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Figure 7. Sections cut in rat heart prior to freezing in liquid nitrogen for Part I:
"Contribution of P A F to Cardiac Dysfunction in the Isolated Rat Heart". Firstly, a 4 mm
thick section (A) was cut in between the atrioventricular (AV) groove and 4 mm towards
the apex of the heart from that groove. Secondly, the atria and ventricle portions were cut
in half across the left and right side of the heart (sections B and C = atria; sections D and
E = ventricle).
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Figure 16. Pilot study: left ventricular end-systolic pressure response in isolated rat hearts to various concentrations of PAF,
compared to a group which received vehicle only. Time 0 represents baseline measurement immediately prior to infusion of
PAF. Percentage change was used due to substantial variation in baseline values of systolic pressure between animals during
pilot study. n=l-2 in each group.
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Figure 18. Coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) response to various concentrations of PAF in isolated rat hearts. A rise in CPP
represents a rise in coronary vascular resistance. Baseline values for groups receiving 10 nM, 100 n M , 1 u M , and 10 u M P A F
were 52±4, 51±9, 52±3, and 52±5 mmHg, respectively (±standard deviation). *p<0.01 compared to baseline. fp<0.05
compared to sham, vehicle, 1 u M PAF/TCV-309-treated hearts. % p<0.05 compared to 1 m M PAF/TCV-309-treated hearts.
Error bars represent standard deviation. n=8 in each group.
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Figure 20. Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure response to various concentrations of PAF in the isolated rat heart. Baseline
values for groups receiving 10 nM, 100 nM, 1 u M , and 10 u M PAF were 7±3, 7±3, 9±4, and 6±3 mmHg, respectively
(±standard deviation). *p<0.001 compared to vehicle, sham and 1 m M TCV-309/PAF-treated groups, and baseline. Error
bars represent standard deviation. n=8 in each group.
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Figure 21. Negative dP/dt response to various concentrations of PAF in isolated rat hearts. Baseline values for groups
receiving 10 nM, 100 n M , 1 u M , and 10 u M P A F were 3083±431, 2891±667, 2914±313, and 2725±424 mmHg, respectively
(±standard deviation).*p<0.0001 compared to vehicle, sham, and 1 uMTCV-309/PAF-treated groups, and baseline. Error bars
represent standard deviation. n=8 in each group.
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Figure 22. Positive dP/dt response to various concentrations of PAF in isolated rat hearts. Baseline values for groups receiving 10
n M , 100 n M , 1 u M and 10 u M PAF were 3954±662, 3731±792, 3886±442 and 3631±530 mmHg, respectively (istandard
deviation). *p<0.001 compared to vehicle, sham, and 1 u M TCV-309/PAF-treated groups, and baseline. Error bars represent
standard deviation, n=8 in each group.
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Figure 27. Left ventricular end-systolic pressure (LVESP) response to various concentrations of PAF in isolated rat hearts. This
figure represents the mean maximal increase in L V E S P from baseline for each group. Baseline values for groups receiving 10 nM,
100 n M , 1 uM, and 10 u M PAF were 136±17, 125±24, 135±8, and 135±20 mmHg, respectively (±standard deviation).
n=8 in each group.
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Figure 28. Left ventricular end-systolic pressure (LVESP) response to various concentrations of PAF in isolated rat hearts. This
figure represents the mean maximal decrease in L V E S P from baseline for each group. Baseline values for groups receiving 10
n M , 100 n M , 1 uM, and 10 u M PAF were 136±17, 125±24, 135±8, and 135±20 mmHg, respectively (istandard deviation).
n=8 in each group.
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Figure 29. Myocardial contractile response in isolated rat hearts to various concentrations of PAF. LVP = left ventricular
pressure; *p<0.0001 for negative dP/dt and diastolic L V P compared to vehicle, sham, and 1 u M TCV-309/PAF-treated
groups, and baseline. fpO.05 for maximal increase in systolic L V P compared to baseline. Error bars represent standard
deviation. n=8 in each group.

Figure 30. Heart rate response tovarious concentrations of PAF in isolated rat hearts. Baseline values for groups receiving 10
n M , 100 nM, 1 u M and 10 u M PAF were 249±41, 257±54, 236±14 and 260±40 mmHg, respectively (istandard
deviation).*p<0.001 compared to baseline. fpO.0001 compared to vehicle, sham, and 1 u M TCV-309/PAF treated groups.
Error bars represent standard deviation. n=8 in each group.
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Figure 32. Capillary permeability response to various concentrations of PAF, compared to groups which received either 1 u M
TCV-309 + 1 u M PAF, vehicle or were sham-operated. *p<0.05 versus vehicle, sham and TCV-309/PAF groups. Error bars
represent standard deviation. n=8 in each group.

Figure 33. Coronary vascular resistance (CVR), negative (neg) dP/dt and heart rate responses in isolated rat hearts to various
concentrations of PAF. A rise in coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) represents a rise in C V R . *p<0.01 compared to baseline.
fp<0.05 compared to vehicle, sham, and 1 u M TCV-309/PAF-treated groups. n=8 in each group.
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Figure 34. Percentage change of developed left ventricular pressure in isolated rabbit hearts, in response to ischemiareperfusion, in the presence and absence of P A F antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated animals. X axis shows 0.5 h ischemia, followed by 5 h reperfusion. Error bars represent standard deviation. f p 0.05 for untreated \
sham. f=p<0.05 for untreated vs. PAF antagonist. *=p<0.05 for PAF antagonist vs. sham. n=6 ïn each group.
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Figure 35. Percentage change of positive dP/dt in isolated rabbit hearts, in response to ischemia-reperfusion, in the
presence and absence of PAF antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated animals. X-axis shows 0.5 h
ischemia, followed by 5 h reperfusion. Error bars represent standard deviation. *=p<0.001 for untreated vs. sham.
t=p<0.01 for untreated vs. P A F antagonist. J=p<0.05 for PAF antagonist vs. sham. n=6 in each group.
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Figure 36. Percentage change of systolic L V P in isolated rabbit hearts, in response to ischemia-reperfusion, in the presence and
absence of P A F antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated animals. X-axis shows 0.5 h ischemia, followed
by 5 h reperfusion. Error bars represent standard deviation. *=p<0.01 for untreated vs. sham. t=P<0.05 for untreated vs. PAF
antagonist. J=p<0.01 for PAF antagonist vs. sham.n=6 in each group.
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Figure 37. Percentage change of negative dP/dt in isolated rabbit hearts, in response to ischemia-reperfusion, in the presence
and absence of P A F antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated animals. X-axis shows 0.5 h ischemia,
followed by 5 h reperfusion. Error bars represent standard deviation. f=p<0.01 for untreated vs. sham. J=p<0.01 for untreated
vs. P A F antagonist. *=p<0.05 for PAF antagonist vs. sham. n=6 in each group.
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Figure 38. Percentage change of diastolic L V P in isolated rabbit hearts, in response to ischemia-reperfusion, in the
presence and absence of PAF antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated animals. X-axis shows 0.5 h
ischemia, followed by 5 h reperfusion. Error bars represent standard deviation. *=p<0.05 for untreated vs. P A F
antagonist. n=6 in each group.
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Figure 39. Percentage change of coronary vascular flow in isolated rabbit hearts, in response to ischemia-reperfusion, in
the presence and absence of PAF antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated animals. X-axis shows 0.5 h
ischemia, followed by 5 h reperfusion. Error bars represent standard deviation. At 10 min reperfusion, where error bars
are not shown, standard deviation is equal to 131% for the untreated group, and 333% for PAF antagonist-treated group.
t=p<0.01 for untreated vs. sham. î=p<0.05 for untreated vs. PAF antagonist. *=p<0.01 for PAF antagonist vs. sham.
n=6 in each group.
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Figure 40. eNOS mRNA expression in rabbit hearts exposed to ischemia-reperfusion, in the presence and absence of P A F
antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated and control animals. * = p<0.05 for normal and untreated animals.
Error bars represent standard error of the mean. n=6 in each group.
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Figure 41. iNOS mRNA expression in rabbit hearts exposed to ischemia-reperfusion, in the presence and absence of P A F
antagonist TCV-309 treatment, compared to sham-operated and control animals. Error bars represent standard error of the
mean. n=6 in each group.
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Figure 43. TdT-FragEL staining for D N A fragmentation (a measure o f apoptosis) in ex vivo rabbit hearts exposed to
ischemia-reperfusion in the presence (treated group) or absence (untreated group) o f P A F antagonist T C V - 3 0 9 .
compared to sham-operated ex vivo hearts that did not undergo ischemia, and compared to normal hearts which did
not undergo ischemia and were not mounted on the ex vivo heart apparatus. Dark brown nuclei (some examples
circled) indicate cells that are positive for D N A fragmentation. Magnification is 400x.
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Figure 44. Pro-caspase-3 cleavage in response to ischemia-reperfusion, in the presence and absence o f P A F antagonist
T C V - 3 0 9 treatment, compared to sham and control rabbit hearts. *p<0.05 difference compared to untreated group. Error
bars represent standard deviation. n=6 in each group
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Figure 46. Pharmacological support required by swine subjected to ischemia and reperfusion, in the presence (treated group) or
absence (untreated group) of P A F antagonist TCV-309. Bars indicate mean duration ±S.E. of pharmacological infusion for
animals that required support. The points represent mean time (±S.E.) of administration of a bolus of a pharmacological agent
for the untreated animals that required support. n=7 in each group.

Figure 48. Systolic pulmonary pressure (max PAP) response to 60 min myocardial ischemia followed by 8 d reperfusion in
swine, treated with PAF antagonist or untreated. *p<0.05 from baseline. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
n=7 in each group.
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Figure 51. Cardiac and hemodynamic effects of PAF.

Figure 52. Possible mechanisms of effect of PAF on coronary vascular tone. Abbreviations:
ODRS, oxygen derived reactive species; L D L , low density lipoprotein; ET, endothelin; eNOS,
endothelial nitric oxide synthase; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; ad cyclase, adenylate cyclase;
cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; p38, p38 M A P kinase; PL, phospholipase; PI3K,
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; PTK, protein tyrosine kinase; IP , inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate;
LT, leukotriene; A A , arachidonic acid; Tx, thromboxane; PG, prostaglandin.
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